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We acknowledge that Indigenous
people have been, often violently,
dispossessed of their land and
culture.
We are concerned that presently
Indigenous people are still some of
the most marginalised in our society.
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The views expressed in Semper
Floreat are not necessarily those of
the editors, the UQ Union, nor the
University of Quensland..
If you do not agree with some
opinions expressed, the editors
encourage you to submit your own
views for publication.
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David (Known For The Hissy Fits)

Shona (Accused Of Being Blunt)

Jim (Cool Calm And Collected)

Fall asleep for only a liltie while and you
are forever known for chucking hissy fits.
Certainly there has been cause for such
displays in the process of putting together
this first edition. The bureaucratic
machinations of certain parts of the Union
seemed totally disinclined to realise that
we have deadlines. This was highlighted
most appropriately by us only receiving
the necessary software for production
about a week before we were due at the
printers.

Asleep for only a Me while? He obviously
hasn't noticed all the other things Jim and
I changed while he was napping.

Cool, calm, and collected, eh? At least I'm
not known for hissy fits, I suppose. It's one
o'clock in the morning, and I have no idea
what I'm supposed to write. I was going to
try something funny, but trying to be funny
usually ends up sounding lame. I could try
and be very post modern, but still I'm not
quite sure what that means. I think it might
mean making the first letter letter of every
word spell a hidden message, like my
friend Jacob Aldridge did. But it's one
o'clock in the morning, and who can be
fucked with that? So, I have decided to be
philosophical, which, at this point, seems
to be the easiest option. This is YOUR
magazine people! I can't stress that
enough. It is for you to make it what you
want it to be. If you disagree with any of
the opinions in it, then write your own
article. If you can do that in a reasoned
manner, we will do whatever is in our
power to include it. The way I see it, the
job of a student editor is to act as a
conduit for student expression, not to tell
people what they should think. Enough
philosophising.

We became involved in the tawdry world
of Student politics so as to improve the
quality and relevance of this publication.
We believe that the University of
Queensland should have a student
newspaper that reflects UQ's standing as
one of the leading Universities in this
country.
The quality of this publication relies
heavily on our contributors, therefore I
echo the sentiments of my fellow editors
and encourage students to submit to
Semper Floreat.

1 have saved a fortune in petrol this week,
never getting a chance to actually drive
home. I should at least check my car will
start (1 think it has a leaky petrol tank).
Back to what I'm supposed to talk about: I
do not pretend to be making sense at this
point, but give me the software, a comfy
chair, and a door to our office I can close
to the rest of the building and I'm happy
enough.
Why am 1 here? II you don't like
something, don't just complain, do
something. Misunderstandings and
ignorance cause conflict, and a selective
and narrow media cause ignorance in
society. At least this year, UQ students
can air their thoughts and opinions
through Semper. Combine a few half
decent Idea's together, and we may come
up with a good one.
As I said, if you don't like something, do
something, find our office and tell us.
Don't just bitch. You can bitch as well as
do something, but don't just bitch,

Peace, out.

SEMPER FLOREAT IS YOUR U N I O N N E W S P A P E R
Launch
Everyone is welcome to the launch of our first Semper Floreat of the year. Red Room, 25th February, 3pm onwards. Free music, free
food, free Sempers
Talking Point
Not everyone has the time or inclination to write a full article for Semper. However we are implementing a Talking point' section where
we publish opinions and ideas about various issues. If you have an opinion or something to say, tell your Newspaper. Write a couple
of parag-aphs, or a couple of pages, about anything you feel strongly about, be it the War on Terrorism, Par-king at Uni, Globalisation,
Student Politics, the Drug Debate or indeed anything at all.
We want to generate a meaningful dialogue within the student community. If you disagree with an article - don't throw your Semper
away in disgust - state why you disagree and what you do believe.
Arts and Entertainment
Hey You! Yes You! Think you know a heap about music and the arts and have critical blood running through your veins? Contact
SEMPER. We need reviewers desperately! Get your stuff published and be part of a Fab publication! Send a review to
uqsemper._arts@holmail.com for your chance to score free cds and theatre passes!
Student Trades
Got something you want to advertise? Sick of sticking up shit all over the campus? Wanna advertise it for free? Why not keep it all in
the one place? If you are a UQ student, you can advertise in our student trading post for FREE! Just send in your ad to, and wait for
it to walk out the door: semper.union@mailbox.uq,edu.au
Lost and Lonely
Have you lost a friend? Need to find somebody who has drifted from your life? Send a message to Lost & Lonely, to reach out to
someone. Email it to semper.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au
Whinge
Got a chip on your shoulder? Is there something you can have a good rant about in 100 words or less. Let it out. Let us know.

Arlicies
We have an inclusive editorial policy. If you have a reasoned article you would like to publish, please send it in. It doesn't matter what
side ot politics you come from, or what your opinion is.
If there is anything else we have forgotten that we promised during our election campaign to include in Semper this year,
please let us know!
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Letters
To The
Editors

Editors,
How much more can they milk us? How
hard will they make it before students
say 'we are here to learn not to be cash
cows'? The anger is growing and some
day soon the majority will cease to be
silent and cry 'enough'! Pity the
administration thot alienates the entire
student body. When average students
start to find out what is going on, when
it is more then just the same old faces
at the protests, when they can no longer
hide -that is when they'll be scared.

Some of these letters are real, others
are fictitious.
Editors,
Vou fucken Tory scumbags! How could
you sell out the students like the way
you did? I don't know what it is you did,
but when I find out, your screwed!
Afier we have passed a motion in
collective, we will be straight down
there to occupy you! Ever had a number
two in your office? We have! Remember
96? Understand, Foscists?!

US diplomatic attack on Labor.
Normally Semper Floreat wishes to
remain Party apolitical in its criticism.
However, we cannot remain apolitical on
this issue because these attacks strike at
the very heart of our way of life. The
apparent recent conduct by the Prime
Minister of this country is so appalling
that comment must be made. If it is true
that John Howard 'called in a favour'
from the US to score political points on
the opposition leader then he does not
deserve to be the leader of this nation.
The recent comments by the US on the
democratic process in this country are
not acceptable. We are a sovereign
nation with a tradition of democratic
debate. It is not for the US to interfere in
this process. If the United States
conducts this manner of diplomacy
towards a so-called 'ally', it is little
wonder that they engender such hatred
around the world.

Phatt Dave - Fighting injustice and
serving drinks

Editors,
The greatest danger to peace and
security is not Osama Bin Ladin nor
Sadamn Hussain. I t is George W. Bush.
The
fundamentalists hate America
Fight the power!,
because it has been politicking in the
'Alexander Gilmore
region for the last fifty years. Believe
me America did some dodgy stuff
bear trce-huggin' hippies.
during the cold war when they were
How can you save the environment when fighting the 'evil' of communist U55I5.
Invading the region on a pre-text seems
you spend all your time smoking it? The
a -frifle short-sighted in their campaign
communal love in the Semper office is
against
terror. History will judge Bush
an abomination to God. You are aware
and Howard.
that being leftie scum is a curable
mental illness? You must immerse
Barbara Waltermyer
yourself in the teachings of Our
Blessed Saviour Jesus Christ Our Lord.
Ed,
I f not, I will enjoy watching you rot in
hell (from Heaven).
The Education Rights Officer showed
you a thing or two at question time. Its
Set a real job,
all in the nuance, you've got to crawl
before you can walk. Well done to
Lenard Joseph
Margot, she took you to school.
Eds,
Could you loan us a couple of bucks for
parking?

J'Dog
Semper People,
What the fuck was the circus that we
walked into in the Heath Room last
Tuesday afternoon? Who were all those
self important people shouting at each
other? Shouldn't the Union be doing
something to make the Heath Room
more accessable to students?

Ordinary student
Editors,
Is It true there is a special senate
comic strip panel that depicts John Hay
as former ALP heavyweight Graham
Richardson?

Antony Lupose

Paul Edwards

Editors,
You claim to be independant and
objective press. Are you alowed to have
personal opinions at all?

[No -ED]
Eds,
Is Tomi-boy Honda really coming?

Gina Sheepley
Condor
[Not in the office-ED]

Thankyou:
Thankyou: Peter Lavercombe; without whose support we would not be here, Joseph
and Jenny from Publications; without whom the project would have ground to a halt,
Tori and Alven; For being brilliant at turning our imaginations into comics, Moisey; for
her enourmous efforts on the Iraq article, Eliza; for being willing to help with anything
we needed, Verna; for the early morning chats, and the adopted furniture, Rudi from
Security; for keeping us sane on those late night, Steve from IT support; for the keyboards, and the mice, and the Monday night software installation, Admin Staff; for
being helpful wonderful people, Tas, Leisa and the crew at the Pizza Caffe; for feeding
us. All of our contributors, and of course the 1585 of you who voted for The Big
Smooth' to put us here.
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Indeed we echo Mark Latham's
comments that "Bush himself is the most
incompetent and dangerous President in
living memory." If the Americans can
supply a President, in living memory,
who is less competent and more
dangerous we may reconsider our
position.

Request for UQ Senate Transparency
For all its faults the union is a democratic
body; you can go to council and
collectives and you are allowed to keep
your elected representative accountable.
You are allowed to speak, and find out
what is going on. However many major
decisions about UQ occur that the
Student Union has no power over, and no
say about. The UQ Senate makes these
decisions. This is not a democratic body,
you can not speak, nor even attend a
meeting of the UQ Senate. It is difficult to
access a copy of the members of this
board and the University will not supply
contact details of the Senators. Members
of the general public can easily contact
any member of the Federal Government
and attend sittings of Parliament because
this is considered important in terms of
transparency and accountability. There is
a strong perception that the UQ Senate is
not transparent and that the interests and
welfare of students rank as a lev; priority
in many of their decisions. As students
elected to the role of Student Newspaper
Editors, we requested of the ViceChancellor that we be permitted to
attend. We were denied. We ask again, in
the interest of transparency, to allow
Semper Floreat to attend.
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FEARED
Moira Fallon
What are the key reasons for war on
Iraq?
It truly depends on what source you read
as to what answer you will find. George.
W. Bush, his Administration and
mainstream media would have you think
that the key to proposed war on Iraq is due
to Iraq's suspected weapons of mass
destruction. It is evident however, that a
large amount of citizens around the world
are just not buying into it.
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Bush has claimed wilh much conviction
that Iraq has weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) or is trying to obtain them. A
fundamental point however is the UN
arms inspectors are yet to find any
substantial evidence of WMD in Iraq.
Keep in mind that WMD capability should
refer to large amount of infrastructureresearch facilities, laboratories, industrial
and arms factories.''
Furthermore, if Iraq does have WMD or is
trying to obtain them they would not be
alone. Other countries, which also have
had WMD for several years besides the
US, the world's leading proliferator of
weapons,^ include Britain, France, China,
Russia, Pakistan, India and Israel.^
In Bush's State of the Union Address he
said, "Almost three months ago, the
United Nations Security Council gave
Saddam Hussein his final chance to
disarm. He has shown instead his utter
contempt for the United Nations, and the
opinion of the world.'"^
In the year 2001 Israel was the largest
buyer ol weapons in the region. But Bush
isn't talking about those weapons—or
Israel's "contempt" for UN resolutions
relating to its nuclear program or its brutal
treatment of the Palestinians."^ Israel has
ignored 64 UN resolutions yet Washington
continues to protect Israel and other allies
from UN criticism. Israel is in effect, an
cutpost of the U.S. Empire in the Middle
East,
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Bush is clearly determined to attack Iraq
whether he has the go ahead from the UN
or not. "We will consult but let there be no
misunderstanding - if Saddam Hussein
does not fully disarm, for the safety of our
people and for the peace of the world, we
will lead a coalition to disarm him."^ Bush
said.
Moreover, Bush's expressed concern
about compliance with the United Nations
is rather selective considering; "since
taking office, he has scrapped more
international treaties and violated more
UN conventions than the rest of the world
has in 20 years.""^ How can the possibility
of WMD in Iraq be a credible case for war
when other nations of the world including
the U.S. possess WMD and continue to
ignore UN resolutions? The hypocrisy
here is that Saddam Hussein must follow
U.N. resolutions and international law, and
may even be attacked for failing to comply
yet the U.S. is prepared to take unilateral
action without the Security Council's
agreement.
It would be illegal in
accordance to Intemational law and in
violation of the U.N charter if the U.S. were
to launch an attack without the support of
the UN.
If Bush were truly concerned about the
disarmament ol WMD he would be
pushing for global disarmament. The UN
Resolution 687, which specified Iraq's
disarmament requirements, indicated that
the military sanctions against Iraq, be
expanded to all countries in the Middle
East.^ A large amount of citizens
disapprove of the double standards, which
are significantly present. According to a
poll conducted by The European edition of
Time magazine 84% of people see
America as the predominant threat to
world peace.9
Is Iraq a military threat?
Former chief UN weapons inspector Scott
Ritter indicates that Iraq's military threat
has been exaggerated. In addition to this,
he maintains that "Iraq has been
fundamentally disarmed, with 90-95% of
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its weapons of mass destruction
eliminated"''° in 1998. In accordance with
the CIA report issued in October 2002, the
military threat is currently the lowest it's
been for the last decade.''''
Iraq was, militarily, a greater threat when it
was a U.S. ally against Iran. Saddam
Hussein's use of chemical weapons
against his own people was also, at the
time, receiving support from the U.S.
"Iraq is one of the weakest states in the
region: its economy and military
expenditures are a fraction of Kuwait's,
which has 10% of Iraq's population, and
much farther below others nearby."^^
UN inspections
The destruction of a large amount of Iraq's
arsenal fromi991-1998 occurred through
the inspections conducted by the United
Nations. It is only understandable that the
Leaders of many nations and a huge
percentage of citizens are calling for
today's inspectors to do the same,
"Suddenly, the whole logic of inspections previously demanded and pursued with
great vigour by the US/UK - is rejected,
for essentially the same reason that threeyear-olds throw pieces of a board game
across the room when they lose.""'^
Bush said in his State of the Union
Address: "This is a regime that agreed to
international inspections-then kicked out
the inspectors." This is quite simply a lie.
The inspectors were not kicked out but
withdrew. "The inspectors, led by Richard
Butler, actually left voluntarily, knowing
that a U.S. bombing campaign was
imminent."^4
jhis
was
widely
acknowledged throughout the press at the
time. An extract from the Washington
Post illustrates this "Butler ordered his
inspectors to evacuate Baghdad, in
anticipation of a military attack on Tuesday
night."''5
Remember the Monica Lewinsky affair?
Who could forget this very sensitive time
in U.S. politics; this was exactly the time
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when Clinton launched Operation Desert
Fox a four-day series of strikes. The
strikes were, in fact, the day before his
impeachmert referendum. Ritter states
that just prior to the strikes, "Inspectors
were sent in to carry out sensitive
inspections that had nothing to do with
disarmament but had everything to da with
provoking the Iraqis." ''^Two hours after
the impeachment referendum vote he
called off the strikes on Iraq.

months that could be essential to restoring
peace. Bush stated, "Saddam Hussein is
not disarming. He is a danger to the
world. He must disarm. And that's why I
have constantly said and the Prime
Minister has constantly said this issue will
come to a head in a matter of weeks not
months."21
Diplomacy does not seem to be favoured
by the U.S. Why is it that the United States
and England are so impatient to enter into
a massive attack on Iraq? The answer for
this is simple; in order to gain any
legitimacy for war on Iraq a sense of
urgency must be created. The U.S. do not
want people to look into this too deeply for
they may find the truth; this war is
unwarranted.

America has the capability to be a highly
regarded leader on the international
stage. It seems however, that the Busi
Administration is determined to lose
respect with each step they take. The
United States sets an extremely poor
example in regards to its relationship with
the United Nations. The United States
used the United Nations in order to
implement the 1441 Resolution. This
resolution was clearly set up to give the
United States justification to enter into a
war with Iraq if they did not disarm their
weapons.
There are fundamental
problems with the U.S. strategy.

Iraq has not fully cooperated in answering
the questions of the UN weapons
inspectors. Iraq's ambassador to the UN
Mohammed Aldouri however, has
promised this will change. Aldouri said his
country will offer "UN weapons inspector's
total co-operation to answer any
remaining questions."22
He further
stated, "I think they will find solutions for all
remaining issues between both parties."^3

Bush evidently holds contempt for the UN
himself. Why must other Member States
and not the U.S. respect the UN? Not only
has Bush demonstrated in the past that
the UN rulings apparently do not apply to
his nation but he has stated "Should the
United Nations decide to pass a second
resolution, ltd be welcomed if it is yet
another signal that they were intent upon
disarming Saddam Hussein. But 1441
gives us the authority to move without any
second resolution, and Saddam Hussein
must understand that if he does net
disarm, for the sake of peace, we along
with others will go disarm Saddam
Hussein." ''^
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Isn't it kind of the most economically and
militarily powerful nation to, liberate a
country such as Iraq. Why shouldn't other
nations support our good friends? It is
after all - "a power selflessly dedicated to
the spread of democracy and human
rights"- residing in unimaginable wealth
alongside the sea of poverty, despair,
inequality,
tyranny,
torture,
disappearance, murder and corruption
that have endlessly plagued the US's very
own "backyard."2^

Liberating Iraq
in Bush's stale of the Union Address he
announced, "This Nation fights reluctantly.
We exercise power without conquest, and
sacrifice
for
the
liberty
of
strangers...Americans are a free people,
who know that freedom is the right of
every person and the future of every
nation."25

Bush and Prime Minister Blair clearly are
not in favour of waiting the few more

'3

Another interesting little fact that the
mainstream media dare not bring to our
attention is "in 1991, the U.S. deliberately
targeted water purification plants, sewage
treatment facilities and power plants in
Iraq, knowing that it would produce
widespread disease and death."30 How
could anyone have faith in the United
States pledged ambition to liberate the
people of Iraq? It would almost be
humorous if so many lives had not been
with the prospect of many more lost lives
to come.

It is not for the U.S, or any other individual
nation to determine whether there has
been a material breach, Francis Boule,
professor of international law at the
Universily Of Illinois College Of Law slates
"it is for the Security Council to determine
whether or not there has been a material
breach of these resolutions."24

Mohammed ElBaradei stated "With our
verification system now in place, barring
exceptional circumstances, and provided
there is sustained cooperation by Iraq, we
should be able, within the next few
months, to provide credible assurance
that Iraq has no nuclear weapons
programme. These few months would be
a valuable investment in peace because
they could help us avoid a war." 20

1)

Before the war and sanctions, Iraq was,
according to the UN Human Development
index "50th among 130 countries in
Human Development...By 2000 it was
126th among 174 countries."28 The
international Physicians for Prevention of
Nuclear War predicted between 28,000 to
260,000 deaths in Iraq in the first three
months of a war. "How can Iraq's
demolished heallh care system cope with
the injuries? Skills and facilities are out of
date. The medicines are lacking. Some
U.S, generals have talked about the city of
Baghdad—an urban city of 5.5 million
people - as a target to be heavily attacked
by massive air strikes."29

Tho reason why the majority of the
international community are in a state of
disbelief is because an attack on the
already impoverished l^aq is unwarranted,
and most importantly, will not allow for
international peace and security in the
region. War will, on every level, be
counterproductive to peace and security.
Call it what you will - a war of choice, a
pre-emptive war, an aggressive war, an
offensive war - it is, at its fundamentals,
wrong. This war is most certainly not
being fought on the basis that Iraq is not
disarming possible weapons of mass
destruction or terrorism, Nor is the War on
Iraq to be fought on the principles of
democracy and freedom. Time after time,
the U.S has degraded these very
principles nationally and internationally.
This is unacceptable.

The resolution not only authorises
member states to use all necessary
means to uphold and implement its
resolution, it also indicates it is in place "to
restore international peace and security in
the area."^^ Mohamed ElBaradei,
Director-General of the International
Atomic Energy Agency stated, "I still
believe that we have not exhausted the
possibility for peaceful resolution of the
issue, and I would continue to plead for
more time." ''^

£

The US led sanctions imposed by the UN
for over a decade have had a devastating
effect on the people of Iraq. It is these
sanctions according to UNICEF and the
World Health Organization, which have
killed over one million people. Iraq's
public health sector is nearing total
collapse from a lack of basic medicines
and supplies. Furthermore, "Without hard
currency, Iraq's economy has virtually
collapsed, Iraq's social fabric is
unravelling, with a huge increase in
begging, street children, crime and
prostitution."26 These sanctions have
attacked the most vulnerable Iraqis and
yet the media ignores this humanitarian
disaster whilst representing Bush as a
man who truly wants to liberate this nation
so that it may enjoy the freedoms which
his nation possesses. Iraq was once
"thanks to oil revenues and Ba'athist
social policies, fairly prosperous, with an
educated workforce, solid middle class,
modern infrastructure and sound public
services."27
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Human Rights
It should not only be the United States
responsibility to protect the human rights
of the Iraqi people, it is also the
responsibility
of the
international
community.
"The human rights and
humanitarian situation in Iraq is extremely
fragile as a result of decades of brutal
repression by the Iraqi authorities of
dissent
and
uprisings,
including
widespread torture and executions; the
impact of over a decade of sanctions; the
possibility of civilian casualties, refugee
outflows and reprisal killings in the event
of military intervention."32

Economic actors are crucial in upholding
human rights standards. Paul Hoffman,
Chair
of Amnesty
International's
International Executive Committee said,
"Existing international human rights
standards place governments under an
obligation to respect and protect human
rights. As economic actors can have an
impact on human rights, they too must be
under an obligation to respect these
rights"38 in respect to US past regards for
human rights, it is difficult not to be
sceptical of how Bush will respond to the
views Amnesty International hold.
Internationai Movement against War

Amnesty international is calling for George
Bush and Tony Blair to acknowledge their
responsibility
and
the
severe
consequences that the conflict wil; have
on human rights in Iraq and the
neighbouring countries.
Amnesty
International wants the two leaders lo take
all measures necessary to prevent
humanitarian disaster.

A powerful international movement
against war on Iraq emerged as the
January 27 deadline for the UN weapons
inspections in Iraq approached. As of
January 18 meetings and protests have
occurred on a monumental level. It is
unprecedented that a movement against
US military aggression gain momentum
before war is declared.

Amnesty
International's
Secretary
General, Irene Khan said, "We all
remember what happened in 1991 - - what
leadership will President Bush and Prime
Minister Blair demonstrate to ensure that
the international community works
together to prevent a rerun of that kind of
humanitarian
and
human
rights
catastrophe?"'^^

The fact that so many citizens of the world
have shown contempt to the possibility of
war indicates a deep mistrust towards the
U.S.
government
and
an
acknowledgement of the fact that this war
is unwarranted.

Amnesty International believes that
sacrificing the human rights of people for
the sake of geopolitics is unacceptable."^^
Amnesty International USA Executive
Director William F Schulz reinforced this
point when he stated "President Bush and
Prime Minister Blair have a responsibility
for the human rights of the people of Iraq,
and Ihey must discharge this obligation by
ensuring that any action taken does not
further
violate
those
rights."^5
Furthermore, Bush and Blair were asked
to remember that all sides in conflict are
under obligation to respect fully
international humanitarian law. "The US
and UK forces' terms of engagement must
strictly enforce international humanitarian
law - the 'laws of war'- and not for
instance, target military facilities if there is
a disproportionate risk to civilians."^^
Due to recent reports concerning the US
considering impunity deals for officials
responsible for grave human rights
violations, Irene Khan, Secretary General
of Amnesty International stated: "It is not
for the US or the UK to determine who
shall or shall not escape justice for human
rights crimes in Iraq. Striking deals to
guarantee immunity from prosecution for
senior Iraqis would be a betrayal of the
right of Ihe Iraqi people to justice for gross
human rights violations that they have
suffered for years."37

Not only is the movement an attempt to
prevent war on Iraq, the movement is also
a cry for governments to start listening to
their people. Whether or not the people
are swept away with propaganda, as they
have been so many times in the past, is
still to be determined.
Star Spangled Banner
How can Bush and his administration
continuously point the finger when it
consistently misinforms, misrepresents
and disrespects a huge proportion of
American citizens every day?
It is
disappointing because America had the
potential to be so much more. If nations
support America in this war, imagine how
many nations would have supported
America strengthening the United
Nations, respecting international law,
upholding
Human rights, holding
government members responsible and
accountable and always striving to
represent the citizens of the world. The
United States still has the power to do this,
but if their representatives continue to
deceive us and continue to grab for
conquest whatever it takes, the United
States will never be the country they claim
to be.
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i]: A Brief History
Guantanamo Bay is located in the
southeastern Cuban province of that name,
and lodges just inside the Atlantic-exposed
tip of the island. Its status as American
territory and military camp was established
during the Spanish-American War at the turn
of the twentieth century. US armed forces
utilised the sheltered harbour as a base to
attack Madrid's colonial forces, and to
logistically assist their own and Cuban
citizens on the island, be this through military
firepower, or medical and other humanitarian
supplies. In the Permanent Treaty of 1903,
which concluded hostilities, Cuba voluntarily
granted Washington the use of the territory
as a naval base, leasing it for annual
remuneration.
A century on, and the American interest in
Guantanamo has grown selfish, exploitative,
and even imperial, supposedly the very
issues founding the conflict with Spain which
afforded them the territory. Rather than a
base for regional security, the intensely
militarised camp has become a destabalising
agent, being both a poignant gesture to
Havana and Castro, and a concentration of
active, daily hostility, including actual shots
fired between the frontier posts. While no
longer paying their rent, or, since the 1970s,
even employing Cuban menial staff, the
United States annually pours over $US 100
million into the Guantanamo Bay naval base,
together with infantry, artillery, armoured and
naval forces which vastly outsize both the
territory and the requirements for its defence.
Worse than this, Guantanamo Bay now
also incorporates the increasingly
infamous Camp X-Ray. This is a
'temporary' holding area for prisoners from
the so-called 'War on Terror', particularly
individuals from Afghanistan's Taliban
Regime, and those with suspected AlQuaeda links. These inmates are held in this
area prior lo their exclusive and secretive trial
by American military tribunals.

Camp X-Ray, and the various national
reactions to it, represents a failure of any
hope for both an independent international
legal system, and an as autonomous
Australian and global response to
terrorism and other criminal entities.
A Dirty Philosophy
Upon the collapse of the World Trade
Centre in what was an unprecedented
terrorist attack on American soil,
individuals worldwide were generally
shocked, upset and worried. Shocked by
the tragic events, upset at the
considerable loss of life, and worried
about the repercussions, in terms of
further such attacks, and the American
response to this bloody act. The latter has
thusfar proved the most dramatic, awful
and despairing. Attacks against the
Taliban in Afghanistan have; sen/ed to
heighten civilian misery, exposed previous
American hypocrisy in their support or
ignorance of this regime, exposed their
lack of approaches to other radical and
criminal organisations or nations; and
generated global anxiety regarding US
plans. They have largely destroyed one
terrible, terrorist-linked regime, to possibly
install another. The increasingly mongered
pre-conflict with Iraq has largely served a
dissatisfying, alarming blend of fear,
escalation, and purposelessness. Indeed,
an important point is herein raised - what
is the point of these attacks, of Camp XRay, and of the viciousness with which the
Bush Administration and its sparse allies
has pursued them?
The fundamental tenet of these conflicts
has been the punishment of those who
caused the awful events of September 11,
2001. This is not in itself necessarily a
problem. No individual would oppose the
bringing to justice of any individual,
organisation, or government that seeks
such an appalling and murderous
statement. Indeed, most hope for a day

when such acts become a rarity, and all
perpetrators are justly prosecuted.
However, the punishment sought by the
US is absolutist, and is founded on military
force and destructiveness, on medieval
precepts of outright extermination, and on
fear. While supposedly supporting
freedoms, rights, and justice, the actual
and potential conflicts of the 'War on
Terror' have themselves created terror,
and dissolved the freedom and rights of
those catagorised as hostile enemies by a
Washington blinded by grief and anger.
They have occurred largely without
international sanction through the UN's
Security Council, or any statement of the
General Assembly. Prisoners have been
taken and held, and wiil be tried, without
global approval, involvement, or scrutiny.
Furthermore, the American reaction
appears to be a planned process of
destruction and violence, rather than
comprehensively addressing all elements
of the growing problem of terror and
violence, including its own hand. Is the
United States itself becoming a rogue
state, as North Korea, Iraq and so on arc
labeled, only with an actual, genuine
capacity to destroy, conquer and abuse
v/ithout redress?
One Nation's Justice is One World's...?
If the allegations against them are well
founded, the prisoners held at
Guantanamo Bay are certainly not
harmless, lawful global citizens. Held as
glorious warriors for freedom against the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, members
of the Taliban proved to be brutal rulers.
Supported then ignored by outside
nations, they installed a dark, violently
discriminatory, fundamentalist dictatorship
and fuelled continued conflict in a land no
longer flayed by foreign incursions.
Equally, al-Quaeda, as with all terrorist
organisations, sponsored and utilised
similarly savage tactics against military
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entities and civilians alike, all in an effort to
further a cause which remains largely
unknown, beyond reducing the Western,
and particulariy American, presence in the
Middle East, and support of Israel.

alleged crimes occurred in another nation,
and
were
committed
by
other
nationalities?
Australia the Sheep

However, this potentially negative portrait of the
inmates also indicts Guantanamo Bay in terms
of its unilateral, unbalanced legal approach. All
prisoners - every last one - are of diverse
nationalities, representing virtually every
country in the world, bar one - American
prisoners from Afghanistan are held in
mainland prisons. No members of the
participating Western forces, or those of the
allied Northern Alliance, are detained. This is
despite the growing volume of evidence
supporting allegations of criminal acts
committed by these same elements, most
notably the slaying of Taliban members during
an uprising in a holding area in the country's
north. Equally, there are no pilots or
commanding officers of various national air
forces, though cluster bombs and other
materials highly dangerous to civilian
populations
were
utilised,
thereby
contravening the Geneva Protocols of the
1970s.
As importantly, the status of inmates is
poor, and has been solely determined by
the US. They are not considered
prisoners-of-war, and are therefore not
entitled to the fair and internationally
observed treatment afforded to such
individuals. The right to a fair and open
trial is also to be denied. The tribunals
proposed are to be closed affairs
conducted by a panel of American military
officers, supported by a hostile
Administration and {at best) unopposed by
an increasingly uncertain public. This
scenario does not afford the prisoners any
right for an appeal, to a trial by jury, to
proper and knowledgeable counsel, or to
a fair trial conducted by impartial, select
members of the international legal
community within a neutral setting. Such a
litigious environment was provided to
alleged war criminals in the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, to the Lockerbie
bombers from Libya, and to the surviving
remnants of the Nazi and Japanese
regimes following the Second Worid War.
It is also afforded by the International
Criminal Court, which, though a
permanent, neutral institution created to
fairly
prosecute
individuals
for
transgressing international laws, has been
vehemently opposed by the US, Australia,
and other nations who still support Camp
X-Ray. One must ask how Washington,
and its tribunals, could be fairer to these
inmates, especially if (as the Bush
Administration continually claims) it is
justice and freedom which America
supports and is 'defending' in its current
actions. Can the United States simply
ignore the international community in
trying these individuals, even when the
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The zealous, even blind, support the
Australian government is providing for the
Bush Administration's various militant
plans is, perhaps not initially surprisingly,
extended to this aspect of the 'War on
Terror'. Canberra's tardiness on the
ratification of the treaty creating an
Internationa! Criminal Court Is an implicit
column of this praetorian policy. There are,
shamefully, more explicit examples.
Shamefully, because Australia's support
for Camp X-Ray is perhaps best
demonstrated by its voluntary, even
fanatfcai, willingness to abandon its own
citizens within the camp's confines. There
are at least three Australians detained in
Camp X-Ray. Each awaits trial in a US
military tribunal, each are actively oenied
adequate consular and legal attention and
support, each could be punished, even
through corporal means not in operation in
Australia's legal system, all with the fullest
and absolute blessing of Canberra.
Following the recent detention of Mr
Mamdouh Habib, for example, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Alexander
Downer, detailed in response to an
Opposition Question on Notice a lop-sided
approach to securing his rights and
privileges as an Australian citizen :
The Department first became aware of the
possible detention of Mr Habib by
Pakistani authorities in early October
2001. At that time, representations were
made, on a number of occasions to
Pakistani officials in Islamabad, seeking
confirmation of Mr Habib's detention and
consular access to him. Consular access
was den ed by Pakistan.
In November 2001 the Department
became aware that fylr Habib was no
longer in Pakistan and that he may have
been transferred to Egypt. Between
November 2001 and April 2002 numerous
representations were made by the
Australian Embassy in Cairo to the
Egyptian government, including at Prime
Ministerial level, seeking confirmation of
Mr Habib's detention In Egypt and
consular access to him. Egyptian
authorities consistently refused to confirm
Mr Habib's detention or to grant access to
him. The Australian Embassy in
Islamabad
continued
to
make
representations to Pakistani officials
seeking information on Mr Habib until midJanuary 2002. In April 2002 the
Department became aware that Mr Habib
was in the custody of coalition forces in
Afghanistan. Representations were made
by our Embassy in Washington to the
government of the United States of
America seeking confirmation of Mr
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Habib's detention and status and seeking
access to him for law enforcement,
intelligence and welfare purposes. On 6
May 2002 the Department was advised
that Mr Habib had been transferred to the
US military facility at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. An officer from the Embassy in
Washington accompanied Australian law
enforcement and intelligence officials on a
visit to Guantanamo Bay from 13-17 May
2002, where the officer was able to meet
Mr Habib and assess his welfare.
In other words, where Habib was held by
Pakistani or Egyptian forces, the
Australian Government was active in
ensuring legal and consular access to
him. and gaining news of his health, future
trials, and soforth. But detention in an
American camp changes this focus to one
of bland interest in his person and rights,
coupled (if not eclipsed) by possible
intelligence and security information which
Habib may impart, is this the appropriate
response for any government to news that
one of its citizens is detained by a foreign
power, in which the citizen may be tried
improperly and sentenced to death? The
European Union refuses to extradite any
EU citizen or foreigner to a country in
which poor process or the death penalty,
which Brussels labels significant criminal
acts against human and legal rights, are
possibilities. Australia, when its own
citizens are subjected to such treatment
by a foreign power, and particulariy
America, simply looks the other way.
A Global Response to a Global Problem
Canrp X-Ray is a significant indictment of
all in the international community, even
those who do not support the mentioned
elements. As voting Australian citizens, we
must all accept the responsibility for what
Canberra has done in our name on the
international stage, in this and other
areas. Yet we can and must also take
action in the names of justice,
international security and law, and human
and legal rights against these decisions
and approaches. We must support a
neutral, internationally monitored and
managed imprisonment and prosecution
of these individuals. We must support a
permanent institution in which such trials
may occur, where the dictates of
international laws can fairly and
multilaterally hold individual transgressors
to account. We must demand an
independent stance by our leaders
supported by popular opinion, and not one
which simply follows, If not precedes,
another nation's policy. Far too many
people, cultures and nations have already
been harmed by an ignorance of
neutrality a disregard for rights and legal
maxims, and pure, blind hatred.
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One of the privileged opportunities
available as student newspaper editors is
the ability to converse with some of the
leading academics in the country.
Professor William T. Tow is with the
University of Queensland's School of
Political Science and International Studies
(POLSIS). He has authored or edited
thirteen books and numerous articles in
international journals and other edited
volumes. He specialises in alliance
politics and international security affairs
and teaches courses at UQ in great power
politics, Asian security politics and the
international relations of the Asia-Pacific
region. He frequently consults for both
government and private agencies and
often travels in Asia, Europe and North
America to engage with other international
security analysts in various contexts. In
2001, he was awarded (jointly) an
Australian Award for University Teaching
in Social Sciences. His latest book is
Asia-Pacific Strategic Relations: Seeking
Convergent
Security
(Cambridge
University Press, 2001).
Much media attention is focused on Iraq,
one of members of the 'Axis of Evil.'
Indeed the current situation in North Korea
seems a side note in much of the
mainstream media. Professor Tow was
generous enough to share some of his
analysis on the situation
Interview with Professor William Tow
on North Korea
Is there a level of Hypocrisy in the US
treatment of 2 of the members of the
'Axis of Evil?'
In reality all policy makers have to
prioritise. It is clear that the Bush
Administration has prioritised, since
coming to office, either the elimination or
the removal of Saddam Hussein as leader
of Iraq, There Is the sense of unfinished
business.
Many observers maintain that for all its
power, the US is really unable to focus on
more than one crisis at a time. U.S.
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
has contended otherwise, arguing that the
US could fight two wars at once. Perhaps
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SOUTH KOREA
so, but in terms of focusing priority, it is
extremely hard, even for a superpower
like the United States, to conduct a
geopolitical strategy of fighting two wars at
the same time.
For the United States to actually go in to
Iraq to effect a regime change would be
extremely
difficult
and
extremely
controversial. Already anti -war elements
are mobilising. There will be intense
political confrontation between pro and
anti war elements. All of this requires
policy-makers who have initiated such
policies to expend immense energy in
justifying their actions and thus
undermines their ability to manoeuvre in a
conflict situation.
Some observers contend this is exactly
what Kim Jong II is counting on to apply
the tactics of brinkmanship, so
successfully implemented by North Korea
during 1993-94, again in 2003. Move while
American attention is focused on Iraq.
These obsen/ers would further point to the
US policy reversal in relation to a
propensity to negotiate with the North in
relation to energy issues. The initial U,S.
line was that it would not reward North
Korean 'bad behaviour' looks a lot less
rigid now. I think Washington realises it
must negotiate with Kim in some way if
there is any hope the North will retum to
the non-proliferation group. Both parties the United States and North Korea - will
need to find face saving formulae for their
respected audiences to consume.

.

Is North Korea a threat to internationai
peace and security?
Despite its aggressive rhetoric, I prefer to
believe that Pyongyang is not a threat in
the sense that it is not likely to attack
South Korea or Japan in the immediate
future. But it is prone to creating crises,
especially if It believes it is provoked by
the United States into doing so. The North
Korean regime is sufficiently opaque to
make solid analysis of its situation difficult.
Most outside analysts agree, however,
that this is one state that is highly
preoccupied with its own survival at the
present time. North Korea has been a
country plagued by famine, a huge energy
shortage and problems wilh the most
basic tasks of resource distribution and
service provision. Although every effort is
made to minimise or eliminate dissent in
North Korea, when people can't eat and
can't keep warm in winter, there is a
serious legitimacy crisis for the regime.
Explain the timing of the situation
It is a combination of many factors
including the crop cycle, the situation in
Iraq, and the election of George W. Bush
Jr to the American presidency
In its last year or two in office, the Clinton
Administration was frustrated with the
U.S. Congress for holding up what the
North
Koreans
believed
were
commitments under the 1994 Agreed
Framework. There were delays by the
United States in providing both regular
supplies of fuel and the construction of
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clean fast -breeder reactors to the North
Koreans. With some justification,
Pyongyang concluded that the delays
violated the spirit of Agreed Framework.
Kim Jong II and North Korea may have
concluded that with a new hard line US
Administration coming to power, the
prospect for the reestablishment of a
steady flow of products and services
originally promised to the DPRK was low.

the Americans, were engaged in uranium
processing that was weapons-related.
The US claimed that the Agreed
Framework had been violated and North
Korea maintained it hadn't since the
framework only related to Yongbyon. The
US countered that the Framework related
to all weapons-grade nuclear processing
occurring in North Korea.

Different things have emanated from
different parts of Washington. The
President and Wolfowitz came out saying
'no negotiations because we are not going
to reward bad behaviour'. Colin Powell
projected a more reassuring line,
reassuring Pyongyang that 'we are not
going to attack the North.' This latter
posture was only belatedly adopted by
President Bush, who reiterated this more
reassuring policy line as part of a crisis
defusion strategy.

in October 2002 Deputy Secretary of
State, James Kelly visited Pyongyang and
was allegedly informed by North Korean
delegates that North Korea had
maintained a program of weapons-grade
nuclear processing in direct response to
Bush's 'Axis of Evil' speech. North Korea
has since denied this, the inference being
that Kelly misrepresented what was said. I
know Kelly having met him on several
occasions . I have always found hirn to be
sober,
careful,
meticulous
and
experienced. I tend to think he would not
misrepresent the situation he described.

A case can be made that at least the spirit,
if not letter, of the accord was put in
jeopardy by the delays and rhetoric of the
US. There was a tendency under Bush to
link the Agreed Framework to issues of
greater transparency in North Korea and
with better North Korean cooperation with
international relief agencies.

1^

Would Seoul be destroyed in the event
of full-scale hostilities breaking out?

North Korea has gone to the extreme of
threatening to pull out of non-proliferation
treaty, just as it did in 93 - 94. Both sides
are demonstrating- -the capability to
recognise where the interests are and sit
down and negotiate despite bellicose
rhetoric ; indeed that's hardball diplomacy.

However, it must be remembered that the
US was receiving intelligence that there
were violations of the Agreed Framework
by the North Koreans. North Korea was
committed not to produce nuclear byproducts that could have military
applications. The installation specified in
the framework, Yongbyon, was shut down.
However other installations, according to

0

anyone has sustainable influence with
Pyongyang it is probably China. The
Russians think they have a lot of influence
with the North Koreans and whether they
do or not is less consequential then the
fact that they are engaged in constructive
diplomacy. Japan is probably quite
grateful lo President- elect Roh as it freed
Japanese Prime Minister Kozumi from
adopting an even harder line against
North Korea than he has, fulfilling
expectations by the Japanese public for
him lo be fairiy tough vis-a-vis Pyongyang.
In retrospect Roh's election probably
allowed for greater flexibility in diplomacy
throughout the entire region as well as
facirtating greater flexibility in U.S.-North
Korean negotiations.

Despite all the rhetoric flowing from the
North Korean side and almost certainly
designed for North Korean domestic
consumption, it was clear from outset that
North Korea wanted to talk. Diplomats
from North Korea used an intermediary
Bill Richardson, the Governor of New
Mexico. This was the 1994 Jimmy Carter
episode, circa 2003. It was conducted
independently of the US government but
nevertheless by someone who was
approved, tacitly not explicitly, by the Bush
Administration. Aftenwards the US said the
North Koreans told us nothing new, but
they had. They expressed more forcefully
than before, the North Korean desire to sit
down and bargain. It was indirect and
oblique but nevertheless that part of their
intention is clear.

Did the US Let down its side of the 1994
agreed framework?

1

He captured this mood and sent
emissaries, especially to China which is a
very Important player in this situation. If

I think the US now realised it has to talk
but still wants to define the context of such
discussions. In any case, strained and
tentative dialogue of the type we have
seen evolve in between more evocative
rhetoric by both sides probably represents
the starting point for more constructive
diplomatic negotiations.

The Bush Administration was also at odds
with the Sunshine engagement policy
adopted by South Korea's Kim Dae-jung
in relation to the North. There was a
summit in June / July 20CO between the
two Korean leaders, in which South Korea
President Kim went to Pyongyang to meet
his North Korean counterpart. This was a
big symbolic gesture in Asian diplomacy
The modus operandi of Asian culture is
that you gain a strategic advantage if you
can convince your adversary to visit you
first. Bush's different tone was far more
threatening than such diplomacy

r

Mr Roh Moo-hyun, the President elect, is
not neariy as well versed in international
affairs; he doesn't speak English and
hasn't been to the United States. However
he really seemed to capture the mood of
the South Korean public which was 'this is
not worth going to war over, tnis is not
worth Seoul being destroyed and 30-40 %
of our country's total population being
wiped out. There are ways to get around
this, lets not turn this brinkmanship into
round two of the Korean War".

The Americans seem to want to set the
terms of any negotiation in a careful
and precise manner. Why is this?

It is also clear that the North Koreans
interpreted Bush's 'Axis of Evil' speech as
a hostile sign of intent. It was also
perceived by the North Koreans that the
hardliners of the new administration especially Secretary of Defense, Donald
Rumsfeld and his Deputy Paul Wolfowitz
- had the upper hand in US policy
formulation under the new president.

©

that has cleariy been very helpful in
getting the Americans and North Koreans
to sit down and talk. If hardline South
Korean Presidential candidate Lee Hoichang had won, he probably would have
emphasised much closer ties with the US,
complicating bilateral North Korean-U.S.
negotiations in the process.

Yes, everyone knows it. The massive
artillery of the North is fully capable of
taking out Seoul and other South Korean
population centres. Out of a population ot
22 - 23 million the North Koreans have an
army of 1.1 million active military
personnel and 4.5 million reserves. It
could call on anywhere between about 45 million troops. South Korea by contrast
has a force 650 000 - also one of the
largest armies in the world - but is better
equipped than the North. Never the less,
all scenarios I've seen indicate that the
37,000 US troops stationed in South

Did the change of government in South
Korea change the region?
If a hardliner had been elected as South
Korea's new president, then it would have
been more difficult for Russia, Japan and
China to carry out the regional diplomacy
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Korea are pretty much a sacrificial tripwire
and much of south Korea's military
capability would also be destroyed. The
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) is a scary
place, one of the last places in the worid
where the Cold War is very much in play.
The US strategy on the peninsula is to try
to stem the tide until sufficient reinforces
can arrive to tip the military balance in
favour of the South. The introduction of
WMDs into any Korean conflict scenario,
however, makes any such calculation
tenuous at best.
If North Korea were to obtain nuclear
capability would South Korea and
Japan do likewise?
That's the worry and that is why one
consistent US policy is that the Korean
peninsula must be kept denuclearised. In
the early 1990s an agreement was signed
between North and South Korea (even
though they don't formally recognise each
other) that essentially committed bolh of
them to not acquire or produce nuclear
weapons.
It was George Bush Senior's decision to
withdraw the US tactical nukes from South
Korea that created sufficient confidence
on both sides of the peninsula to move
towards this agreement. It was short lived
because in 1993/4 there was a new
nuclear crisis, but for a brief period of lime,
things looked pretty good.
Now the North has threatened to withdraw
from the nuclear non proliferation treaty
But it has also said 'trust us we won't
produce nuclear weapons.' Obviously
some re-establishment of verification must
take place.
I think the option for full normalisation of
relations between North Korea and the
United States should be on the table, as
part of any American strategy to restore or
replace thei 994 Agreed Framework. This
issue is no longer such a sticking point, in
my view, as there was a lot of diplomatic
momentum established with North Korea
during 1999 / 2000 with Australia,
European Union and other countries
moving quickly and effectively to
renormalise ties with the North. Moreover,
both Koreas are now in the United Nations
- which is simitar to the German formula
followed during the latter years of the Cold
War.
I think it's not a bad thing for the US to reestablish diplomatic ties with North Korea
if that is what it takes to get solid,
verifiable, sustained indications from the
North that it is not 'going nuclear' . It
seems a small price to pay but President
Bush has to get it through the American
Congress and that will be tough.
Do you think in the medium to long
term US forces will remain on the
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peninsula given the resentment they
generate.
There are two schools of thought on this
issue.
At one time it was reported that even Kim
Jong II thought that it would be beneficial
to keep US forces in a newly unified Korea
to ensure there would be a regional
balance of power that would allow the
newly unified Korea to have a chance of
developing. The problem is Japan. A
newly unified Korea would immediately be
viewed by Japan as competitive and
hostile, and the regional security dilemma
would very likely intensify.
There is a second school of thought that
would say 'that's all hogwash and it's
about identity.' This faction maintains that
if you could gel the Koreans and
Japanese to esse.ntially overcome their
historical differences then there vyould be
no problem and the Americans could
withdraw without there being serious
ramifications for regional stability.
However I feel there is a lot of historical
baggage at play here and that is precisely
why Ihere is a prob.em with the perception
of security between Japan and both
Koreas. Unless Japan finally issues a
substantial and highly explicit apology for
the atrocities committed by the Japanese
Imperial Army during Worid War Two, I
don't see the situation improving.
The Chinese would like to see Americans
leave because under those circumstances
a resulting power vacuum might evolve
that would work to their particular
geopolitical advantage. There is a natural
affinity between Korea and China. China
has been the one external power that the
North has identified the most with,
culturally and politically This upsets Japan
and these factors predicate the continued
modest presence of US forces for the
purpose of power balancing.
However having said that, there are other
problems
that
have
manifested
themselves in US - South Korean
relations over the past few years. My
academic friends in South Korea have
said they have never seen worse antiAmerican sentiment, that there is really a
fervent nationalism felt in the South. This
may be one of the key factors that has
driven the North to adopt the bold,
brinkmanship diplomatic strategy that it
has, because, at the end of the day the
North Koreans believe the South will not
get into a conflict wilh them.
The weapons inspectors in Iraq have
not found the weapons that the world is
fairly convinced Saddam must have,
North Korea conducted uranium
processing for weapons grade nuclear
matter under the very noses of
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inspectors, do you think the entire
monitoring and inspection procedures
need
to
be
looked
at
and
strengthened?
This is a self-evident observation,
because the only other alternative is crisis
intensification and war. The fact is that
current international Atomic Energy
Agency inspection mechanisms cast
sufficient doubt in the minds of the leaders
in Washington to the point that they are
ready to deploy substantial levels of
military power. This can't happen every
time there is a question about the
possession or development of weapons of
mass destruction. Not just in Iran, Iraq or
North Korea but anywhere.
The alternative is to create international
inspection mechanisms that can be
enforced and respected. I don't think the
anti-proliferation regimes have given
enough incentive to those who are outside
of the 'have' circle of nuclear weapons
deployment to comply with IAEA
guidelines and for whatever reason
various states feel that they want to
acquire nuclear or WMD capabilities to
'even the playing field.'

This problem is not just about Iran, Iraq
and North Korea; Taiwan is still very
capable, at short notice, of converting to
nuclear capability. Indeed the Ford
Administration came down very hard in
late 70s over Taiwan, moving very quickly
to stifle Taipei's efforts in this regard.
South Korea could nuclearise very quickly
as could a number of European stales
(Brazil and Argentina have both talked
about development during previous
disagreements).
There have been a number of different
areas in the worid that are potential
proliferation problems. Not just nuclear but
other forms of WMD. There is also the
'sub-state' security problem. For almost
any non-state group that has a grievance
to push, WMD could be regarded as the
great equaliser to close the power gap
between themselves and the Unites
States.
I don't think a sufficiently good job has
been done in terms of either creating the
type of non-proliferation regimes that are
able to fulfil their mandates to the extent
that we would like to see them do so, or in
supporting those regimes when they do
attempt to fulfil their mandate. I think that
the current situation in Iraq is a case in
point.
You have this horrible situation now where
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the UN inspectors are saying 'we won't be
able lo do our job unless we have a year
to do it' and Bush is signing executive
orders every week to send thousands of
American troops to the Gulf. It is clear that
US forces are not going to stay in the Guif
for a year, such an operation cannot,
logistically, be sustained. Cleariy there is a
timeline for military action.

don't find anything and leave, in 4 or 5
years you may have a much larger
problem if existing and covert WMD
capabilities are allowed to grow
precipitously.
In reality, no one really has the answer to
this question. All one can do is make the
best calculations one can based on the
interests that are prevailing at the time. It
is easy to criticise the United States in this
situation, and you are going to see a lot of
anti war sentiment and movement in
Australia and the United States. At end of
day the Australian government will act on
the basis of what it interprets to be this
country's best interests. All of us have
convictions, a sense of morality, and a
desire to see international law upheld. But
morality is all too often a relative
commodity in international politics and

There is the Secretary General of the UN
and Hans Blix on one hand saying 'we
need more time' and Bush on the other
saying 'you don't need more time, you're
not going to find anything anyway, he has
hidden them too well'. Bush maintains that
Saddam had four years to hide his
weapons and production capability so
another year will not make any difference
in efforts to find them.
We get to this situation where the only way
to really know if there has been a violation
or to what extent is to initiate hostilities
and occupy the territory of the alleged
violater. It is a horrible situation, but that is
really where we are. I am sceptical tha:
UN inspectors will find anything very
meaningful at this late date, there has
been plenty of time for Iraq to destroy or
hide very efficiently whatever WMD
capability it may have.

.K
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There has been the creation of the
'smoking gun' syndrome as the basis of
evidence. You are unlikely to find the
smoking gun, so you have Blair and Bush
going to their respective electorates
saying 'we know they're are there, we
can't prove it but we know they're there'.
They are stating that Saddam is a threat
by pointing at his track record and saying
'we are going to go to war'. And the public
approval ratings go down

Answers Next Edition.
1. What does the Latin phrase "Semper Floreat" mean?
2. What is the former name of The Queensland Independent?
3. Who is the former UQ Vice Chancellor who became Governor General of
Australia?
4. Who is the largest benefactor to the University of Queensland of all time?
5. Who is the current University Senator who was once a Professor here and is now
a member of State Parliament?
6. Where was the University of Queensland originally located?

Let us adopt the unlikely scenario that
Bush and Blair back off. Iraq is hardly
going to say 'even though we are angry by
the way you have treated us we are going
to be good non proliferation citizens.' It
seems a remote prospect given the track
record and behaviour of weapons
acquisition in the entire Middle East
region, including America's ally Israel.

7. When did the University relocate its main campus to the current location at St
Lucia?
8. Who wrote The Mayne Inheritance?
9. What is the name of UQ's publishing house?
10. What popular place is also known as "Wordies"?
11. What Union organised event traditionally takes place on the Friday of
Orientation Week each year?
12. Where is the cheapest place on the St Lucia campus to buy a 600ml bottle of
Coke?

The problem remains; when is the next
crisis and will the instrumentalities be
available to resolve it? What happens if a
limited' WMD type conflict explodes in the
Middle East?, Will diplomacy work then if
it has not worked in this given instance?

13. What is the name of the student Union Bookshop supervisor who recently got
engaged?
14. What is the affectionate nickname given to the homeless dog that students feed
at the main refectory during their lunch hour?
15. What is the name of the academy award winner and former UQ student who
belonged to the cast of the first theatre performance held at the Schoneil?

This is where you prioritise in foreign
policy. Al the end of the day do you have a
greater interest in pre empting now, and
perhaps looking foolish, but finding
whether there are or are nol substantial
WMD capabilities, keeping in mind the
inevitable casualties that will occur? Or do
you back off and essentially say, 'we'll give
the inspectors a year.' If the inspectors
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international law is much too often
interpreted in diverse and often
contradictory ways. In this imperfect worid
of ours someone has to be invested with
interpreting and acting upon interests.
States can attempt to do this through the
UN and other institutions but these
institutions are, ultimately, managed by
states. At the end of the day, individual
states control most of the world's material
power and resources and the really crucial
decisions about war and peace remains in
their hands. I am not arguing that this is
'right' or 'just', only that it appears to still
be the reality in our time. The challenge
facing those determined to resolve the
Korean crisis and to achieve greater
international stability is to work through
the very hard impediments and to derive
new processes that can change that
condition.

16. What was the St Lucia site used for before the University was built here?
17. Which film was recently shot at UQ, using areas such as the Forgan Smith
Building and the High Voltage Laboratory as sets?
18. When was a State of Emergency called by the Queensland Government? Why?
19. Where is the sandstone (Freestone) used to clad the great court buildings
from?
20. Who was the first Chancellor of UQ?
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our ABC has, of late, been
experiencing many problems in
providing a quality broadcasting
sen/ice for all Australians. Since the Howard
Government has come to power, the ABC has,
in real terms, suffered massive funding cuts.
Add to that the appointment and then forced
resignation of Jonathon Shier as Managing
Director and it is easy to see why the ABC is
struggling at present.

Wlose UCP Y
Ben Thompson

The ABC board is responsible for the overall
running of the ABC. It is also responsible for
funding submissions to the government,
general direction of the broadcaster and for appointing managing directors, amongst other
duties. Since the board is responsible for such important tasks, one would expect board
members to be experienced in broadcasting, especially public broadcasting, but it would
seem the Howard government does not think this way.
On February 4th 2003, Liberal party stooge, Michael Kroger steps down from his
position on the board. The board is mostly made up of conservatives and Coalition
hacks, none of which have real experience in public broadcasting, except the
managing director Russell Balding and the staff representative.
The public is probably not surprised to hear that the Liberals are at this stage considering
two contenders to replace Kroger. They are former Liberal Party President, Tony Staley
and Peter Reith, most known for the Waterfront dispute, the Telecard affair and the
Children Overboard scandal. Both are completely inappropriate for filling this position.
That aside, the most worrying concern is the politidsation of the ABC board, and many
other government boards. At all levels of government this politicisation has been occurring
for decades by both sides of politics and needs to stop. A board should be an independent
body with integrity not just some gift for the boys and giris who have paid their dues.
It has been suggested by some in the community, including Friends of the ABC, that
the British "Nolan Rules" be adopted. These rules were conceived in 1995 by John
Major's conservative government. All ministerial appointments under these rules have
to be made on the basis of merit. The rules require that clear selection criteria be set
and that applicants address the criteria. The Minister is then presented with a short list
to choose from. The Commissioner for Public Appointments oversees the process in a
fair and open manner.
Of course, the final say still rests with the Minister. The Minister would face close public
scrutiny if they choose someone not on the shortlist, especially someone who was a
political affiliate. This system not only needs to be implemented for ABC board
appointments, but for all public boards.
The challenge is to adopt these measures. Let's push for an end of politicisation of
boards, especially OUR ABC!

NORTH KOREA
QUASI LIBERATION OR
SUBJUGATION?
Ben Garvey
It seems that these days only cursory
consideration is given to important factors
that make North Korean behaviour wholly
comprehensible and normal, and not as
some would have you believe, 'evil'.
Unless, of course, the basic instinct of
self-preservation and the desire for selfdignity are evil.
For 36 years of the first half of the 20th
century the Korean state was mercilessly
subjugated. In the end, their liberation
came not as the fruit of their own struggle,
but of the struggle of their oppressor's
enemy. A humbling quasi liberation ended

evolving definition of Self-Defence and
the 47,000 US soldiers stationed in
Japan. Also consider the 37,000 US
troops just south of the Demilitarised
Zone in South Korea and the US refusal
to commit to a non-aggression pact with
North
Korea.
North
Korea
is
understandably concerned about these
threats that go to its very existence.
What should be done? In interacting with
North Korea it is of the utmost necessity to
always have a face-saving option
available for the North Koreans. To avoid
another horrific war on the Korean
peninsula North Korean sensitivities must
be duly regarded while words and deeds
are carefully chosen so as not to affront
this isolationist State.
Recently momentum has rapidly increased
in a movement demanding the end to the
stationing of US troops in South Korea.
Previously, this movement had been small,
made up mainly of idealistic students, but
now it has become palpably grassroot.
Especially since last year, when two
American soldiers were - in an American
military court - not held responsible for the
deaths of two Korean giris. The military
vehicle they were driving accidentally
struck and killed the two giris. This was
undoubtedly mortifyingly humiliating for the
Korean people.
The time for the stationing of American
soldiers in South Korea has expired. Not
only is it an affront to the dignity of Korean
people but also the stationing of US
troops in South Korea could see South
Korea unnecessarily entangled in any
confrontation that may develop between
China and the USA. Both Japan and
South Korea have US troops stationed in
their country but the difference is South
Korea never attacked and subsequently
lost a war with the US, For Japan, this
makes it a lot easier to swallow.

Not surprisingly, the Koreans did not
achieve peaceful unification after the USA
and Russia had withdrawn. The
estrangement had grown too large.
Conflict too, namely the Korean War,
failed to unify the country. This was at a
cost of millions of lives.

The vacating of South Korea by US troops
can be achieved if North Korea and the
USA make a relatively simple, easily
verifiable agreement. This agreement's
basic principle would be a gradual
withdrawal of US forces in retum for an
equivalent and gradual withdrawal of
some of the North Korean forces dug in
just north of the DMZ. At the same time,
the North and South should continue their
piecemeal initiatives in the areas of
business and family reunions. These
should be able to be gradually expanded.

The memories of subjugation and of
foreign powers interloping in Korea are
the fuels that drive North Korea in its
attempts to dignify itself with weaponry
and weapons of mass destruction.

As for North Korean's nuclear weapons
aspirations, this like Iraq, it is best pursued
in the United Nations, because the spread
of nuclear weapons is an issue that all
nations are deeply concerned about.

Another fuel driving North Korea is the
justified fear of its former conqueror's ever

Ben Garvey is an undergraduate student.
s348406@student.uq.edu.au

the merciless subjugation. This quasi
liberation broke the country in two,
resulting in the separation of families and
the estrangement of a nation's people.
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While UQ students were doing whatever it
is they do on their holidays, the Australian
Pariiament was meeting for the last time in
2002. The debate in the Senate went late
into the night as both sides of the house
engaged in a fiery debate on the future
role ASIO has to play in investigating
terrorism in Australia. The debate
concerned the ASIO Bill (2002) and came
in response to the heightened security
concerns after the September 11th attacks
on the World Trade Centre. In it the
government sought to increase the range
of ASIOs powers. These powers are
aimed at developing ASIO's capacity to
detain and question those individuals it
reasonably considers may be able to
assist them in their investigation.

General argued that the bill "is designed to
strengthen our ability to identify and
prevent terrorist attacks before Australians
are hurt or killed".
However, the bill has been widely
criticised. Many have argued that it
represents an invasion of the very civil
liberties it aims lo protect. The President
of the Australian Catholic Social Justice
Committee Bishop William Morris,
expressed the concerns of most who
oppose the bill in stating "(i)t is a concern
that citizens should be detained without
having committed or being suspected of a
criminal offence."
In leading Labor's attack in the Senate,
Senator John Faulkner has advocated a
number of amendments aimed al striking
a balance between concerns over civil
liberties and the need for an effective
national security regime. He emphasizes
that this legislation is aimed at nonsuspects and that their detention
incommunicado is potentially a severe
violation of their civil liberties. The
Government suggests that there are
sufficient safeguards to protect against
abuse and that the measures are
necessary for the protection of Australian
citizens.

Most controversially the bill gives ASIO
the power to detain individuals for up to 7
days and for 48 hours without legal
representation. If ASIO wishes to detain
the individual the Director-General of
ASIO must first receive consent from the
Attorney General. In order to give consent
the Attorney-General must be satisfied
there are reasonable grounds for believing
that the issuing of the warrant will
substantially assist in the collection of
intelligence that is important in relation to
a terrorism offence and that relying on
other methods of collection would be
ineffective. Upon receiving the AttorneyGeneral's consent ASIO would then apply
for a warrant from either a Federal Judge
or a senior legal member of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. A warrant
will only be issued by the prescribed
authority if that authority is satisfied that
there are reasonable grounds for believing
that such action would important in
relation to a terrorism offence and that
relying on other methods of intelligence
gathering would be ineffective.

Faulkner points out that "no other western
country permits citizens who are not
suspected of any offence to be detained in
secret, without access lo a lawyer", which
raises the question, is domestic terrorism
a greater risk in Australia than it is in
America, England or Germany?
The position of the Labor Party is that a
better balance can be struck between the
need for ASIO to collect information and
the rights of individuals who have not
committed any offence. In the Senate
Labor with the help of the of the minor
parties amended the legislation so that 1)
The proposed new ASIO investigative
powers automatically lapse after three
years unless Pariiament re-endorses the

The Government argues that such an
increase in powers is necessary if ASIO is
to effectively protect Australians from
increased terrorist threats. In a speech to
the national Young Liberals, the Attorney
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legislation; 2) Nobody under the age of 18
is subject to the legislation; 3) Questioning
about terrorism is carried out in the
presence of a "prescribed authority" of
high legal standing (i.e. a judge or retired
judge); 4) Denial of the right to silence is
accompanied by specific civil rights
protections, including protection against
self-incrimination in any future charge; 5)
Custody is only for the purpose of
questioning and not for the purpose of
detention without charge; 6) There was a
12 hour limit on questioning with a
possible extension of a further 8 hours in
the circumstances of an imminent terrorist
attack; and 7) any person questioned
under this regime has the right to
immediate legal representation of his or
her own choice.
The Labor Party maintains that the
legislation in this form is an effective tool
for combating domestic terrorism. The
Government rejects this and claims that
the Labor Party would prefer to score
political points. An idea that Labor rejects,
retorting with its own charge that the
Liberal Party refused to negotiate in order
to find the balanced legislation required for
Australia's defense.
In any case the final sitting of the year
ended without legislation being ennacted
and the debate will continue this sitting.
Which gives UQ students the opportunity
to make their position on the issue clear. If
you do want to have your say the best way
to be heard is contact your local member
- after all they need your vote to get
themselves elected. It would also be a
good idea to contact the Attorney General
via
email
al
the
address
:
d.williams(5)aph.gov.au or the Shadow
Attorney
General
at
r.mcclelland@aph.gov.au. This legislation
goes to the core of how we as a nation are
going to behave in this time of great stress
and fear. It is essential for young people to
have their say
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With the echoes of S11 still ringing in
people's ears, Bush was able to use
patriotic fervour and fear to drum up
support for his war on Afghanistan. Bush's
popularity rose to an astounding high
when the
first
bombs
dropped
resoundingly on Afghanistan. The "war
against terrorism" had begun and Bush
had huge support. However, no direct
links have been made between Iraq and
the SII terrorist attacks last year. Instead,
this war has seen a change in US foreign
relations to a "strike first, ask questions
later" policy. "Weapons of mass
destruction" that could potentially be used
on another nation have become reason
enough to bomb the country Yet Scott
Ritter, former US weapons inspector, talks
of Iraq's weapons as being "rendered
harmless", the result of the Gulf War and
subsequent weapons inspections. So
what is Bush on about?

governments? Well, as the size of
companies grows, so too does their
influence and ability to pressure their
respective governments to protect their
interests. For example, by restricting or
introducing trade tariffs. There is no
coincidence that Texan-based oil
companies have much to gain from
attacking Iraq and securing access to the
2nd largest region of oil in the world.

marching nationwide. London has seen its
biggest protests since WWII, with 400,000
marching in late September. 1.5 million
people packed the streets of Italy. 40,000
marched in Melbourne. But even truly
massive street marches won't be enough
to stop an invasion of Iraq, particularly if
the war is as quick as it's predicted to be.
But this is only the beginning of a torrent of
wars, with North Korea the next US target.

As companies grow, the more they expect
- and can extract - this service from their
governments. The state and its military
apparatus has now become the tool for
searching out new markets and cheaper
workforces.
Competition
between
corporations ceases to be purely
economic but becomes inextricably linked
to military rivalry and domination around
the globe. While capitalism exists, so will
war.

More than 32 countries including the US
are known to possess or have possessed
weapons of mass destruction. Israel
currently breaches around 60 UN
resolutions, has nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons, and still receives the
majority of US foreign aid. Obviously
disobeying UN instructions or housing
weapons isn't a problem because Israel
does both of these.

This war is not about Iraq's military
strength, it's about oil, and the US
claiming territory. As far back as 1945 the
US govemment described the region as "a
stupendous source of strategic power and
one of the greatest material prizes in worid
history". After WWII, the US dominated
around 50% of the global market. They
now control only 25%. Military expenditure
however has reached $343.2 billion. What
power the US has lost economically it is
trying to regain militarily. The time has
come for the US to throw off the "Vietnam
Syndrome", the idea that US power had its
limits, and show the rest of the worid
who's number one.

War is inseparable from the logic of
capitalism - the drive for profit. In the end
we can stop Bush's war machine, through
a mass movement backed up by strikes
and other disruptions to the "business as
usual" running of our lives. Only the
working class has the power capable of
challenging these warped priorities of
profit and greed. The working class is
central to the running of society they
create absolutely everything in retum for
but a meager wage, the majority going to
the boss who does nothing. The power
that workers have is often hidden, as we
are told this is the best we can hope for.
It's not. History keeps showing us the
reality of working class strength in
revolutions and struggles all around the
worid. Once workers start to fight and win,
their confidence in picking up other
struggles deepens. Times of war can often
heighten workers' consciousness, when
ordinary people are sent to fight and die
for the national interest, when taxes go up
and health and education are sacrificed to
fill the military budget.

The
latest
opinion
polls
show
ovenwhelming hostility to Bush's war on
Iraq. In some European countries up to
80% of voters were opposed. Australian
polls show the majority oppose a unilateral
attack, with 30% unequivocally opposed.
In the face of mass opposition Bush and
Howard are still willing to go to war. Why?
Capitalism is a competitive system, where
the drive for profit determines what comes
and goes. Only businesses dominating
and expanding their markets survive. High
profit margins are achieved through
constant searching for cheaper raw
materials, lower wage costs, more efficient
production techniques and so on. But
what is the link between ever-expanding
business
(multinationals)
and
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So in the face of a system that inevitably
produces war, what can we do? There's
no doubt our side faces serious
challenges. The powers-that-be never
respect majority opinion when it is
counterposed to their wealth and power.
When workers and students take direct
action to impose their will however, they're
forced to sit up and take notice. Already
there have been sizeable demonstrations
worldwide. In January over 200,000
marched in both Washington and San
Fransisco, with around one million
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So supporting the union battles around us
is vital to building any movement against
the war. Already British railway workers
have voted to stop the movement of war
supplies for the Blair Government. And
likewise, building the biggest, loudest antiwar movement on the streets can give the
workers confidence to go on strike in
solidarity, forcing Bush and Howard to take
notice. This brutal system of capitalism and
war can't continue forever. What's needed
is an alternative view of the worid, one
governed by human need, not greed.
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There are quite a few high q u a l i t y mp3
download s i t e s i n the minimal d i g i t a l scion
microsound g l i t c h f i e l d that spring to 'Arrange and Process' is a

mind such as .tiln, 1'audible.net, recent offering from Techno
fals.ch. tu f^' is another one I came label Tresor, well known for
across recently that differs in that its hard minimal techno sound.
instead of simply providing a collection This release is certainly
of free music to download, it has a consistent with the Tresor
specific concept. All the contributing sound, but also a departure in
artists are given an image, usually a some ways from an unadulterated
highly abstract visual texture created analogue techno sound, to a
by a web-cam, and are to create a more digital and highly
'soundtrack' for the image, which they processed aesthetic. The idea
then name and contribute to the site. behind this release was for
Tu M' has quite a collection together Scion, one of the artists on
now, with contributions from Frank the seminal post-detroit label
Bretschneider, Kim Cascone, Farmers Basic Channel, to take the
Manual, Paul D Miller (D3 spooky), whole catalogue of releases
scanner and many others. I've only from the label and cut loops
listened to a handful of the tracks on from them and weave the
the site due to my 56k modem, but found selected elements into an
each quite interesting and unique. The album. The result is a
site also features quite sharp flash stunning piece of work that
based design which always helps. For sits firmly in the relatively
someone who wants a free insight into unexplored middle ground
where micro computer music is at, or to between a D3 set and a piece of
see how some established artists in the live electronic music. The
field respond to a concept of this sort, aesthetic of a DJ set is
this sit is worth checking out. present here, the album works
as a single evolving piece of
music put together with a
definite direction and intent,
but because of the way it is
produced, there is a much
higher level of control than
can be achieved by mixing two
records together. Using
•m^'
Monolake's 'Live' software,
Scion has fused dub and techno
production styles to craft an
album that is intricate and
http;//www.tu-m.com/ subtle on one level, with but
still providing adequate
momentum to work on a
audiotourism: dancefloor. Think techno
percussion put through the
I wasn't aquainted with the swirling spatial effects of
Quartermass label u n t i l coming heavily filtered dub music with
across t h i s release, but was ultra warm sub bass lines and
c e r t a i n l y impressed on the f i r s t you get the idea. This is an
listen.
'Vietnam and China' i s a excellent release that at
double cd put out by the group simultaneously pays homage to
Freeform. The f i r s t disc contains the past of one of the most
r e - i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of the 'Audio important and enduring techno
Tourism' release, and brings labels, and also plots its
together a wide ranqe of sounds, future directions.
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from Atom Heart ""^s fragmented
lounge, Jan j e l i n e k ' s calming
exploration of chime and bell
sounds, Autechre's minimal
geometry which bears l i t t l e
recognition to the source
recordings besides a few slowly
r i s i n g drone layers, and B i l l
Laswell's u l t r a dense eastern dub
sound. A l l tracks are of a high
standard on t h i s disc. The second
disc has an i n t e r a c t i v e component,
with images and sounds from the
Audiotourism, and a l l the o r i g i n a l
sound recordings taken from
t r a v e l l i n g through Vietnam an
China are available f o r use aswell
as .wav f i l e s . A highly enjoyable
and useful release!
www,quartermass.net
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Socialist Alternative

With the echoes of S I I still ringing in
people's ears. Bush was able to use
patriotic fervour and fear to drum up
support for his war on Afghanistan. Bush's
popularity rose to an astounding high
when the first
bombs
dropped
resoundingly on Afghanistan. The "war
against terrorism" had begun and Bush
had huge support. However, no direct
links have been made between Iraq and
the S11 terrorist attacks last year. Instead,
this war has seen a change in US foreign
relations to a "strike first, ask questions
later" policy. "Weapons of mass
destruction" that could potentially be used
on another nation have become reason
enough to bomb the country Yet Scott
Ritter, former US weapons inspector, talks
of Iraq's weapons as being "rendered
harmless", the result of the Gulf War and
subsequent weapons inspections. So
what is Bush on aboul?
More than 32 countries including the US
are known lo possess or have possessed
weapons of mass destruction. Israel
currently breaches around 60 UN
resolutions, has nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons, and still receives the
majority of US foreign aid. Obviously
disobeying UN instructions or housing
weapons isn't a problem because Israel
does bolh of these.
The
latest
opinion
polls
show
overwhelming hostility to Bush's war on
Iraq. In some European countries up to
80% of voters were opposed. Australian
polls show the majority oppose a unilateral
attack, with 30% unequivocally opposed.
In the face of mass opposition Bush and
Howard are still willing to go to war. Why?
Capitalism is a competitive system, where
the drive for profit determines what comes
and goes, Only businesses dominating
and expanding their markets survive. High
profit margins are achieved through
constant searching for cheaper raw
materials, lower wage costs, more efficient
production techniques and so on. But
what is the link between ever-expanding
business
(multinationals)
and
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governments? Well, as the size of
companies grows, so too does their
influence and ability to pressure their
respective governments to protect their
interests. For example, by restricting or
introducing trade tariffs. There is no
coincidence that Texan-based oil
companies have much to gain from
attacking Iraq and securing access to the
2nd largest region of oil in the worid.

marching nationwide. London has seen its
biggest protests since WWII, with 400,000
marching in late September. 1,5 million
people packed the streets of Italy 40,000
marched in Melbourne, But even truly
massive street marches won't be enough
to stop an invasion of Iraq, particulariy if
the war is as quick as it's predicted to be.
But this is only the beginning of a torrent of
wars, with North Korea the next US target.

As companies grow, the more they expect
- and can extract - this service from their
governments. The state and its military
apparatus has now become the tool for
searching out new markets and cheaper
workforces.
Competition
between
corporations ceases to be purely
economic but becomes inextricably linked
to military rivalry and domination around
the globe. While capitalism exists, so will
war,

War is inseparable from the logic of
capitalism - the drive for profit. In the end
we can stop Bush's war machine, through
a mass movement backed up by strikes
and other disruptions to the "business as
usual" running of our lives. Only the
working class has the power capable of
challenging these warped priorities of
profit and greed. The working class is
central to the running of society, they
create absolutely everything in return for
but a meager wage, the majority going to
the boss who does nothing. The power
that workers have is often hidden, as we
are told this is the best we can hope for.
It's not. History keeps showing us the
reality of working class strength in
revolutions and struggles all around the
worid. Once workers start to fight and win,
their confidence in picking up other
struggles deepens. Times of war can often
heighten workers' consciousness, when
ordinary people are sent to fight and die
for the national interest, when taxes go up
and health and education are sacrificed to
fill the military budget.

This war is not about Iraq's military
strength, it's about oil, and the US
claiming territory. As far back as 1945 the
US government described the region as "a
stupendous source of strategic power and
one of the greatest material prizes in worid
history". After WWII, the US dominated
around 50% of the global market. They
now control only 25%. Military expenditure
however has reached $343.2 billion. What
power the US has lost economically, it is
trying to regain militarily. The time has
come for the US to throw off the "Vietnam
Syndrome", the idea that US power had its
limits, and show the rest of the world
who's number one.
So n the face of a system that inevitably
produces war, what can we do? There's
no doubt our side faces serious
challenges. The powers-that-be never
respect majority opinion when it is
counterposed to their wealth and power.
When workers and students take direct
action to impose their will however, they're
forced to sit up and take notice. Already
there have been sizeable demonstrations
worldwide. In January over 200,000
marched in both Washington and San
Fransisco, with around one million
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So supporting the union battles around us
is vital to building any movement against
the war. Already British railway workers
have voted to stop the movement of war
supplies for the Blair Government, And
likewise, building the biggest, loudest antiwar movement on the streets can give the
workers confidence to go on strike in
solidarity forcing Bush and Howard to take
notice. This brutal system of capitalism and
war can't continue forever. What's needed
is an alternative view of the worid, one
governed by human need, not greed.
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003 is set lo be the most crucial year
regarding the higher education
sector since the Hawke/Dawkins
government introduced HECS in 1987.
Throughout 2002, most people agreed
that the higher education sector was in a
crisis. Since the Howard government
came into power in 1996, funding for the
sector has been decimated by billions of
dollars worth of cuts. These massive
funding cuts have meant that universities
have had to cut programs and courses,
restructure departments, reduce both
academic and administrative staff levels,
and diminish services and facilities for
students. This is the situation as it stands:

2

Universities receive approximately $1200
less per subsidised student place (in
2001) than they did in 1996. - This may not
seem like a lot but to a university such as
UQ that represents approximately 20
hours of tutorials per student per year, 10
hours of lectures per student per year and
one additional professor for each 100
students.
It costs the government approximately
$2300 less per student in 2001 than it did
in 1996
The average student paid approximately
$1750 more towards the cost of their
education in 2001 than they did in 1996
{Kniest, 'Students Pay More, Universities
Get Less' NTEU 2003)
All in all, students are paying more,
universities are getting less, and the
Government is pocketing the rest.
Overall student debt has ballooned to 9
billion dollars this financial year and DEST
(Dept of Education, Science and Training)
estimates that money owed by university
students and graduates will grow another
$2,5 billion in the next three years
(Contractor, 'Student Debt to Soar' SMH
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Jan. 8 2003). The level of student debt, as
fee arrangements currently stand, is one
of the highest in the world.
So, with this crisis in mind, the Education
Minister, Dr. Brendan Nelson, initiated a
review of the sector at the end of last year,
entitled 'Higher Education al the
Crossroads'. The papers discussed such
issues as Funding arrangements,
participation rates, teaching quality and
university governance. Unfortunately the
discussion papers circulated failed to flag
any commitments by the Government to
the funding the sector aside from assuring
that neither a fully deregulated, unfettered
system or a free, publicly funded funding
system would be implemented.
In the most recent round of offers,
thousands of students in Queensland
missed out on a place in any course. This
has been replicated throughout the
country. The reason for this is quite
simple. Universities around the country
have only enrolled sludents at the level for
which they are funded. Universities, since
the Howard Government came into power,
have traditionally over-enrolled in a
desperate attempt for more money and
would receive marginal, or significantly
reduced funding for these students. The
funding squeeze and University practice
of over-enrolling has resulted in some of
the worst student/staff ratio's for
academic, administrative and support staff
in the world, and more generally an
inability amongst universities to provide an
acceptable level of service to students,
This sudden halt in over-enrolling is
indicative that universities are anticipating
a major change in funding in the next six
months.
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The author anticipates that the proposals
put fonward by the Education Minister and
the Federal Government will be a
deregulated (meaning the university
would be free to set a cost) loans scheme
combined with a reduced level of HECS
based places, and higher levels of up-front
fees. This will mean even higher levels of
student debt. For example, the UQ
Veterinary Science degree, from 2003
onwards, will cost an upfront fee student
approximately $125 000. This may be a
reflection of the kinds of costs of studying
that students can expect under a
deregulated system.
Whatever your political persuasion may be,
the current state of higher education and its
future directions under this current
Government are deplorable. The UQ Union
Education Area, in conjunction with the
National Union of Students and tertiary
unions will be running a series of campaigns
and National Days of Action this year in
response to the Nelson agenda. Higher
Education in Australia is at the crossroads
of becoming a system to be accessed only
by the wealthy. You can help by contacting
the UQ Union and getting involved.
The Education Area will be holding a
fortnightly Education Action Group to
discuss pertinent education issues.
Chocolate, coffee and company will be
provided (NB. The union does not endorse
bribery, incentives rather...). You don't
need to come to every meeting to be
involved, and if you can't make it on
Wednesdays 4pm (starting March 12th in
the Tivey Room) you can join the e-group.
For more information contact Margot
Balch, the Education Rights Officer,
education.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au or
alternatively call the union on 33772200
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Education:
What is it good for?

design and build infrastructure for her local
community, and required no payment
because she owned a house, and had a
magical tree that provided everything. Well
who's benefiting here? Clearly the local
community are the big winners from
George's abilities. However, this story is
unbelievable because generally under
capitalism (under you're a super rich
bastard) one doesn't have a tree and one
has to work hard to keep one's head above
the creditors, and thus George would
actually require a paypacket. My point here
is that the skills actually benefit the
community whereas the "financial benefit"
the individual gets is to a large extent a
"benefit" forced upon us because we need
to work. As Kirsten and Dave wrote in 1995:
"It is profitable for business to have a highly
skilled and educated workforce at their
ready disposal.,.the profits of business do
not flow back either to the education system
or the majority of employees themselves,
they remain with business, with bosses."
(Sydney Univ Orientation Diary)

Kim Bacon
I believe in free education. I believe in free
education for primary, secondary, tertiary,
domestic, postgraduate and international
students. Education systems approaching
this reality exist in some European countries
such as Sweden. But what does 'free
education' mean? What does "education"
mean? Why do universities exist?
in the past.
There's this classic fairy tale that tells of
universities as bastions of freedom of
thought, as centres of culture and
learning. The cold sandstone reality is that
while universities may have secured some
academic freedom and critical thought,
they have never been separate from the
political and economic demands of the
society in which they exist. Nothing exists
in a vacuum. As industrialised countries
(such as Australia) have developed under
capitalism, there is increasingly a demand
for non-factory workers. Accountants,
lawyers,
business
entrepreneurs,
stockbrokers, engineers, economists are
some examples of jobs which have
existed previously, but are needed in
increasing numbers. Info technology is the
classic example of a rapidly expanding
market, and unsurprisingly is a subject
area offered at most universities. Even in
the Arts area, one can speculate why
Japanese language is more popular than
Russian...it is probably no coincidence
that the rise in interest in Japanese
language closely mirrors the rise in trade
and commerce (and thus jobs) with Japan.

This then feeds into the "free education" of
the Whitlam government. A Left Alliance
article titled 'What's the fucking point of
access' wrote: "Education was made free
in the 1970s because an increase in
participation rates was critical to the
continued expansion of capitalism. There
was considerable structural change in the
economy with a transfer from more
traditional industries, like manufacturing,
to information based industries which
required a differently, and more highly,
skilled workforce." I have seen just one
example of the link between university and
war: two former student councilors now
work for the government as engineers
designing more 'efficient' bombs. The
military is just one industry that requires
skilled graduates.

Who benefits from education?
Students 'should pay' for their education
because, after all, they are the
beneficiaries of a university degree that
will assist them In the job market. At least
that's what right-wing neo-liberals would
have us believe. One of my friends
currently works as a legal article clerk, and
has a planned budget for her area of work
of approximately $100,000. She receives
less than a third as wages...the rest of the
$100,000 is income that returns to the
firm's coffers. It seems the company
makes a pretty good return off my friend. It
is clear that my friend's law degree has
benefited her company twice as much as
her. "But HECS is funded by tax-payers,
and companies pay tax" cry neo-liberals.
Hmmm, we all know how much tax
companies actually pay.
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Last year, UQ experienced one of the most
activist and vibrant campaigns: the say no
to upfront fees campaign. Apart from a
referendum, hundreds of students
attended two blockades of the University
Senate (a dodgy undemocratic body) to
send a message to the university 'fuck no,
we don't want upfront fees'. During the
second protest, the Senate escaped to the
staff club and passed a motion there to
introduce upfront fees. As per usual, the
university is trying to make upfront fees
sound nice..."fees will save the vet school"
and "these fee places won't affect the
HECS places for school leavers." But
students aren't that dumb. One of the
oldest tricks in the book is the ol" "thin edge
of the wedge" trick where privatisation is
introduced like a twelve-step program.
First there was 'free' education. Then
HECS. Then upfront fees for international
and postgraduate students. Then more
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And your point?
Firstly if students are to fight back against
fees, we need to work collectively.
Individual complaints are like paper darts
off a blackboard. Students have the ability
to blockade meetings, and to occupy
offices. These events not only are
necessary to beat back government and
university attacks on education, but build
confidence and exciting solidarity between
students. Students do not have the
advantages of government and university
administrators: money, access to
mainstream
media,
status
quo,
'credibility'. But we have people power.
The existence of campus unions and the
National Union of Students (NUS) reflects
the importance of students working
collectively But these unions are only as
strong as the number of students
participating...so get involved!!
Secondly campaigning against education
cuts demands a context. Last year for
example, the student referendum was
extremely domestic
undergraduatecentric. As a result, the leftwing students
ensured they campaigned recognising
that postgrad and international students
already suffer the burden of full upfront
fees. We need to recognise that the
system is already incredibly inequitable. I
spoke to several of my law lecturers, and I
was one of the few state high school
students in the classes. We all know the
high schooi/OP system is completely
discriminatory. We also need to recognise,
as discussed above, the limitations of
education under capitalism. Thus in
campaigning for a fair, just system, we
need to consider both education cuts and
the effects of a capitalist system. The next
step is for us to use our imaginations:
what is the ideal education system?
Why/what would students study postcapitalism? How can education benefit the
community and not rich bosses? These
ideas don't have to be used in every
campaign, but can help form strategy and
content of activism. Campaigning just to
'save HECS' for example severely limits
the campaign, and fails to recognise the
inequities that already exist under HECS.

University of Queensland students into
action.

But you might ask, regardless of company
profits, didn't my friend nevertheless
financially benefit from her degree? Well
let's consider the mythical tale of George.
George graduated from uni with an
engineering degree. George helped

expensive HECS. Now 'some' upfront fee
places for undergraduates (so those poor
little rich kids who miss out can now buy
their way in).

There's no time like now to get involved in
campaigning for social justice, free
education, refugee rights and against war.
Keen?
Look out for leftie stalls, or contact:
Kim (NUS (Qld Branch) General Organiser)
Holly (UQ Union Environment Officer)
Margot (UQ Union Education Rights Officer)
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THE STORY OF RACE RELATIONS IN QUEENSLAND
Every now and then, the Australian media
decides to devote a bit of space to
'indigenous issues'. Unfortunately this
usually means allowing some excessively
right-wing crack-pot (often Ron Brunton,
Andrew Bolt or the latest 'golden boy",
Keith Windschuttle, known for being prone
to suing those who disagree with hi.Ti) to
explain just 'how good' Australian
Aborigines really have it. Oh, and of
course that they really didn't have it that
bad historically either (but funnily enough,
none
of
the
aforementioned
commentators could really be described
as trained historians). Furthermore, these
type of pundits like to argue that those
who point out the historical mistreatment
experienced by Aborigines are just 'dogooders', over-burdened with a guilt
complex who want to make everyone else
feel bad. So what is the truth about
historical relations between Aborigines
and Europeans in Australia? How about
we take a quick look at the history of
interaction between Aborigines and
Europeans in Queensland and see what
we can find oul.
Queensland of course wasn't actually a
state unlil 1859. Up until then, it was
known as the Moreton Bay District, the top
half of New South Wales. Europeans
originally used the Moreton Bay District as
a dumping ground for their convicts, (The
worst ones as well. The Moreton Bay
District was a place of 'secondary
punishment' which meant that reoffending convicts from down south were
sent up here. Hardened and embittered
gaolers and re-offending violent convicts.
Just the sort of people you'd want to send
up to have first contact with indigenous
populations.) In 1842, when the District
was opened up to free settlement, large
numbers of pastoralists, squatters and
other curious (predominantly British) folks
moved up north. And this is when the race
relations record starts to become a 'little
bit' unpleasant. In fact, in that very same

year, free settlers were responsible for the
poisoning murder of at least fifty Aboriginal
people in the Brisbane Valley area.
Poisoning was not an uncommon means
of dealing with Aborigines on the fringes of
settlement and was an incredibly painful
and horrible way to die.
A month or so ago, the Saturday edition of
the Courier-Mail carried ar article
describing a massacre conducted by the
Queensland Native Police Force against
the Kalkadoon (from the Cloncurry region)
group of Aboriginal people. For once,
credit must actually be given to the media.
They actually sent a journalist out to
Queensland State Archives, where all
official state records are kept, and got
them to do a bit of historical research.
Anyone who's been out to Queensland
State Archives can describe the type of
notations you'll see in indexes. There is
column after column describing incidents
involving the Native Police similar to that
one described in the Courier-Mail.

So at this poinl, I should probably describe
exactly who the Native Police were and
what their role was in Queensland. The
Native Police Force was a paramilitary
group comprised of dispossessed
Aborigines from the southern settled

districts. Basically the British would send
out groups of Aboriginal troopers to hunt
down and murder ('disperse'was the word
tney used, although everyone knew what
\r\\s term meant) Aboriginal groups who
were usually their traditional enemies. The
Queensland branch of the Force operated
f''om New South Wales until 1853, when it
took up headquarters at Sandgate. It was
given license to operate in Queensland
until 1900. If you have a loo< through old
editions of the Moreton Bay Courier or the
Sydney Morning Herald from the
nineteenth century, you'll find plenty of
references to the unprovoked and violent
attacks these troopers made on innocent
Aboriginal groups. Indeed, on 19 February
1861, the Moreton Bay Courier noted that
Native Police troopers were free to do as
they pleased to indigenous groups as the
evidence of their victims (those who were
not murdered outright) was inadmissible in
court. Aborigines could not give evidence
in Queensland courts until 1884. It's
important to remember that Native Police
attacks were financed and supported by
government officials.
Quite apart from the Native Police in the
nineteenth century, individual settlers
were prepared to go out shoot Aboriginal
groups or rape Aboriginal women at
random. Aborigines, who were being
pushed off land they had a deep and
abiding spiritual connection to, fought
back hard against European intrusion into
their territory. There are multiple records at
Queensland State Archives describing this
conflict and it v/as frequently mentioned in
the colonial Queensland press. The most
famous
violent
incident
between
Aborigines and Europeans in Queensland
was probably the 1857 Hornet Bank
massacre. This incident occurred when
Aborigines at the Maranoa station killed
and sexually assaulted most members of
the Frazer family and some other settlers,
In all, eleven Europeans were killed. At
that time, this was seen as an example of
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the 'savagery' of Queensland Aborigines.
Today, a combination of oral evidence
handed down by Aboriginal groups and
evidence from other European settlers
has revealed what caused this incident.
One of the older Frazer boys had been
repeatedly raping and sexually abusing
Aboriginal women from that locality. Mrs.
Frazer had warned him to stop, fearing the
violent consequences of his actions. He
refused to heed the warning and the
violent raid that left most of the Frazer
family dead was carried out. The man
responsible for this incident wasn't at the
station at this time but on his return,
rustled up a group of other settlers and
headed armed with weapons to kill every
Aboriginal person he came across. It is
Impossible to know exactly how many died
and this is a part of the Hornet Bank
massacre which was not recorded in
history books until very recently.

circumstances
varied.
Generally,
Europeans rounded up Aborigines who
had been forced off their traditional lands
and offered them rations for labour. Other
Aborigines perceived the massive social
changes that were occurring and
'voluntarily' came in to European society.
Some indigenous workers were treated
reasonably welt, others were treated
appalling. In any case, the Queensland
pastoral
industry
was
incredibly
dependent on indigenous labour in the
later part of the nineteenth century, as
were a number of marine industries. Many
white women employed Aboriginal
domestic servants. If you ever listen to
talk-back radio, you will hear callers
castigating Aboriginal people for not
having 'a strong work ethic'. These people
are amazingly ill-informed. Aboriginal
workers
helped
build
European
Queensland. The cattle industry would not
have survived if it had not been for
Aboriginal workers.

It is worth noting that Aborigines fought
hard for their land. The story of the
resistance of the Kalkadoon group of
Aborigines is quite incredible. The home
lands of the Kalkadoon group stretched
out across the mountainous Cloncurry and
Mount Isa district. The Kalkadoon group
managed to fight off European settlers
and the Native Police for most of the
1880s. Finally, in one final violent clash,
the Native Police, led by the sadistic
Sub-Inspector Urquhart, used guns to
mow down these warriors as they
fought bravely for their territory. As line
by line of Kalkadoon advanced in a last
stand, Native Police troopers shot them
down. The spirited and brave struggle of
the Kalkadoons - and indeed all
Aborigines of Queensland - for their
homelands deserves to be remembered,
By the late 1880s, after Aboriginal
resistance in the north had been quelled,
dispossessed Aboriginal people became a
more visible sight near settled districts. It
is impossible to express in words the
disruption their society had experienced.
(A friend once expressed it best, saying
that it could probably be likened to aliens
landing on earth, destroying our entire
social structure and belief system.) A
cursory scan through Queensland
newspapers of this time reveals a great
deal of correspondence from townspeople
concerned about their presence. Most
complained that naked Aborigines were
an eyesore, v/hile others noted that some
dispossessed Aborigines had taken up
drinking or smoking opium or were
infected with European diseases. Others
complained that cheap Aboriginal labour
would be a useful commodity, if it could
only harnessed.
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It is also important to recognize the
indigenous child removal policies that
were popular in Queensland for most of
the late nineteenth and first half of the
twentieth centuries. After 1865, the
Queensland government was legally able
to lake Aboriginal children from loving
families without justification. This was not
something they could do to European
families. Furthermore, after the passage
of the 1897 Act, many Aboriginal children
were violently separated from their
families and were forced onto missions or
placed with European families where they
were taught to be ashamed about their
indigenous heritage. This is not a legacy it
is easy to recover from.
Most people assume that Aboriginal
people have had equal rights for a long
time. This is grossly inaccurate. Once
Aborigines had been forcibly removed to
missions and reserves, they were under
the control of the superintendents. Up
until the 1970s, Queensland Aborigines
were not permitted to leave these
institutions without a permit, referred to
by most Aborigines as 'dog tags'. Every
aspect of indigenous life was governed
by
pompous
and
authoritarian
government officials. The legacy of
mistreatment described above has
contemporary ramifications. Aborigines
still earn less, have worse health and
experience worse living conditions than
other Australians. It seems surprising to
me that the mistreatment of Aborigines is
still debated. It Is all on the historical
record. Why are some people reluctant to
admit what has happened? Are they
worried that they might have to pay
Aboriginal people reparations? Do they
think that admitting what has happened
makes Australia look particulariy bad
internationally? There aren't many
countries that have a better record of race
relations. Colonialism and the racism were
endemic in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries and not many countries treated
indigenous people well. What makes me
ashamed is the refusal of people with
public profiles to face up to our past, admit
what happened and to do something
towards improving the situation of those
who are still disadvantaged.

Following public
discussion, official reports and agitation by
southern missionaries in the 1880s and
1890s, the Queensland government
passed the first of its 'protective'
legislation, the Aboriginals Protection and
Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act of
1897.
Under this Act, in the late nineteenth and
eariy twentieth century, nearly half of
Queensland's Aboriginal population was
forcibly moved to government missions
and reserves. These institutions were (and
still are) terribly under-funded, could not
properly feed or clothe Aboriginal
residents and punished those inmates
who tried to maintain and keep their
language and culture. Ironically native title
rules mean that indigenous people
wishing to reassert their ownership of
certain districts must prove their 'continual
connection' with these areas. This is a little
difficult for those who were herded up onto
trucks and violently removed from their

It is worth making the point that a number
of Aborigines worked for Europeans
during the nineteenth century. The

D

territory by the government. Furthermore,
these institutions sent out Aboriginal
people to work from a young age, as they
received a cut of their pay. The great bulk
of Aboriginal workers never saw the
wages they were entitled to and were
legally paid less than white workers until
the 1970s.
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There can be no doubt that the
Constitutional Monarchy is an artefact.
There was once a time that the institution
of English royalty was a relevant reality to
the Australian community Australia was,
at one point in our history a seemingly
homogenous whole with Anglo-Irish
culture holding dominant ascendancy.
However. Constitutional Monarchists must
now accept the reality of socio-cultural
change
and
in
particular
multiculturalism. In other words, the
simple society of the idealized 1950s is
now both a memory and an anachronism.
No Australian Monarchist can deny the
rise and rise of Australian selfconsciousness and self-confidence.
Australian culture has developed, in the
last 30 years, a new sense of patriotism
(albeit an irreverent one!) with a deeper
ingraining of the understanding of the 'fair
go' as an idiosyncratic element of the
national psyche. Australia has also
increased its commitment to the
naturalization of non Anglo-Irish peoples
but at the same time has welcomingly
embraced the full implications of our
liberal democracy - cultural pluralism.
Certainly, Australian culture continues to
affirm its commitment to 'Australianity' but
at the same time a new tolerance and
enthusiasm for Asian. Eastern European,
Mediterranean and African cultures has
developed. Policy makers on all sides of
the political fence and the wider Australian
community themselves have welcomed
this development within the bounds of
'Australianity'.
Given this burgeoning cultural pluralism,
how relevant is an Anglo-Saxon monarchy
in Australia today? Certainly, while the
Queen enjoys great reverence and
respect amongst many Australians, her
role as a political or even constitutional
figure is non-existent. It seems to me that
the only time we think of the Queen is
during her various national TV addresses
delivered on public holidays. Worse still,
her likely successors seem to be confined
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in popular influence to accounts of their
indiscretions in the various disposable
tabloid magazines in the shopping aisles.
Clearly, the overwhelming majority of
Australians accept that the monarchy is
dated as a political symbol in this country.
Granted, we enjoy a 'constitutional'
monarchy where the Queen's role is
delegated to an appointed, (hopefully)
effectively poweriess representative.
Popular culture, as an expression of public
mood however, is often best judged by
collections of symbols relevant to a
particular people at a particular time. The
symbol of the Monarchy as an entry in our
constitution holds no place in our popular
cultural view of national governance. Thus
it is no wonder the monarchy is
considered dated and the Australian
people are desperate to find an
alternative.
To date, the issue has been how we can
best install an Australian citizen as the
head of our nation and what role this
individual should assume. The minimalists
believe in insubstantial change with a
President being appointed by a two-thirds
majority in parliament. This President
would presumably enjoy the same
ceremonial power currently enjoyed by the
current Governor General.
But why replace one feather duster with
another? As a nation we have the
opportunity to embrace change and in so
doing adopt a much more sophisticated
executive style government. Before we
decide upon the mode of appointment of
an Australian President we need to decide
what role such an individual should have
in our political system. Once we work that
out, we can decide upon the best mode of
appointment that would reflect our
democratic institutions. By rejecting selfindulgent ceremonialism we must turn to
examples of sophisticated executive-style
governance. The two examples that come
to hand are the American and French style
presidencies.
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Essentially, the French example of
executive authority gives the President the
power to appoint a Prime Minister (who
then appoints a cabinet and submits laws
for consideration to the parliament),
dissolve pariiament, call a referendum,
send messages as well as acting as an
arbiter to parliament and exercise
emergency powers. The American model
is more extreme in its application - the
President appoints the executive and has
the power of veto over pariiamentary
legislation.
In my view neither the French nor
American models are entirely applicable
to the Australian context or Westminster
democracy in general. I suggest that the
biggest problem with current Australian
style structure (most people would agree)
is the complete inefficacy of the Senate as
a states house of review. Experience over
the last 30 years - and in particular with
the increase in the number of senators
agreed to by the Labor and National
parties - has shown that the Senate is not
broadly representative of democratic
opinion in a national sense. Rather than
being used as a house of review, it has
been used as a stymieing tool for minor
parties to block democratically elected
government
legislation
through
bureaucratic means. In my view this broad
avenue available in the senate has been
abused to increase the public profile and
influence of minor parties and in so doing
prevent the elected platform of the
government from being actuated.
This frustration is acutely felt in the
Australian community - to this end, the
role of a President could be utilized to
avoid the calling of a double dissolution
(ie. a dissolving of both the House of
Representatives and the Senate for a
general election after a pariiamentary bill
is rejected twice in the senate - upon
election, both houses sit jointly to consider
the bill). If the President was empowered
with the executive ability to call a joint
sitting of parliament to consider the matter.
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Also, on what platforms would candidates run?
Essentially people would be arguing over who
could be the best person to...well...do what
exactly? The campaigns would be based on
who would interfere with the political process
the most, without any consideration for the true
requirements for the job: compassion, integrity
and the range of features great GovernorsGeneral have had in the past.
Indeed, William Dean and other fantastic
Governors-General have said that they would
not have campaigned politically to take the
role. Will we lose a wealth of talent if we chose
to vote for our President? What if all we get are
politicians or people who are good at
campaigning, but not being the leader
Australia needs?

Firstly it is important to consider what role we
envisage for our Head of State. Do we want
to adopt minimalist changes that would see
the President (or whatever else you would
like to call the new Australian Head of State)
replace the Governor-General in role and
function? Or, do we want to completely
overhaul our system of democracy and make
our President more of the US mould? [Or
German, or French - ED]
Almost universally Australians support the
minimalist change idea. Few want our country
to revert down a path of American elections,
where only wealthy men can ever succeed.
So all Australians want is someone to play the
role of figurehead. Hopefully someone better
than Peter Holllngsworth (is he a Doctor or an
Archbishop or what??), but a figurehead
nonetheless. The new Australian President
will have very limited powers and will only
intervene in times of Constitutional crisis.

To conclude, Australians will adopt a
Republic and, according to popular
opinion polls, support the populariy
elected model above all others. Politicians
must now remember that in a democracy
the people are never wrong. But we must
reject the old forms of ceremony and
instead invest in our new, directly-elected,
President, a guarded level of power to the
extent which the people chose to bestow
such an office, Australians simply will not
accept another highly paid public sen/ant
who does nothing - and while we keep
that in mind, why not fix the senate while
we are at it. Let's fix up our bureaucratic
senate once and for all and give
governments the opportunity to fulfill their
democratic promise for all of us.

if

election. This process requires money and lots
of it. Donations would be required to fund
potentially huge campaigns. This will politicise
candidates.

As times change, as the Queen ages and we
face the prospect of Prince Charies becoming
King of Australia, the Republican debate will
resurface as a matter of national importance.
It is necessaiy then, that before the politicians
and other similariy persistent types start
jamming propaganda down our throats, that
we get some idea of the proposed
Republican models.

If the President were empowered with an
actual political function such as that
considered above, the mode of election
employed would HAVE to be via some
form of direct election as in the French
and American models, so as to ensure a
democratic appointment which would
have the full confidence of the Australian
community.
It
is
quite
simply
undemocratic and disenfranchising of the
democratic process for the position to be
politically appointed under the minimalist
structure. The people of Australia would
just perceive the process as a 'job for the
boys' and lose all confidence for the
impartiality and ability of the chosen
individual. Given that this individual would
have a proposed political function, this
would serve as a significant disincentive
for the position to become a mere
popularity contest solely based on
sporting or other such prowess
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When the Republican debate fizzled out with
a disappointing 'no' vote in the 1999
referendum, most current University students
were not old enough to vote. Most indeed
would not have been interested in the debate
at all, whether they could vote or not.

this would effectively short circuit a
potential crisis without an election having
to be called which would put the entire
senate (rather than half the current senate
being put up for election at a time as is
normal practice).
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The second consideration is how the
President should be put into power. Should
he or she be elected or appointed? II was this
very point that undid the 1999 referendum.
Australians wanted to vote for their Head of
State, not have him or her appointed by
politicians that they probably didn't even vole
for in the first place.
However, these two points contradict each
other. On the one hand Australians want to
elect their President, but on the other they
want him or her to act in fundamentally in the
same manner as the current GovernorGeneral. Politically elected people COULD
NOT remain uninfluenced by the process of
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The other Republican model, appointment by
a two-thirds majority of pariiament, is a better
system than the election model. Currently only
the Prime Minister appoints the GovernorGeneral. Under the proposed model, twothirds of Pariiament would have to elect the
President. This would virtually ensure an
apolitical appointment. Even the Liberal's
landslide victory 1996 could not manage a
two-thirds majority of Parliament.
This model would also be far less taxing on the
Government's budget. Do we really need to
spend vast amounts of public revenue to fund
an election for someone who does virtually
nothing? Well, maybe we already do, but
another one?
Simply, the appointment model represents the
best option for a Republic. It will ensure a
quality candidate and one who is apolitical.
Under the current government, one that has to
deal with the overriding importance of national
security cosmetic change to the Constitution
is not a high priority When things settle, it will
be time to reflect on a new Australia, an
Australia for the future. Something that reflects
our independence and an ever increasing
national maturity and sense of identity. The
Republic is inevitable, but the model chosen
will shape and alter our future political
landscape.
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KRIS COONAN
A M B E R CHIVARS
KHRYS ROBB

n 1947, Elia Kazan's film "Gentleman's
Agreement" won the Academy Award for
best picture. The fi'm was based on a
novel of the same name by Laura Z.
Hobson and starred Gregory Peck as an
Anglo-American, Protestant newspaper
writer who is assigned to write a piece on
anti-semitism. Rather than take the usual
route ol interviews, archival research and
the opinions of "noted experts". Peck's
character, Phil Green, decides instead to
investigate the topic more personally by
assuming the persona - in his social and
personal as well as his work-life - of Phil
Greenberg, Jew. The deception is facilitated
by the fact that Green is recently arrived to
New York and known only to his son, his
mother and his editor. What was truly
remarkable about this film, was that the
message it sent out about anlisemitism was not "you should feel
sorry for Jews", but rather, turn
45 degrees and blink and you
are the Jew - to the outside
worid at least.

I

Imagine you are this
Anglo-Protestant 1940s
male who wakes up one
morning to find that all of the
privilege and social ease which
you have taken for granted is
ripped away from you in an eyeblink because suddenly - overnight - you are
perceived to belong to a category of people
who are: in a minority; demonised;
considered "exotic" and "strange"; targeted
with vicious and ignorant stereotypes which
strip from you your individual humanity; and
scape-goated for all manner of social ills
which do not emanate from 'your people"
any more than any other sector of the
population.
Kazan's is one of the few "Hollywood"
films that deserves to be remade - and the
tragedy is that it could be remade today
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and still tell so many different stories that
all have the central threads of hatred,
bigotry and ignorance. As a Queer person,
my first reaction when I saw the film was
that I'd love to see this remade with the
central character passing as gay or lesbian.
Hot on the heels of this thought was the
reaisation that for me, and for a lot of queer
people I have talked to, the film has a
strange, "Alice Through the Looking-Glass"
resonance. There is this realisation that
many of us become other relatively suddenly
and without much preparation. I suspect that
this is true not only of Anglo queer people, but
for any queer person who has grown up in a
society where their ethnic group is dominant.
The same theme Is explored (often very
badly) in a number of popular books and
films where the central character switches
gender from male to female, with a
sudden "othering" which
women in nearly all cultures
are subjected to from birth.
Don't misunderstand
me, being oppressed
from birth - on the basis
of ethnicity or religion or
gender or any other
"difference"
from
an
arbitrary "mainstream" norm
doesn't
make that
oppression any easier to
bear, it simply makes it more familiar. The
one thing that can set queer people's
experience apart (assuming other kinds of
majority privilege) from other kinds of
oppression is that, like Phil Green, we can
walk off the edge of this privilege to vilified
minority in the time it takes to utter the words
"I'm queer".
It's difficult to write an article like this. It's
difficult to compare different types of
oppression, because whenever you try to
compare one group's experiences to
another's (or one individual's to another's,
-M
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for that matter) you run the risk of
minimising both and offending everyone.
Never-the-less, I think that the task has to
be attempted, because without comparing
experiences and finding some common
ground, we remain forever socially
atomised and engaged in an endless
round of "kick the cat". I don't believe it's
possible to deal with one type of social
injustice in isolation from all others,
because injustice is not a single virus, but
a myriad of interiinked and creeping ills.
Try to treat one alone and the system will
simply be vulnerable to another which
take its place. A society and a government
that attempts to improve its treatment of
gays and lesbians, but fails to address
racism, sexism, ageism, classism, the
plight of refugees, or the second-class
status of the disabled or those whose
bodies are deemed not to "match" their
gender, not only falls a great number of
individuals in the initial target group
(because gays and lesbians are diverse
across all these categories), but also fails
to recognise that the roots of all these
oppressions are common.
For most of us, oppression is relative - i.e.
we don't really give a shit until it happens
to us or a relative. You are not going to
wake up tomorrow - or a week, a month,
a year from now - to find that your skin
has changed its hue, or that you have
changed from a man to a woman
overnight, but what you may well
encounter one day (as I have, along with
countless others) is that you are suddenly
one of the outcast for the simple reason
that you have strong feelings for another
person who happens to have similar
genitals. Or if you're slightly more lucky,
you find that someone you love very much
is outcast and so are you if you don't join
the lynch-mob.
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Here's what you may have to look forward to:

you and "yours"; when they demand the
right to at least one space (however
small) to be briefly "at home" and you
begrudge even this, you are the most
poor of individuals in possibly the only
way you have not imagined.

Yesterday you belonged to your family; loday they pretend not to know you,
Yesterday you had faith; today you are told you have no right to it.
Yesterday you were in line for promotion; today you don't have "the necessary skills".
Yesterday you had happy children; today you are an unfit parent.

We have a queer space on this campus.
We've fought for it long and hard. Many
people have died before they ever had
the chance to enjoy the brief respite it
provides. We welcome anyone who can
identify their common humanity with ours.
This space is open to Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual,
Trans,
Intersex
and
"questioning" students. What do you
need to question? Your unwarranted
assumption
of
superiority.
The
complacency that may one day bite you
on the arse. This space requires
questioning on every level. It's eventually
required of everyone who enters here not only questioning "straight" people, but
every queer person who assumes that
those ttiey find here are just like them.
We're black, white, caramel, honey.
We're young, old, middle-aged. We're
female, male, what's it to you? We're
Christian, Atheist, Agnostic, Jewish,
Moslem, Hindu, Shinto, Buddhist,
Pagan.We're actively sexual and we're
celibate. We're making our way to
speaking honestly and listening with
respect; we're experiencing various
degrees of success. You can be straight
here, but you can be narrow someplace
else. It's not like you're starved for
options.

Yesterday you were an "innocent victim"; today you are a "gay plague-bearer".
Yesterday you were a teacher; today you are a potential paedophile.
Yesterday you had a sexuality; today you have sexuality "problems".
Yesterday you were an individual with inalienable social rights; today you want "special treatment".
Yesterday you happily held hands in the park; today you fucking faggot, you ended up in hospital
for it.
Yesterday every parade belonged to you; today, you get the Mardi Gras (as long as it keeps
attracting tourists)
Yesterday you were an artist; today you are a "queer artist".
Yesterday you were Popular Fiction; today you are Special Interest.
Yesterday you were quirky & individual; today any of your differences may be attributed to your
sexuality
Yesterday you had arightto privacy; today you have a responsibility to disclose.
Yesterday you had some discernment; today you want to fuck every heterosexual you meet.
Yesterday your sexuality was an aspect of you; today you are your sexuality.
Yesterday you were relatively happy even though your assignment was overdue; today you are
three times more likely lo commit suicide than your age peers.
Yesterday you were "flirting"; today you are killed for being "predatory".
Yesterday you were a sexist racist; today you still are? What the hell's the matter with you?

If everyone in the country could read this
article tomorrow and one out of every two
grabbed a clue, then...
Sometime this century.,.
Your children are happy again - because of you, not in spite of you.
Your family aren't sure who should host the reception, but they're working that out.

If you're a queer student and you're sick
of existing in the margins, give us a call.
If you're straight and recognise the
artificiality and the illusion of the
separation, give us a call. We have plans
for a unifying campaign this year. We
don't require that you identify as Queer to
be a part of it, just that you identify as a
human being with some imagination and
a dash of courage. Straight, questioning if you have the soul and the heart and the
faith - take the step. I'm sure we can
rustle up a T-shirt in your size J. If not,
fuck off and stick to any part of the 99%
of the planet we're terrorised out of - with
your active involvement or through your
passive, but complicit assent.

You have no special affinity for techno'.
A.C. Nielson announce that nearly 100% of the population have a sexual orientation.
Someone committed a murder; nobody cares who they're bonking.
You don't have to win a Nobel prize or find a cure for Cancer to be "ok". Your stubborn bloody faith
proves justified.

Privilege of any kind absolutely requires
the willingness to deprive others of the
comfort you take for granted. To continue
your privilege (if you are lucky enough to
enjoy it in any aspect of your life),
requires that others who you perceive to
be not like you, in any way you can
conjure, are deprived. When they ask for

consideration, they are accused of
wanting special consideration. When they
ask for their voices to be heard, they are
accused of dominating the social agenda.
When they are simply exhausted from
having to explain themselves, justify
themselves, protect themselves, in the
majority of space that you colonize for

Amber Chivars

Khrys Robb

Kris Coonan
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emper has traditionally attacked the
Vice-Chancellor, as the chief
harbinger of evil. We decided to do
something different this year. Instead of
vilifying him we decided to talk to him.
When we did we found him to be a very
reasonable man with a very difficult job.
He is charged with making decisions
aboul the University's future; this is
something that those who vilify him chose
to ignore. This is his side of the story.

S

What direction is UQ heading?
The University is taking seriously its
commitment to excellence in teaching and
research. Everyone will say that at whatever
institution it is you are in, however, we are
increasingly benchmari<ing ourselves against
the best universities in Australia and
overseas including, Melbourne, Sydney,
National University of Singapore and British
Columbia. Universities don't respect
geographical boundaries, they were never
intended to. Universities need to be more
different from one another than they have
been. The research intensive universities and we are among the top three in Australianeed to be able say that not only does our
research matter, but that we are increasing
our proportion of students at graduate levels
lo 25% over a number of years.
We are the second highest University in
Australia for total competitive research
money won and the primary destination of
the most able students in the state. We
are in a worid where the syllabi that
people took for granted ten years ago
have, in many instances, been replaced
and we have to ensure that in most areas
we remain on the cutting edge, to use a
cliche, of good syllabus development.
A lot of the Group of Eight (G08)
universities - of which I am Chair - often
are criticized as being preoccupied with
research and not with teaching. I am also
Chair of the Australian Teaching Awards,
and have been since their inception. I can
tell you that they are dominated by the
G08, and so the best teaching and
research does go on in eight universities,

and these eight universities do 70% of all
research. The University of Queensland
wins more teaching awards than any other
two universities put together in Australia.
So this is what we are capable of,
although in some areas we perform less
well then we should, and we ought to be
capable of frankly admitting that we need
to improve in such areas.

UQ has an array of double degree and
joint degree programmes, A new kind of
orthodoxy has emerged among student to
do double degrees if they can, and more
and more students are coming back for
graduate work. We have to ensure that
whatever we are doing is competitive. And
the things we are not doing so well in, we
should get out of.

The professions, for most of which we
train students, are making more demands
and the levels of funding on a federal level
are deplorable. Levels of philanthropy in
Australia are also poor. We depend to a
greater extend then one would have
imagined twenty, or even ten, years ago
upon increasing income from overseas
fee paying students, from graduate fee
paying students, and in some areas,
where the demand is very high among
very able students, from undergraduate
fee paying Australian students - we have
started moving into that last area.

The Feds habitually say that the budget
for higher education is getting bigger, but
the number of students is increasing.
There is a question about how big the
sector should be; are we perhaps taking
too many students, are there too many
universities? These are not unfaT
questions to ask.

What has been happening in recent years
is that we have beon attracting
exceptionally good staff. We are, I think,
employing, in a number of areas, the best
staff we have ever employed. In some
areas, because of the salaries, we are
having great difficulty in getting the quality
of staff that is appropriate for this
institution
The rate of change, the oldest cliche of all,
is accelerating. UQ is talked about a lot
elsewhere in Australia as perhaps the
fastest moving and perhaps the most
successfully transforming university in the
country. There is some truth in that.
We have been building major new
research and teaching structures at the
University, such as the Institute of
Molecular Biosciences, and have other
projects underway such as the building of
the Australian Institute of Biomaterials and
Nano-technology starting shortly This is
made possible only by overseas
philanthropy and by the Beattie
Government's 'Smart State' initiatives.

-UQ
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The mix of University funding has changed:
student fees have increased through HECS
and net federal outlays have decreased.
There has been a reallocation, so that the
user is paying much more and the federal
government is paying significantly less. The
total sum is similar, but doesn't account for
inflation or for the massive increases in the
cost of new technologies. So it is getting
much harder.
I think it regrettable that in the last
election, there was not a genuine debate
about the funding of higher education. The
absence of such debate was a fiasco. In
its place, we had a lot of fuss about
locking out so called 'illegals'; a lot of
those people would make wondertui
Australian citizens. Hordes of people
come in and overstay their visas, illegally,
but the boatpeople were focused on. I find
that personally very galling. As for
education; the Labor party's policy wasn't
worth much and the Liberal party policy
was referring back to the 'Backing
Australia's Ability'. We are now awaiting
the results of Brendon Nelson's Crossroad
review which was meant to go to cabinet
in November or December. It hasn't. It has
gone into the budget process, whatever
that means. It is difficult to know where
higher education will stand as a priority in
terms of war and drought.
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There are more students coming into the
system and decreasingly appropriate
levels of funding, I think the stress is
Inappropriate and wrong. This is
especially true in a country such as
Australia. Somewhere along the line,
either the user is going to have to pay a lot
more, because the user - or the market will determine that tertiary education is a
very important commodity and will pay a
lot for it. Or the government is going to
decide that it is very important for the
nation and increase funding to more
appropriate levels.

increase to higher education did the Labor
party put up? Nothing very substantial that
I could see.
At this University there is significant
student resistance towards the federal
governments funding cuts to higher
education, with campaigns such as
'Students not Customers.' Much of this
is directed towards the University. Do
you think it is fair that the anger felt
about the level of funding is directed at
you
rather
than
the
federal
government?
I think it is a characteristic of Campus
based debates that the focus of hostility
tends to be personal and Vice-Chancellors
cop the flack, i have copped that flack
because rational argument has no part in
it. I have been at least a strong as any
probably more strong than most, ViceChancellors - certainly as head of the GOB
- In powerfully representing to the Feds
the need to significantly enhance the
levels of funding, I was on the reference
group for the Nelson review and I made a
very strong claims about the fact that G08
universities cross-subsidise research
success by 300 million dollars from their
own budget. If you succeed in research,
you need to put more than fifty cents in for
every dollar that you win competitively
Non-research intensive Universities don't
have to make that cross subsidy

Many students, and their families, are
suffering great hardship. More students
are working, many of them full time, as well
as seeking to be almost full time students.
Many of their families, because of the
present rules about levels of support, don't
get any. I think the number of students
suffering serious hardship is far greater
then the Government realises. The social
structure doesn't appropriately support
them. Issues such as cutting out the
Abstudy scheme, for example, massively
diminished the capacity of Indigenous
students to come to the University
We are going down the user pay line,
pretending that this is what happened in
America. In comparable jurisdictions, an
American University comparable with UQ
receives from the State, not from private
sources, greater sources than the
Australian Government provides. Many
America families go into significant debt to
put their children through graduate school,
believing it an investment in their
children's future, to a far greater extent
than in Australia. However, increasingly
Australian families are probably making
the decision to invest more money in their
children's education rather than doing
something else with it. That appears to be
an argument for greater user pays. On the
other hand the suggestion that user pays
is necessarily a more powerful an
argument than the national good seems
preposterous. It is a complex argument
and it entails analyses of values.

I think the levels of funding are
inappropriate, so it is ironic that perhaps
one of the strongest advocates of
increased funding for teaching and
research should be blamed for it internally
But you have student unions or staff unions
looking for someone to blame, and
Australians are great at blaming the wrong
person. Most of them who know me
personally are very positive about the level
of representation I make. I'm here for the
institution. We could increase taxes in
Australia and put more money into
education, we could reprioritise the place of
higher education vis a vis other budgetary
considerations, such as defence. We could
look at the kind of investment that higher
education represents, instead of propping
up dying industries. These arguments are
essentially political arguments, and higher
education has been winning very few of
them. A large amount of federal funding
goes into higher education, but it is not
enough to continue to grow the system and
enhance the levels of performance in them.
The real debate Is whether the user can
and should pay much more.

I would much rather that the level of
federal funding was a great deal higher. I
think there is an irresistible ethical and
economic argument in favour of a greater
investment in higher education in
Australia. But it is being ignored. A nation
like Australia, with a small, dispersed
population, has to be a nation that is going
to be based on a knowledge economy in
the future. Blind Freddy can see that
certain commodities like non-value added
agriculture and mining are declining while
services are increasing. We have to be a
much smarter nation. Beattie is right when
he says that, however I don't know that all
of his party believe that, and certainly not
at the Federal level. What massive
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I think the raising of the user pays
argument presumes that the user is not
already paying a great deal more now
than they were paying less than a decade
ago.
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It has been said that comparable to any
OECD equivalent University, Australian
students pay one oi the highest
personal contributions. Is this true?
Relative to a number OECD countries, yes,
the proportion of the cost of tertiary
education paid by the Australian student is
higher than many of our competitor nations.
Some interesting parallels can also be
made in terms of investment and research;
the proportion of Australia's gross national
product dedicated to research - bear in mind
that a small group of universities do most of
the research in this country - is 0.01 percent
ahead of Slovenia and way behind most of
our significant competitor nations.
One knows that the future is going to be
much more knowledge based than before. It
is a question of how many people will be able
to access this future. Too few in my opinion.
What advice would you give to first
year students?
Don't make up your mind too soon about
what program you want to go into. I think
Australian students are af one particular
disadvantage by comparison with
American students. American students do
a general degree first and then go to
graduate level for professional training or
doctoral programs, Australian students,
too often, try to cram into one
undergraduate
degree
a
general
university
education
plus,
often,
professional training. I think this puts them
under significant pressure. We are
increasingly offering at UQ professional
programs af graduate entry and we have
double degree programs. The advantage
of both of those two options is that
students can explore interests of
intellectual kind when they come here
rather than simply pursue instrumentalist
outcomes. Double degrees are cenainly
sending the message that people want to
get more out of their degree then just a
professional qualification, If you come to
UQ and think you want to do a degree in
something, try to make room in it for some
things you hadn't previously thought of
doing but look really exciting. Deciding too
eariy what it is you should concentrate on
at University can have the consequence of
just reducing your degree to a
professional meal ticket. This is ridiculous
because five years down the track, an
awful lot of people will change their
profession. Most professions will require
generic intellectual skills because the
profession itself, and the nature of its
scope, will change. If you are focusing
your study in one area but have an
interest in another, for goodness sake,
explore that interest. This is the ideal time
in life to legitimately explore intellectual
interests with so many different groups of
people through diverse avenues of inquiry.
That is why we have such a wide array of
programs and courses at UQ.
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CAR PARKS OF THE
RICH AND FAMOUS
Aaron Marsham
UQ Union President
"Jo spangle here, your glitzy glamorous
correspondent for the prestigious and
illustrious University of Queensland. This
year the University is celebrating in style
as we see the thirteen year anniversary of
the introduction of carparking fees. To
celebrate, the University is inviting you,
the ordinary student, to pay $2.50 a day in
casual carparking rates or $8 a day for a
multi-story park. However do hurry, tickets
are selling fast and there are limited
places -only 2 372 for over 30 000
students."
Carparking -an issue that has plagued the
student body since the invention of the
wheel. This year the University has
implemented a number of changes to their
current carparking system. Firstly green
zone permits have been abolished,
coupled with price rises across the board.
The construction of a new multi-story near
the Dutton Park Ferry will see that carpark
out of action for the next six months and
upon its completion will see the removal of
carparks all along the river roads.
Carparking, some may say, has reached a
crisis. It has been University policy to
maintain carparking levels at around
5,000 parks for students and staff. With
staff numbering about 4,000 and students
numbering 30,000 this seems completely
inadequate. The University has recently
suggested it could be raised to roughly
7,000, but that could just remain a
suggestion. So how do over 30,000
students fil within 2,372 carparking
spaces available to not themselves but
anyone else who decides to park on
campus?
-UQ
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The University's answer seems to be that
they don't. Students are encouraged to
catch public transport, walk, cycle, or
carpool but for some students this is
completely inadequate. All buses come
through the city making the trip to Uni
usually two buses at least, and a journey
on average of 30minutes to an hour. For
students further out at suburbs like Petrie,
Birkdale or Beenleigh, the trip is usually
extended to 90 minutes, an inefficient use
of time for many people who have to study
and work full time.
The machines that issue tickets
themselves are turning out to be quite a
problem. Many students complain that the
machines don't work and so they have to
venture further and further from their cars
to find a machine that does. Some
students complain of instances where by
the time they have returned to place the
ticket on their vehicle they have already
been issued with an infringement.
These carparking fines are not to be taken
lightly. Previously they were solely
administered by the University. If a student
didn't pay their fine then the fine would
increase with administration fees and the
student was unable to graduate. This is no
longer the case. Students can now be
taken to court and have warrants issued
for their arrest if these fines become
outstanding. Students beware.
So what's to be done with this University
and their increase in fees. The Union is
concerned about this rise, and these
concerns were discussed in the
consultation that occurred. Currently we
are working to have the University rethink
their decision and at least look to reinstate
green zone permits. For this we need your
help. As a way to move fonward I strongly
urge all students to write to the University
traffic department as well as sending a
copy to the Union addressing their
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concerns. Tell other students about the
problems that have arisen, many students
are still unaware. Lastly document
everything, I recently spoke to a student
who rang traffic after a ticket machine had
eaten her money. The person at traffic
allegedly told her, "that's the risk you take
parking on campus." Statements like
these are outrageous and completely
invalidate student opinion. If this happens
to you make a formal complaint and send
a message to the University.
Keep an eye out in the weeks to come.
The Union wilt be mounting the main
thrust of their campaign at the beginning
of semester, To find out more or to get
involved call 3377 2200 or email
uqunion@mailbox.uq.edu.au

Parking Spaces
2000
658
475
2021
411

Red
Blue
Green
Restricted
Casual
383
Open
Undercover
81
1169
Multistory
Short Casual
106
5304
Total
Avail To Students 2485

2001
567
479
1663
428

2002
690
490
1648

564
279
1170
106
5256
2506

446
278
1161
109
5383
2372

3730
1182
1299
6211

3179
1150
1119
5448

561

Permits Issued
Annual
Sem 1
Sem2
Total

4308
1811
1591
7710
0
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members
have
expressed
similar
frustration, with one commenting that this
decision is 'typical of the way management
treats academic staff like dirt.'

MORE ON PARKING
NOT MORE PARKS
Andrew Stirling
UQ Union
Student Representative
Officer

Local Residents will also be hit hard by the
decision. Parking from University traffic
already fills surrounding streets, despite
two hour parking zones and heavy City
Council fines for over-parking. Robyn
Emerson,
St
Lucia
Community
Assosciatlon President, claims that as oncampus parking fees have risen UQ cars
have parked further from the campus,
especially in areas outside the two hour
parking boundaries. She also complains
that residents were not consulted at all
over the issue.

Carparking facilities at the University of
Queensland have long been the cause
student frustration. Delve back into past
Sempers and you will find many
references to the troubles faced by
student and staff on this issue. Brad
Bauman, 1985 Union President, made
reference to carparking in his election
statement, saying that carparks were 'rare
and valued animals when they exist close
to the campus'.
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Driving and parking in local streets is also
an option. However, this can result in BCC
fines, which are $50. Parking outside the
two hour boundary also affects punctuality
to lectures and tutorials, as well as personal
safety at night. There is no University
Security two kilometres off campus.
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University the respected institution it is.
There needs to be greater consultation
and negotiation on issues such as
carparking before the Senate m.akes its
final decision.
At the next meeting of the University
Senate, student senators will put the
carparking issue back on the agenda. If
enough students, staff and residents voice
their disapproval with the carparking
situation, it is hoped that the Senate will
review its position. A return to the old
system of carparking is not the desired
outcome. Instead, a carparking system
should be created that reflects the growing
needs of the University.
To get involved in the Union's carparking
campaign, contact your Faculty Officer in
the Union. Also, contact UQ traffic
(traffic@uq.edu.au) and express your
disapproval of the changes. A united
student, staff and resident front can
counter
the
University's
pathetic
carparking record.

To complement the lower supply of
carparks, the University has also decided to
increase prices. Multistory parking was
increased from $5 to $8 per day and from
60c to $1 per hour. Casual parking has also
increased in price from $2 to $2,50 per day

Semper began correspondence with
Anthony Fletcher, Manager of UQ Traffic
and Parking, over the proposed changes
to parking. After being sent the form
letter that one receives upon initial
enquiry we
proposed
additional
questions via email. He failed to address
any of these questions. We also gave
him a week and a half to consider
whether he would grant us an interview.
He refused.

Consultation
This decision has angered students, staff
and local residents, A common complaint is
that the University Senate failed to properly
consult relevant parties before the decision
was made. This sentiment reflects growing
confusion and hostility regarding the
University Senate and how it operates.

Some students may turn to public
transport or to bike riding. These avenues
are the healthy way to travel. However
they continue to be significantly eroded by
a BCC that has lost touch with the needs
of average commuters. Bike tracks to
access the University from the city and
from
the
western
suburbs
are
substandard. Despite efforts from Local
Councillor Judy Magub, the bike tracks do
not continue uninterrupted al! the way to
the University.

Despite sending an email to all students
claiming that the UQ Union (UQU) had
been consulted on the carparking issue,
never at any time were the blanket price
rises mentioned or discussed. Staff
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Students have been left with three
transport options. Firstly, they can
continue to park at the University and pay
the Increased prices. It is estimated that
the average five day per week student
would have to pay an extra $308.50 than
they did last year.

In December last year, the UQ Senate
voted to drastically modify and restrict
carparking at St Lucia. Green zone
permits will no longer be issued. A new
multistory carpark will be built over the
lakes dustbowl and the riverside carparks
will be removed.
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The New Regime
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The University will not bully the UQ Union.
The Senate needs to realise that there are
many stakeholders that make this

Consquences

To restrict carparking on campus a
coloured zone regime was Introduced in
late 1990. Back then red zones were
$200, blue zones were $100 and green
zones were $40. By last year, there were
5383 carparks on campus of which 2372
were available to students. The green
zone permits were the source of the
greatest frustration. Despite there being
only 1648 green permit spaces available,
4338 permits were sold. This over supply
caused the green zone areas to be ful!
from 8:30am until 2pm at the eariiest.
Students were forced to park off campus
or in pay zones.

T

Student Action

•

A Brief History
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The BCC has also increased bus prices.
Current fares are often more than the cost
of driving to University hardly an incentive
to travel by bus. The removal of annual,
monthly and weekly tickets significantly
reduced student patronage. There are
also concerns that the BCC plan to alter
the zone scheme to make the trip from
Indooroopilly to the University two zones.
Students have lost faith in the Soorley
government's public transport structure.
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We believe there could be several
reasons for this. The most obvious is that
Mr Fletcher believes UQ traffic's position
is indefensible upon deeper inquiry.
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Goorie Berrimpa

union

First of all welcome to the University of Queensland and the first edition of Semper for 2003.
Goorie Berrimpa (gathering place) is the UQ Indigenous Student Collective. Goorie Berrimpa
was first constituted as a student association in 1985 by the then Indigenous, postgraduate
students al the St. Lucia campus. The primary objective of Goorie Berrimpa is to facilitate the
development of an Indigenous perspective at this University. Goorie Berrimpa also aims to
encourage and foster an academic knowledge of Indigenous issues throughout the campus.
The Indigenous collective (ie) Goorie Berrimpa also has a vital role to play in the critical analysis
of Indigenous .issues. In consultation with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Unit, Goorie
Berrimpa is the main conduit between the University, the Indigenous students and the University
generally As such it is a function of the ATSl Unit and Goorie Berrimpa to critique current
academic and theoretical paradigms that impact and directly concern not only Indigenous
students at UQ but Indigenous People in Australia generally.
It has been said, "education builds better communities". It was traditional Indigenous societies
that had no government yet had a society with a sound structure of kinship and a connection t
the land, This connection to land and the knowledge gained from it served Indigenous
Australians in the maintenance of survival. In 21st century Australia, the education of its
Indigenous people is fundamental for a just, democratic and forward thinking country. With good
reason, universities have traditionally set a standard in education that is the highest in society.
But for an Indigenous person to enter University, It's a vexing time. The Indigenous Unit and
Goorie Berrimpa are positioned on campus to help those Indigenous students that may need
assistance,
Goorie Berrimpa holds various events during the year, the largest being Sorry Day which is held
each May Sorry Day is a week of Indigenous culture here and at Ipswich campus, culminating
in a dinner on the Friday night. It Is in recognition of and a key recommendation in the Stolen
Generation Report. All events and BBQ'S that Goorie Berrimpa collective stage are FREE and
open to Indigenous students, their friends, and staff. Last year for the first time we had a day
devoted to Living, Sharing, Saving culture, that was in October We are looking to do the same
again this year. If you are an Indigenous student, and new to UQ, congratulations on gaining a
place here. University is arichand rewarding experience, at least it can be! Most of all enjoy
your time here at Uni. UQ is one of the BIG THREE Universities in Australia. With its Internation
as well as national appeal, a degree from UQ can open many doors for the Indigenous graduat
Lastly I wish you well in your studies here at the University of Queensland.
Yours in the Struggle,
Terry McLaughlin
Indigenous Student Officer
Goorie Berrimpa Collective
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President

Aaron Marsham

(Vision)

Union Secretary

Antonio Ferreira-Jardim

(Mojo)

Treasurer

Jemma MacGinley

(Mojo)

Union Newspaper Editors (Semper Floreat)

David Lavercombe
Shona Nystrom

Jim Wilson

(The Big Smooth)

Student Representation Officer

Andrew Stirling

(Mojo)

Education Rights Officer

T (Margot) Balch

(Vision)

Welfare Rights Officer

Lauren Proudfoot

(Vision)

Activities Officer

Matthew Payne

(Mojo)

Clubs and Societies Officer

James Lee

(Mojo)

Environment Officer

Holly Zwalf

(Rage)

Queer Sexuality Officer

Amber Chivers & Khrys Robb

(Vison)

Women's Rights Officer

Lisa White

(Vision)

Postgraduate Officer

Rachina Pawnday

(Rage)

Turbot Street

No nominations received

Hospitals Officer

Nicholas Brown

(Independent)

Ipswich Campus Officer

Jason McKay

(Students First Group)

International Students Officer

Sachin Mathur

(Rage)

Disabilities Officer

Peter Huber

(Mojo)

Colleges Officers

Lucinda Rinehart & Neil Young

(Mojo)

Arts

Colin Sweett

(Rage)

Biological and Chemical Sciences

Matt Kearney

(Mojo)

Business, Economics and Law

Jon Krause & Thomas Barsha

(Mojo)

[

Faculty Officers

Engineering, Physical Sciences & Architecture

Monica Infante & Fabian Mendes

(Mojo)

Health Sciences

Russell Punch & David Graham

(Mojo)

Natural Resources, Agriculture & Vet Science

Justin McMahon & Christina Tellefsen

(Mojo)

Social and Behavioural Sciences
Council: In order of election
1. Courtney Dore
2. Mark O'Sullivan
3. Christopher Kerr
4. Robert McLeay
5. David Hutchinson
6. Matthew Tyndale-Tozer
7. Alexis Carroll
8. Eliza Matthews
9. Cindy McGregor

Renee Dodds

(Rage)

10. Yewy Green
11. Aaron Clark
12. Melissa Bowerman
13. Jimi Sullivan
14. Jason Maher
15. Elizabeth Ahern
16. Ben Thompson
17. Simon Porter
18. Jegar Pitchforth

Mary-Anne Barsha
Katherine Benfer
Jessica Reed
Emilie Berzins
£>
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People Understanding Beer
Activate

Whitlam

(Independent)
(Vision)
(Activate)
(The Silly Party)
(Rage)
(Mojo)
(People Understanding Beer [PUB])
(Vision)
(Mojo)
(Whitlam)
(Rage)
(Mojo)

19. Hans Leung
20. Giselle Freiberg
21. Christopher Vernon
22.
23.
24.
25.

Council Distribution

(Mojo)
(Vision)
(Rage)
(Whitlam)
(Mojo)
{Vision)
(Rage)
(Mojo)
(Vision)
(Rage)
(Mojo)
(Mojo)
(Whitlam)
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Silly Party
Independant
Vision
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UQ Union Elections
Ootolier 2002
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Who Voted?
Arts Faculty
Biolgical and Chemical Sciences
Business Economics and Law
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Health Sciences
Natural Resources, Agriculture and Vet Science
Social Behavioural Sciences
Hospitals
Ipswich
International Students
College Students
Queer Sexuality
Women
Postgraduate
1
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1404
840
1151
664
374
123
542
30
179
421
717
230
2219
331

Of approximately 34,000 UQ students, the total number who vot€?d4586
14.65% of UQ students on the electoral role participated ir) the election

2000 r President-The Main Contenders

1500

students who have paid SSC for any
semester from Second Semester 2000
may be eligible for a refund of the GST
nharaed
O l 1 t i l ^A w V 1
This refund expires on the 31st of March
so hurry!
Applications are to be made in first
instance, online. For further information
contact UQ's website at www.uq.edu.au

Split

Eiecntlwe
The preference system used in the
UQ Union elections is the optional
preferential system, the same as is
used in the State elections. What this
means is voters can mark as few or
as many preferences on the ballot as
they choose. In this particular ballot, a
majority of voters, approximately twothirds, only preferenced one team in
the election.
in our graphs, preferences are
indicated by a change in colour. As
each candidate fell out of contention,
their ballots were sorted, and their
preferences were added to remaining
candidates.

1000

500

0

Refund of GST on
Student Services
Charge

Rohde
Silly Party

Power
Mojo

LeRoy
Rage

Marsham
Vision
Elected by
48 votes

Fenton
Whitlam

Nelson
Activate

This meant an interesting result for
the election. In the Presidential ballot,
despite being well behind on primary
votes, Aaron Marsham (Vision)
managed to win on strong
preferences from other Left teams.
This trend did not continue as
strongly in the other top three
positions (Secretary and Treasurer),
and the Mojo candidates managed to
hold on to their primary votes lead.
The last time thie top three was filled
with people from different teams was
in 1985.
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Make sure yeu get your $218.92 worth
Yes, that's right first years. These
people had to win an election to get this
job (so did we for that matter). This
process wil be inflicted upon you some
time in Septeber/October. Don't be too
concerned though, it's only a few
weeks.

2000 (- Secretary -The Main Contenders

1500

Until last year it was considered
'uncool' to run under the same name
twice. Each year the teams would
generate a new name and image in the
artificial enviroment of the election
campaign. It seems difficult to
understand why this is done, unless
one wished to hide past shortcomings.
Last year the Big Smooth kept their
name from 2001, as did Mojo and
Activate. It will be interesting to see if
this becomes the norm in student
politics, or whether some teams will
continue to use the chameleon
defence.

1000

500

Due to certain personality clashes,
members oi the incumbent left
dispersed themsleves across a
number of left teams. The left' was
split into three prominent teams (Vision
- the incumbents, Rage, and Whitlam)
and the 'Right' was united (Mojo).

Bacon
Rage

There were a number of smaller teams
who took the election less seriously.
Congratulations to the Silly Party for
picking up a place pn Council.

2000

Jardim
Mojo
Elected by
7 votes

Anthony
Activate

Wilson
Vision

Reid
Whitlam

Treasurer- The Main Contenders
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The Big Space
Smooth
Elected by
277 votes
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Pegg
Whitlam

MacGinley
Mojo
Elected by
59 votes
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Postgraduate Social Evening
Come and meet other postgrads

•• •

Are you:
Feeling a little overwhelmed and anonymous in the beautiful but very
big um of ours?
Wanting a slice of the 'campus culture' that everyone's been raving
about?
A science student interested in meeting people and cheap barbeques
at uni and club entries when you head out?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions then SUSS is for
you.
SUSS is the Society of Undergraduate Science Students; a new club
especially for science students (and their friends). In our inaugural
year we aim to Improve the non-existent social aqenda in the BACS
faculty as well as help members out with the academic side of things.
After all, all us science students know there's more to a BSc than test
tubes and lab coats.

On 27 February 7 Pm
innes Room

With your membership to SUSS you will gain access to a myriad of
discounts and special offers at various CIUDS and businesses around
Brisbane. You will also get discounts at many retail stores for items
such as photo processing, clothes, shoes and a lot more.
On a more serious note, we aim to provide a link between you, the
science student, the faculty and the community of professional
scientists. If you're experiencing any problems with your degree, then
SUSS will be able to help you out or at least tell you who can help
you. As a member of SUsS you will have access to a network of
other students and services of endless academic value to the
average student. Our website features a page where you can
advertise and find second hand textbooks.

R.S.V.P
Raclina Pawnday
Level 4, Union Building
UQ St Lucia
Phone 3377 22.00 ext 340
Email: postgrad.union(a)mailbox.uq.edu.au

Sounds good? Then keep an eye out for the lime green stand on
Market Day in the Great uourt and come say g'day. If you miss us on
for SUSS
Market Day then watch out ''-'
'^ ' ^ bbq's
'•--'- or
- email''
bacs.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au.

Entertainment
from 4:30pm
I

:

Entertainment
•'••^

Ifcm

Spm
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I hiaving a)

Grmt outdoor arttl| ,
& g ^ a t atnio8phe|fe
: WATcl^UT FOR ^KAT PROMOtl

Major prize
& give

;
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A great place toitart your nightl

^ Birthday

) OPEN

7 D/ftrs

)

celebration,
e v ^ t or

:^.KV;^;,.V.
. • • . V - i : - ' . . - ^ ' ' '•

get-tc|i|bth^r?
Phoned

id* '•

Trading Hourt during semester:
Mon - Wed: "tl 1 am - Spm, 4pni -«pm
9pm
1 l i m - 3pnfi, 4pm • 11 pii
Thun
11am- 12mldnl8ht
Sal:
12nlon - 12midnight
%m\
12noon - late
)
ID requirad al all ttmw

theredroonn
uq union bar & b i s t r o
The University of Queensland Student Union Complex
(Below the Main Refectory in Building 2 1 , St Lucia Campus)
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Hello and welcome to the Women's Rights
Area for 2003. My name is Lisa White and I
am your Women's Officer this year. Feel
free to con\;a.ct me at any time on 3377 2200,
or at wcmens.union@rrailbox.uq.edu.au.
There is also a full time Women's Resource
Organiser, Toni Lawson and is contactable
on
3377
2242
or
at
t.lawson@mailbox,uq.edu.au.
The Women's Rights Area operates as a
source of information to all students and
houses a Women's Room specifically for
women students. The Women's Collective
is the directive body of the women's area,
and meets at Tuesday at 1pm in the
Women's Room. Women's Collective allows
all women regardless of experience, political
opinions or beliefs to participate in an
inclusive environment, having a direct
involvement in the direction of the Women's
Area. The Women's Room is located on
Level 4 (upstairs) at the Union Building. It is
a women's only space, that contains
resources, computer access, couches and
information about the Unions campaigns
and events.
Through
collective
involvement
the
Women's Area organises and facilitates
wide reaching campaigns such as
International Women's Day, Domestic
Violence Prevention Week, Body Image and
Eating Disorders Awareness Week, Women
in Education Week and Reclaim the Night just to name a few. The Women's Area also
organises Venus Rising, a cross-campus
event, showcasing women performers, for
women and their friends. This year it is at
the Jubilee Hotel, Fortitude Valley March 1 st
from 3pm-10pm.
One of the first events of the year will be surf
camp in April. The whole aim of surfcamp is
to get women into doing something that they
mightn't have considered doing before pushing their boundaries. The camp also
served as a great forum/place for women to
meet each other and discuss issues in a
relaxed environment that they wouldn't
necessarily get a similar opportunity to do.
This has the added benefit of creating
valuable relationships that are consolidated
within collective and during campaigns
throughout the year, on both a campus and
cross campus basis. Women's Area tries to
keep costs for women at a minimum so it is
essential to book early.
Other campaigns this semester will be focusing
on the continuing attacks of higher education
and the effects on women, Sorry Week and
International No Diet Day. Don't forget to come
and visit us, when we have stalls at market day,
or just come up to the women's room any time.

March 1st, 2003
lubilee Hotel, Fortitude Valley
It is time for us all to come together and get UQ
back on track. Environment Collective meetings will
be every Monday 1pm. Follow the arrows from the
Juice Bar during 0-Week. Come and bring your
ideas, food, drums, crochet, anger, energy and
hope. Eyeryone is welcome at the meefings. This
year I hope to help sludents work on a range of
campaigns and issues, beacause the green movement is very diverse and involves many types of
people. Whether your passions lie in peace

Calling all hippies, greenies,
barefoot pixies, environmentalists, dreddles, treehuggers, ferals and anyone
who cares that our world is
falling apart!
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activism, refugee issues, tree planting or recycling.
Environment Collective is a great place to bring
your thoughts lo, build on ideas and meet UJD with
others. We have a lot to do -- nuclear radiation
plants to stop, campaigns lo plan, forests to save,
food Co-ops to run, World Trade Organisations to
overthrow,...feel free to contact me about anything:
Holly 33772200 or at environment.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au
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A meeting of the local underivorld,
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With Chess Master Nik Stawski

m m ^'
There's more to life than a stupid game of
chess. Nevertheless, it's been requested
of me to crap on a bit about chess, the
chess world, chess and sex, chess and
drugs, chess and organ music, with extra
digressions Into Buddhism, birdwatching
and bovine husbandry.
In case your wondering about my
'qualifications', all that need be said is that
i've played a bit, here and there, and that I
come from the BIMRAUD (The Club
Bullwinkle Institute of Mis-Reasearch And
Under-Development).
Club Bullwinkle
Five-time Phoneix Cup winners and
perpetual sloth merchants, this collective
,of so-called 'chessplayers' are a,danger to
the chess world as well as to themselves.
Never averse to shameless selfpromotion, you can read all you, need to
know
about
them
'at:
www.webchess.org/bullwinkle.htnri.

Chess at Uni

UQ student kicks arse
at the Aussie Open

My Spiel.

2nd year student, Jonathan Humphrey (Club
Bullwinkle's 2002 player of the year) speaks
exclusively with Semper about his recent trip
to Sydney for the 2003 Australian CHESS
Open:
Semper: Heya Jonathan! Nik from Semper
here. What we want from you is an exclusive
interview about your recent ranipage.

This game contains some strange play by
white (Stephen) about move 24. (If you don't
understand chess notation, get off your arse
and get a chess book or look it up on the
web,)
(245) Solomon.S - Humphrey,J [C11]
Australian Open 2003 (10.3), 08.01.2003
1 .e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.Nc3 Nf6 4.e5 Nfd7 5.f4 c5
6.Nf3 Nc6 7.Be3 cxd4 B.Nxd4 Bc5 9.Qd2 00 10.0-0-0 Nxd4 11.Bxd4 a6 12.h4 b5 13.h5

For you chess sado-masochists out there,
a club meets Wednesdays at 6pm at the
Kingham Room.... Next to THE RED
ROOM.... So if your getting pissed off you
can storm off from your game shouting
"fuck the chess, let's get pissed!".
Contact: James Cooper, 0410 428 820.
Scrub turkeys and mermaids welcome.

Jonathan: Well.... I don't nomially speak to
journalists, but this time I'll make an
exception.
, '
S: I hear that you recently came EQUAL
SECOND with International Master/ Genius
Kid David Smerdon at the Aussie Open,
despite being the 5Bth seed. Well done!
J: Thanks!
S: What were the chess-chicks like?
J: Terrifying!
S: What's your opinion on the use of drugs
in 'sports' like chess?

IM {International Master) Solomon,
Stephen vs Humphrey, Jonathan

V .

Chess Websites

^

www.webchess.org/bullwinkle.htm (Club
Bullwinkle),www.auschess.org.au,
(Australian Chess Federatior)),
www.caq.org.au (Chess Association of
Qld), www.chessclub.com (ICC: Internet
Chess Club), www.freechess.org (FICS:
Free Internet Chess Sen/er),
wvifw.literotica.com (highly recomniended
by a girl I know who shall remain
anonymous), www.zuchinnifarming.com
(Zuchinni Growers Intemational).

J: They're a brilliant idea. I've heard about The Mean and Nasty Bastard of a Puzzle
some good ones they've recently developed
that really aid concentration. The more the I'll finish this wild adventure into the lurid
world of chess by giving you avid readers a
better!
curse. This puzzle is nothing short of a
S: What about alcohol?
curse. It will piss you off In a bad way. So
don't attempt it without being prepared to
J: Being pissed can sometimes make you suffer some pain. Don't say I didn't warn you.
play better.
This puzzle was given to both Kasparov
and Karpov, and the word is that neither had
8: Did anybody streak during the rounds?
solved it after 24 hours. It has been given to
J: What do you think? This is a chess chess prodigies like David Smerdon, It has
tournament we're talking about here. Not. been given to Grandmasters, hell, its
Tennis. Not Footy Not Cricket
So no, probably even been given to super-freak
Bobby Fischer, and all have failed to solve it
unfortunately, no.

b4 14.Na4 Bxd4 15.Qxd4 a5 16.Bb5 Rb8
17.Bd3 Bb7 18.Rde1 Bc6 19.Nc5 Qb6
answer. I could cop out and look it up on the
web, but Regina, (a mathematician friend.

Bb5 24.f5 Bxd3 25.Rxd3 Qc7 26.Rg3 Rbc8
27.C3 Qxe5 28.Qxe5 Nxe5 29.Re1 f6 30,Kc2
exf5 31.Rf1 bxc3 32.Rxc3 d4 33.Rxc8
Rxc8+ 34.Nc4 Nxc4 35.bxc4 Rxc4+ 36.Kd3
Rc3+ 37.Kxd4 Rc2 38.Rxf5 Rxg2 39.Ra5
Rxa2 40.Ra8+ Kf7 41.Ra7+ Ke6 42.Rxg7
Rd2+ 43.KC3 Rd7 44.Rg2 Ra7 45.Ra2 Kf5
46,Kb3 Kg5 47.Rg2+ Kxh5 48.Ka2 15
49.Rg8 f4 50,Rf8 Kg4 51.Rg8+ Kf3 52.Rh8
Kf2 53.Rf8 13 54.Rf5 Kg2 55.Rg5+ Kf1
56.Rh5 f2 57.Rf5 Re7 58.Kxa3 Ke2 0-1

down. So, Here it is. Live and sweaty.THE
PUZZLE (helpmate, 5 moves) aka 'a study in
frustration and masochism'.
White plays 1 .e4. From this position, a black
knight captures a white rook to give

plunkett.
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PARK for FREE
& do 120km on $5 of petrol!!!

1

U.Q. 2003 SCOOTER SPECIALS
.'.i

Purchase any of our three best selling Bolwell/PGO
50cc scooters (Gelati, Mia & Roma)
and receive free
a M2R or ARC helmet + a parking permit

your

(motorcycle) for one semester to the value of $108
Or purchase the Gelati** UNI KICK-OFF SPECIAL
for $2,610 (that's $17 per wk over 3 years)
and REDBACK SCOOTERS will pay your:
- GST valued at $245
- 6mth registration & CTP (single) valued at $137
- plus the helmet & parking valued at: $103
So ditch the bus PARK WHEN YOU WANT and put some
fun, freedom and economy back Into your drive.
Normal drivers license only for SOcc's

w i n a scholarship
to attend a weekend seminar in Sydney on May 16-18
exploring

Offer ends 31 March 2003

'yreedom& liberty

REDBAU | ^ OOTERS
>.,« 1 . _ ' ' - /

I.J '.-.'•. I

Shop 7 / 225 Hawken Drive St. Lucia, QLD
Phone: 3719-5288 or 0407-22-18-99
Open: Tue ~ Sat from 1 Gam or by appointment

for applkatiojis and more inforjiiation
^

_

p; 02 9438 4377

www.liberlyondiociefy.org

The Alumni Association of tlie University of Queensland Inc

A Vatefor ]jOWR Diary

ALUMNI
BOOK FAIR
2003
25-29 APRIL
ATTHE

NEW UQ CENTRE
UNION ROAD
(NEAR SCHONELL THEATRE)
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SEMPER REPORTS ON
UQUNION COUNCIL

F

or those o* you who have never
attended council, the best way to
describe it a mix between a night of
bingo and sitting near opposition
supporters at the footy. What takes place
at council is not something you would
normally experience in day-to-day affairs.

This followed a united Left vote during the
special elections (held to appoint various
positions such as chair of council and '0'
week director) The Left's majority on
council and co-operation ensured they
secured the majority on most committees.
CONSTITUTION

Union Council is, officially, the highest
decision making body in the union. During
the election campaign last year, we
promised students that we would report on
what was going on, so they would have an
idea of how the union works, and of how
their money is spent. It should be pointed
out that council is open for all students, to
attend, to speak, and to move or second
motions. We would encourage all students
to make an effort to attend. Only when
non-political students turn up, and ask
questions of their representatives, wiil the
union become more accountable to them.
Currently, there is a lot of time wasting,
and pointless shenanigans being indulged
in on both sides of politics. Surely the
people involved would behave in a more
appropriate manner if the students who
elected them were there to observe their
behaviour. To find out when council sits,
check the notice board on level four of the
union building, or phone the office
(33772200). Remember, you can't
complain about how your money is spent
if you don't make an effort to keep your
representatives accountable, and yourself
informed.
This year of council should have begun
with the first meeting, to be held
immediately after the AGM. As it was
inquorate (a meeting is inquorate when
not enough voting members turn up), we'll
talk about the AGM instead.
The only major deliberation was about
whether to change the union's lawyers.
Mojo (the Right) showed a clear intention
to examine the contracts that bind the
union by nominating a contract and anticompetition specialist [not necessarily
their only motivations -ED]. This
engendered a robust debate on the merits
of both the current and proposed law
firms. Sadly, there was no actual
information presented beyond the
assurances of the respective speakers.
Another concerning aspect is that the
speakers
seem
to
believe
that
parliamentary privilege exists for members
of UQ council. This was illustrated by the
out going Union secretary who - in the
heat of battle on the floor - referred to one
of the law firms as 'dodgy'. There does not
seem to be much future or wisdom in
slandering lawyers - although everyone
does love a good lawyer joke. The Left
voted 'en bloc' and the union retained its
current legal representation.

The workings of the Union, especially
council, revolve around the constitution,
which is a most sacred and holy document.
Such was the reverence that 'To go against
the constitution is to break the law'
according to the 2002 Union secretary.
This document was revised and updated in
2000 by then union secretary Matthew
Collins (now student senator) and has
been dubbed the 'Collins
class
constitution' by current secretary Antonio
Jardim, who has significant revision
planned.
This will be a major undertaking requiring
co-operation and consultation to succeed.
One of the conditions of our split Union is
that the executive this year can not railroad its ventures through and, since all
conslitutionai matters require a two thirds
majority, such ventures will need to be
above party political machinations to
succeed. It would be beneficial if the
student politicians agreed on the rules, as
currently they seem to be interpreted
conveniently depending on circumstance.
One illustrating point to the weakness in
the constitution occurred in relation to the
position of acting activities officer.
ACTING ACTIVITIES OFFICER
Matthew Payne from Mojo was elected as
activities officer. But due to course related
circumstances was away for most of the
preparation for '0' week. 0 week is the
biggest event that the activites officer is
involved with all year, and it is standard
procedure to appoint acting officers to all
positions. However, contention arose over
the appointment of Eliza Matthews to the
position and has become one of the first
running battles between the Left and Right
for the year.
The contention arose when the
Committee of Elected Officers made the
appointment. This is the executive
committee who under the 2000
constitution has little power. Our current
constitution is committee and collective
based.
However
collectives
are
unconstitutional until the academic year
begins. This makes for a weekness during
December to March, when it is difficult to
get things done. The office bearers are the
only people here during the holidays, so it
makes sense that during this time the
CEO plays more of a role than was
invisaged when the current constitution
was drafted. This is also one of the few
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committees where the Right has the
majority, so it makes sense they would like
to increase the importance of this
committee,

A sense of urgency existed with the clock
ticking down to 0 week without an acting
activities officer. The committee of elected
office bearers appointed Eliza Matthews
on Christmas Eve. President Aaron
Marsham, the chair of CEO, ruled the
appointment out of order and was
dissented - a reoccurring situation that he
has handled with admirable patience.
Constitutionally, CEO could only appoint
Eliza if activities committee could not
meet. At least three days notice must be
given for an activities meeting to be held,
and with the office bearer absent three
members of that committee must petition
the secretary for a meeting to take place.
Even if this were to occur, such a meeting
would be during the holidays and no one
seems to believe that such a meeting
would reach quorum. This would have
delayed a significant portion of the 0 week
preparations, as nothing would be done
until the next CEO meeting where the
matter would again be dealt with. Instead,
the appointment was made.
The initial ire by the Left stemmed from
CEO not following the rules, for 'setting a
bad precedent,' not from the appointment
itself. The Left would have preferred to
appoint through activities (constitutionally
the correct procedure), where they had
the numbers, but no one seemed to think
the Left could gather the numbers to hold
a quorate meeting, especially as the Right
were unlikely to attend. There was talk by
some in the Left of an appeal but this
never eventuated. Whatever might be said
of some antics on council, as acting
activities office.r Eliza had been working
very hard. The activities officer and 0
week director llase heavily and both
officers worked hard to get 0 week off the
ground. Despite some obvious tension, for
such a large project so early In the year,
there appeared some real hope for cooperation between the two sides.
However this was not to be the case. At
the first quorate council meeting the Left
fired its first real salvo and opened a can
of worms. Under C 31.1b one cannot hold
an elected position and be a member of
council. The Left tried to force Eliza's
resignation from either council or as acting
activities officer. This is an interesting
tactic and appears to be an example of
selective interpretation. It is Semper's
understanding that it is common practice
for acting officers to also be members of
council.
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The intention of the regulation seems to
be that no one person hold two voting
positions on committees or council. This is
clearly not the case here as no elected
officer bearer holds a vote on council. It
was an ill fated campaign by the Left
which resulted in the dignified resignation
of one of the most competent Left office
bearers, male Queer sexuality officer
Khrys Robb. The Right, in a tit for tat
response,
ensured
that
council
descended into a farce. Khrys' situation
was further complicated by the fact his
position is shared. Khrys, showing great
integrity, resigned from his position on 0
week committee.

if

IN CONCLUSION
Perhaps this is an example, where simple
agreements and understandings between
parties can be far more productive than
artculate and specific policy and rules.
But then, looking at the amount of time
spent bickering over procedural policy and
rules, it would seem most people in the
union are rule junkies and procedural
addicts. Old habits die hard.
Is this all that has happened in Council
over three meetings? Well there is a lot of
boring stuff like, 'that the minutes of a
particular meeting be confirmed' and what
not. Also, there is a lot of bickering about
procedure. One Administration committee
meeting we attended took 45 minutes to
elect a chair! Then there Is the problem of
losing quorum. Particularly during
Semester breaks when many are away on
holidays, if one particular faction doesn't
like the way things are going for them in a
particular meeting, they walk out, quorum
is lost, and the meeting Is forced to close,
leaving most of what was on the agenda
untouched.

So even the president can't do what the
women's collective wanted to do. Even the
president can't just decide he doesn't like
something because he thinks its sexist.
The president has to have legal advice
that something is legally sexist.
We were also quite insulted at the
resolution for the need for a women's
collective veto power. The Semper editors
intend to work with all departments and
areas of the union, and indeed the students
and staff of UQ. When one demands a
power of veto, it gives the impression they
have no intention of working with us
through cooperation and negotiation.
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There is also another glitch with this
Women's policy. Policy cannot contradict
Regulations. But Council decided this policy
could not be ruled out of order because it
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Most of it was quite insulting to any
reasonable person. There were two in

0

Women out there please do not fear. As
mentioned earlier, this policy was quite
insulting to any reasonable person. The
Semper editors for 2003 have no intention
of being sexist, in the reasonable and
legal sense of the word. At our direction to
ignore this policy, and the positive manner
with which we have already been able to
work with the Women's officer and
Women's organiser for this edition, we are
certain that we can continue a productive
and positive working relationship.

Hold on just a minute. Are we not the editors
of Semper? Did we not campaign, and get
elected on what we promised to deliver in
Semper this year. The President has power
of veto over Semper, because it is he that is
legally responsible for it. (I use 'he* because
this year, as far as I can tell, Aaron Marsham
Is a he) The president is the publisher. This
seems fair to us. The regulations are also
quite clear on when the president can enact
this veto: 'The President may only withhold
authorisation where legal advice suggests
an article may be racist, sexist,
homophobic, discriminatory, defamatory or
in any other way illegal.'

WOMENS COLLECTIVE POLICY FOR
PUBLICATIONS
This was not some brief reminder that
'thou shall not be sexist.' This was two and
a half pages of explicit guidelines. Some of
which we weren't quite sure how to make
sense of. Most of the policy in council we
are not sure how to make sense of. But
since this stuff directly affected us (as part
of the union's publications), we thought we
had better try.

1

We approached the 2002 Union Secretary
and mover of this policy. We did ask her,
'What are we to do? We have regulations
we must follow v/hen publishing Semper,
but now we also have this Women's policy
to follow, and the two contradict each
other.' She kindly made us aware that in
the Union there is a hierarchy of rules,
regulations and policy, and that
regulations rank higher than policy. 'Right'
(knew that already), 'So this means we
can ignore your policy?' She kindly replied
with a 'Yes,' with which we left the
conversation.

The second point that made our ears prick
up was the statement '...the union will
ensure this by giving the women's
collective or if this is not practicable
the women's organiser and women's
officer, power of veto over union
publications on the basis of their use of
sexist language and/or imagery.'

The Right sought legal advice believing
that the constitution was Interpreted
incorrectly, since it stipulated elected
office bearers and Eliza was appointed.
However the legal advice was a bombshell. The appointment of acting officers
(besides President, Secretary and
Treasurer) is not within the constitution.
Indeed the Union has been acting in
breach of it self on numerous occasions
since the 2000 revised constitution. This
has caused quite a stir among some
circles. The issue has taken on a far wider
relevance to the entire functioning of the
Union.

r'

So did this mean wc would be balled up
for being sexist If we ran an anicle on
parking and didn't mention women at all
(mainly because parking is not gender
specific, both men and women park on
campus, we didn't see the need to specify
that women also parked).

We were told thai these policies were put
in place when the women's collective were
tearing who may be the next Semper
editors. Apparently we were not the most
scary candidates, and they assured us
that the women's collective were net going
to be as aggressive towards our
publication as the policy they had written
seemed to be.

This seemed like a cheap politically
motivated attack that showed a
concerning disregard for the functioning of
the Union. Any attempt to force the
resignation of the activities officer before
0 week should firstly reflect that the
preparation for O week is a huge task in
which the activities officer plays an
important role.

q

was only going through council for noting.
Basically, 'noting' is just a procedure where
council is made aware of decisions that
have been made, but can't actually do
anything about, even if council doesn't like
it. A waste of time I would have thought, but
hey, that's what council is good at.

Also, ifwe were to run an article on mens'
health, would that be deemed sexist,
unless we ran a banner across the bottom
of the page that stated 'women have
health problems too'?

The option presented by the Left to Eliza
suggests only one rea! choice. Her term
as acting activities officer would expire just
before 0 week, whereas her term on
council was for the entire year. It seems
the obvious choice would be to resign as
activities officer. This is not a position that
should be vacant so close to 0 week,
especially
when
it would
take
considerable time to fill the vacancy.
Again, this is if quorom could be reached
by activities committee, which while more
probable at this stage, was still unlikely.
Without wishing to make a judgement call
it should be remembered that the elected
activity officer was from Mojo, and surely
most councillors would believe in a like for
like appointment system for acting
positions.

£)

particular points though that we had to
have clarified. The first was: 'Sexist
language Is exemplified not only by an
abundance of sexist terms and
expressions but also by the lack of
positive words in many areas which
relate to women.'
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Too Different Women

a m m a n y t h i n g s . I am Australian. 1 am tall. I am educated and well
traveled. I am observant. I am loved by close friends. I am a hard worker.) am also
a woman.
Of all the things I am, one of the least important aspects is that I am a woman. With
all the things I am capable of and want to achieve, being a woman just doesn't make
that much of a difference to my day. I have to walk further to the female loo's, and
there's that monthly thing of course, but with the exception of when I'm enjoying the
private company of another, the fact that I have ovaries and not testicles really
doesn't change the essence of my day.
Sometimes being male or female does matter, and we can't help that. Unfortunately
on the whole, women are left with the whole childbirth/menstrual cycle thing.
Unfortunately, the difference in our anatomy does mean that guys can drink more
without being over the limit. It is also far easier for guys on a road trip to just stop on
the side of the road without having to wait until a service station turns up. (If we keep
going on like this, I might just tart to believe it is better to be a man)
But let's get this in perspective. For most day-to-day activities, it doesn't matter. I can
see, hear, think, read, type, walk, run, drive, talk, eat, drink (as long as I am not
driving) as well as any man can.
I do not mean to dismiss feminists. I thank the early feminists for what they achieved
to offer me so many opportunities. It is because of their courage and great efforts
that I am left in a world where I can achieve what I am willing to work for and earn.
I admire them, because they truly were facing a world full of values and norms that
made their task very difficult. But, thanks to their efforts, the tide has turned. The
world and its norms and values have changed. No longer do women have to prove
themselves as a gender. But women do still have to prove themselves as individuals,
just as men do. Equal opportunity is what we should be continuing to strive for - not
a continuation of the pendulum swing to a point where men are disadvantaged like
women once were.
I have heard women claim 'He disrespects me because I am a woman.' They
generally don't like it when / propose 'Maybe he disrespects you, not because you
are a woman, but because you are you.'
Respect. The fight for respect is a prevalent issue among feminists. Respect by
definition cannot be demanded. Respect is earnt. If you deserve it, you will get it. It
may take longer than you would like, but you will learn how to earn it faster as you
get better at it. By demanding respect after only little effort to earn it, you are
conceding the possibility that you can't earn It. If we follow the logic from above, this
would suggest you don't deserve it. Alternatively it could be someone whose respect
is inconsequential, and therefore is not worth worrying about.
As a woman I respect men and women who work hard, who strive to achieve their
potential, who are considerate, but most importantly, I respect those who hold
honour, integrity, loyalty and trust in the highest esteem. Those who play pathetic,
needing handicaps and assistance because they do not have the courage to face a
world that will always be full of difficulties and problems for everyone, do not earn my
respect. I don't care if you are male or female. Why is it that when men offer respect
on similar principles, they can be accused of being sexist?
Louise Schluter

In . a response to this
article,
l would Ilke to firstly
acknowledge that it is important that
women contribute to Semper, indeed one
of the hardest editions to put together is the
Women's Edition of Semper. Maybe that

fact highlights in one small way, that there
are 'still' incredible barriers (generally
unseen) facing women.
Do women really feel that their gender
has nothing to with their position within

society? That the 'achievements' won in
the '60s and '70s have really, totally,
absolutely liberated women?
Firstly,
articles like this highlight what Aboriginal
authors such as Jackie Huggins argue.
She states that, in the effort devoted to
feminist consciousness raising and the
question of exposing oppression of
women by men, it is ironic that white
women have usually excluded such a
critical analysis of the oppression of Black
women by white women from their
purview. Feminist literature has rarely
raised the question of whether women
themselves are oppressors. Instead,
there has been a tendency to equate the
situation of white women with that of all
women. There seems to be quite an irony
of the early feminist movement's aims while white women were struggling to get
out of the kitchen, indigenous women
were fighting to get a house with hopefully
a working kitchen sink.
An interesting point is the author's ability
to minimise how her cycle effects her
ability to participate in society - except, of
course, for the additional cost of sanitary
products (not gst exempt) to her grocery
bill, and the extra pain killers she may
have to use unless she's lucky enough to
not suffer from period pain. Let's look at
some other things that the author may not
have experienced herself. There are
women in this country and around the
world who have been genitally mutilated.
This debilitating practice has killed
innumerable women and children, and at
a minimum causes immense pain during
sex, pregnancy and childbirth.
In
Australia, the widespread practise of
forcibly sterilising Indigenous women and
women with disabilities has only recently
begun to be acknowledged. Tine current
treatment of refugee women in detention
centres, ignores cultural and gender
differences when they are only provided
with tampons, have to ask men for them
and are given a limited amount. And what
about women who, no matter how hard
they work, will never receive the pay
packet enjoyed by their male counterparts
because, in many industries and fields,
women still only earn 63-85% of what
men earn? All this information that I am
relaying, I have learnt through my
interaction through the women's area.
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The Women's Room is one space that I go
to chill out, have a break but also to
participate in the Women's Collective
(plug: meets Tuesdays at 1 pm). It is here
that women students come together and
organise in a space where information,
experiences and beliefs are recognised
and appreciated and this occurs in a
transparent manner away from a lot of the
constraining boundaries that we face
everyday. This isn't just a social grouping
(however some of my best friends I have
met through the women's area), collective
organising is a political notion a way of
challenging in many different levels the
oppression women face, and moreso
challenging ourselves.

women - at first. There are many different
ways the women's area participates in the
university context and the broader
community - just look at campaigns such
as Women in Education week, Domestic
Violence Prevention Week, Body Image
and Eating Disorders Awareness week,
and events such as International Women's
Day and Reclaim the Night.
It is
interesting that women who take an
individualistic approach to their gender
identity don't realise the necessity of the
women's area, until:

I would also like to comment on the term
respect. This term and associated notions
are more than just a bastion of male
privilege. During elections last year, I
came across a woman who, before I could
say anything, said in quite a hostile
manner, "I'm not voting for you unless you
get rid of the women's room". Not wanting
to just write her off, I began to engage with
her about the concepts of the women's
area and an autonomous space. She
claimed that women who used this space
were weak and just wanted to hide away,
and that we could instead use a common
room to meet. It even got to the: 'what
about a men's space?' discussion. I
wondered why she was so threatened by
women coming together in a way that
challenges the system we face - did she in
turn feel that women who did this
challenged her own ignorance or status?
This wasn't the end of the conversation we got onto the point that she supported
the queer space - for the reason she
didn't support the women's area, which I
thought was quite bizarre. I pointed out to
her that there are a lot of men who support
the women's space, and don't believe in a
men's space as there is no political need,
seeing it only as a reaction to the
challenge women collectively make. Her
response? These men said this "...only
because they want to fuck you". Not only
did I find her response rude and offensive,
it totally lacked respect for my opinions
and experience. I found it strange that
when I engaged with her, in a way that
wasn't rude or offensive, she felt that this
was an appropriate response.

They are still paying their HECS debt back
while their male counterparts finished a
long time ago (according to DEST 62% of
men would have repaid their debt by the
age of 34, as apposed to 20% of women)
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As a continuing member of last years Union
Executive, I would like to call upon all of my new
colleagues to set aside their political differences
in favour of putting students first. Over the past
fifteen months I have witnessed some of the
most horrendous displays of pettiness and
backbiting imaginable, most of it centred in
Union Council.

They are sexually harassed, raped or
experience domestic violence, or
someone they care about is

I have seen a small group of councillors pull
quorum in council because they are not
getting their own way and I have seen the
majority ignore valid motions from this same
minority because of the political factions
represented. In neither case were the best
interests of students put first. Instead, ego and
factionalism were given free reign.

Their desire to start a family is totally
constrained by economic imperatives.
Instead of having an employer who values
them as an employee, respects their right
to have a family and career, and provides
maternity leave and family-friendly
workplace policies.

We are students representing students and
their interests, not Labor, Liberal, Greens or
Democrats in federal politics. The only
question we need to be asking ourselves is
will this have a positive or negative effect on
the majority of students concerned.
So I would like to call upon all office bearers
and councillors to put aside their political
differences and do the job we were elected,
and in most cases, are paid, to do - represent
student interests to the best of our ability. I for
one will be giving consideration to the motion
on the table and speaking for or against it
based on what it does for students, not who it
came from. And I call upon the other office
bearers and councillors of this union to do the
same.

Just to name a few.
Women who disregard the women's area
and the impact that it makes, start to see
over time that their 'individual merits' don't
stand up against some of those
overwhelming experiences.
When critics state that feminism is no
longer relevant to women, we need to ask
- which women? Women who so take for
granted the benefits achieved by feminist
activism in the past, should challenge
themselves, look outside their individual
circumstances, safety
zones
and
privileged positions and see what current
feminist work aims to achieve. If you're
not prepared to work to help women and
children who are less fortunate than
yourself - in whatever small or large way
you can - don't detract from the efforts of
women who are.

Of course the Union is only really going to be
kept in check by students keeping an eye on
their representatives, in my time with the
union, never have I seen a single average
student (unelected political hacks don't count
as average students) turn up to see what
happens in council, you have a right to come
to council, and you have a right to question
your office bearers, ask what they are doing
for you, watch the way these people behave,
and demand better.

Look out for the women's area activities
this year, participate, get a badge, study a
few different subjects (Women, Law and
the State; Women, Culture, Race -just to
name a few), but don't automatically write
off something because it doesn't seem
relevant to you...yet.

The job of breaking down sexism isn't
simply directed at men and male privilege;
women need to start acknowledging their
own privilege especially with regard to;
race, class and sexuality. The women's
area doesn't always seem relevant to all

I" 1

Open letter to 2003
U.Q. Union Office
Bearers, Councillors
and Members

And if you don't know when council is, go to
the union area on your campus and ask
where and when, you have a right to be
there, you have a right to know.
It's your Union, demand it work for you.
Jason Mckay
Ipswich Campus Officer

Lisa White
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(The word Queer is a "reclaimed" term which covers Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender - LGBT - people. Not everyone is comfortable with the use of this
term outside our community however, so it is advisable for people outside the
community to use LGBT in most settings).

the OQ
ODIOD

There has been a strong queer presence at UQ for 31 years. This makes us
the longest running queer organisation in Queensland and one of the most
significant driving forces of queer activism in Australia. The UQ Union has
always been very firm in its stance against homophobia and we have always
gone to extraordinary lengths to ensure that students on ali UQ campuses are
supported, represented and have accessibility to the services that they need
whilst at the University. The Queer Area has also been working in the wider
community, forging links that will ultimately be of benefit to all queer students
as we continue to lobby for your rights. The UQ Union provides
resources/support for LGBTI (I stands for intersex) students, as well as
individuals who may be questioning compulsory heterosexuality. Support is
also provided for students and staff living with HIV/Aids. These resources
include the Queer Sexuality Collective, the Queer Sexuality Resources
Organiser, 2 Queer Sexuality Officers elected from the student body (one of
whom identifies / lives female) and a Queer space in the Union Building.

Why a queer area?
While we still live in a time when homophobic and transphobic acts are
prevalent and queers are still oppressed, the Union recognises that queer
students need to be supported in their struggle and does this by providing an
autonomous area with services and a safe space. We also recognise that
under Voluntary Student Unionism queer students wouldn't have a voice on
this campus and wouldn't have the support or freedom to feel safe either.

Queer students - Tips for your surviva
Being gay, lesbian, or bisexual is a normal and healthy way to be. It's one more
part of who you are - like being tall or short, or Asian or Murri or Anglo, for
example. Intersex and Transgender people represent a challenge to a
traditional binary view of two "straight-forward" genders. In many indigenous
cultures around the world, the beautiful diversity of gender experience and
expression is recognised and respected. Realise that our society has a very
rigid and fucked-up view of gender. The Queer Area at UQU is here to help you
resist and survive as exactly who you are. We can introduce you to others who
have been down this road to expressing themselves with integrity and we will
fight on your behalf whenever you encounter bigotry and vilification.

It is absolutely "natural" to be GLBTIQ
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No one knows exactly how human sexual orientation - gay or straight or in
between - is determined. Many experienced researchers and clinicians think
it's a mixture of genetics, biology, and environment ~ and that a person's core
sexual orientation could be set before birth or as early as two or three years
old. Dr. Richard Pillard, a psychiatrist at Boston University School of Medicine,
points out that homosexuality exists "in virtually every animal species that has
been exhaustively studied." It is likely that socialisation (i.e. social
experiences) also play a part in influencing the expression of people's
sexuality. There is, for example, overwhelming evidence that same-sex desires
are actively and viciously repressed in many societies and that exclusive
heterosexuality is promoted more heavily than coca-cola. This begs the
question - if exclusive heterosexuality is so "natural" and "normal" and
biologically given for all human beings, why the need for such an extensive
advertising campaign? We can ask the same question about gender. Gender
is a complex concept and we don't have time here to give you an adequate
picture of the debates. Suffice to say that in nature and in human societies
there is great variation in gender expression and behaviours which may
arbitrarily be defined "feminine" or "masculine". Please come along to one of
our gender workshops during sexuality week this year to find out more
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Should I "Come Out"?
THE SHORT ANSWER: Only if you want to, and only when you're ready. Don't come out
just because someone else thinks you should. Hiding the fact that you're gay/ trans is
called "being in the closet." Being open about it is called "coming out." You can come out
to one person, to friends and family only, or to everyone you know. It's up to you. There
may be real risks in coming out, depending on your circumstances. There are people who
won't accept you if you're gay or trans, people who will do and say terrible things. They
could be your parents or your friends or your teachers, people you love or depend on for
financial help, companionship, encouragement, or other support. There are also very good
reasons, however, to come out. Hiding these parts of yourself keeps the important people
in your life from knowing about a big part of you. Hiding who you are keeps your
relationships from being real. At some point, many people find that the loneliness and
isolation of keeping a secret is worse than any fear of coming out. But this is a decision you
should take at your own speed and these are some of the things you should be aware of:
Before you come out to others, you have to come out to yourself. That means knowing
and accepting yourself. A good way fo start this process - if you haven't already - is to talk
to people who've already been through this process, who can talk to you, suggest books
to read etc.
A support system is really important when you're coming out, You'll want people around
who care about you and will be there for you, whether it's just to talk or to give you a hug
when you need one - or to give you a place to stay if you need that, If you don't feel that
you already have people like that, then it is a really good idea to get to know other Igbt
people and form a network of friends who have the knowledge and resources to offer you
some support, before you come out to those who may possibly give you a hard time.
The people you tell first should be the ones you trust the most. You need to be able to trust
them not to hurt you, to accept you for who you are, and to respect your privacy and not
tell anyone you don't want told. Think about what you could lose by telling a particular
person. If it's a parent, might they kick you out of the house? Cut you off from your friends?
Think also about what you could lose by not telling a particular person. Is your relationship
with your parents or your friends strained because you're keeping a secret from them?
Would you be closer with them, and be able to get more support from them, if they
understood why you were acting withdrawn? Think about what kinds of things you've been
able to share with them in the past and how they reacted. If there's someone to whom you
want to come out, and you aren't sure how they'll react, try to feel them out first. We can
help you with suggestions on how to do this.
Many people say that their relationship with their parents was much closer after they came
out because it was more honest. They say it was a relief to feel like they weren't keeping
a secret any more. But it doesn't always work that way. Some young people who come out
to their parents are forced to leave home. Some parents become abusive. Before you
come out to your parents, there are some things for you to consider. Think about your
parents* general reaction to gay or trans people. Find out as much as you can, by
obsen/ing your parents or asking indirect questions. Think about your relationship with your
parents. Have they shown that they love you even when they're upset wilh you? Have they
stuck by you even when you've done something they didn't like? Be prepared. If you had
to leave home, do you have a place to stay? If your parents cut off financial support, do
you have someone else to whom you can turn until you get yourself independently
established? If your answer to these questions is "no", don't come out to your parents until
you have a safe place to go to and a way to support yourself. You'll probably be better off
waiting until you're on your own. You might decide never to tell them, because they
wouldn't understand. If your answer to these questions is "yes", then it's probably safe to
tell them.
Trust your gut. It's almost always frightening coming out to your parents, but if you're terrified
about it, you should pay attention to that. Not al! parents will be accepting. If you decide you
can and want to tell your parents, think about how you can make it easiest on them - and
on yourself. Try to think about how they're going to feel, and the questions they may have,
so that you're ready for them. Call a local PFLAG chapter or Transgender support group and
speak to someone who can talk with you about how your own parent might react.
Be prepared for your parents and close friends and family to need some time to accept this
new way of seeing you -just as you probably needed some time yourself. Even if they don't
have a negative reaction, your parents are probably going to feel worried about you - about
whether this will put you in danger, about whether your life will be happy about whether
you'll have a family of your own. That can make them want to ignore or deny what you've
told them. They may worry also about how they're going to tell their parents and friends.
They'll be starting a coming-out process of their own.
The best thing you can do is be ready with answers - or suggest people with whom they
can talk The more homework you've done, and the more self-assured you seem, the more
you'll convince your parents that you're ready to take responsibility for yourself. Then they
won't worry so much about you. Most importantly, make sure that you have other people
with whom to talk, to "debrief" and get support afterwards.
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Screenprinting Resource Area
•vv

The screenprinting area is located on Level One of
the Aung San Suu Kyi building, below Clubs and
Societies and Activities.
The area is available to students to screenprint
t-shirt, posters, banners and laminating

V

The screenprint area is open on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 9.00 am - 5.00. pm
and other days as required.The Screenprint area
operates as a self-help screenprinting facility in a
well equipped area. If you require to print a poster
or t-shirt, bring your artwork and ideas in for a free
quote or advice.
The staff will process your design onto a screen and
instruct you on the process of screenprinting, with
help if required.
Other services available are:

BANNER MAKING
If you need to advertise on a larger format than a
poster, we have banner materials available
eg.paint, banner material, brushes etc.
LAMINATING
A laminating service is available for lamination of
posters. The width ofthe laminate is 760mm.
POSTER
Poster printing is available from A2 to Al with facilities to print one or two colours.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
PHONE U 9 UNION SCREENPRINTING
phone: 33772203
NO SEXIST RACIST OR HOMOPHOBIC DESIGNS
WILL BE ACCEPTED
-UO
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His resurgence came too late for the selection on New Year's Eve.
Considering what might have been decided had the selection
come at the close of the Ashes series is one thing, but the
question must be asked. Given the ICC decision to allov/ like-forlike replacements during the cup, what might happen in Ihe event
of an injury to Shane Watson, or Andrew Symonds? Will Waugh
be considered, or will another not yet proven youngster be flown
over?

WHY WE SHOULD GO

TO
WAUGH

A policy of "looking to the future" is all well and good, but the
World Cup is happening now, and won't be coming back for
another four years. It's here to be won this year and, regardless
of age, the best men available should be picked to do the job.
Anyone who doubts Waugh could rise to the occasion hasn't been
paying attention for 17 years. Anyone who thinks Waugh would let
his team, and country, down, should take a long look al Friday's
scorecard from the SCG.

David Guest
Steve Waugh's performances in the fourth and fifth ashes tests
are quite possibly cases of what might have been. It's easy to
imagine the selectors taking a moment to reflect, as they watched
on yesterday. Perhaps wondering if they had done the right thing,
It's easier slill to imagine some tossing and turning for Hohns and
CO. in February, if plans should go awry in South Africa.
It difficult not to wonder if, given another week to pick the 15 man
squad for the world Cup n February, it could be asked whether
Waugh would have come into serious calculations fo'' the 15th,
and most contentious seat on the plane - that of the all rounder.

Preparing for a four month holiday in the UK involves a lot of
fonward thinking and planning. So it helps if you are nit-picky,
fastidious, attend to detail and are generally fairly anally retentive.
But I'm a pharmacist, so that is what we do. That is what we are.
Getting the details right is considered a good thing in my job.

Sure, the oftical line has never wavered. Waugh - Australia's most
capped one day player - was still in their thoughts, regarding
cricket's showpiece event. But no one took that line particularly
seriously. The "looking to the future" aspect of Waugh's axing
drifted below the surface of every statement.

Living and working in another country for four months was going
to be fun and interesting. With one fell swoop, I was going to
solve a whole batch of problems. I could escape most of the
Brisbane summer, I was missing my kids, my Welsh son-in-law
was having it too easy with his mother-in-law in Australia, and I
might even get a white Christmas.

The fact is, Steve Waugh is not retired. He still plays first class
one day cricket for NSW, and of course test cricket for Australia.
Therefore, he is available for selection. Despite his own
determination, and the howls of protest from his legions of fans, it
was probably never going to happen. Simply put, the one day
game is considered a young man's game. And Waugh was
considered past it. Not dominant enough with the bat to warrant a
place in the middle or lower order, and too weary of body to
regularly bowl his medium pacers with any quality.

So, I registered with an agency and the deal was they would find
me a job in a specified part ot England and in return I would
supply them with my application form and CV, a copy of my
degree, copy of my marriage certificate, Certificate of identity,
and copy of Registration Certificate from the Pharmacy Board,
written assurance of mental and physical fitness from my GP,
proof of current Hep A and B injections, Federal Police name
check, tax clearance, and a reference from current employer,
book a flight and find a place to live.

This assessment of his abilities led to the termination of his ODI
career, and seemed vindicated by his wavering form in the test
team over the following year. The century against Pakistan
notwithstanding, Waugh has been on shaky ground for sometime
with the bat, and his bowling has been virtually nonexistent. Many
cricket followers, and many members of the media, have been
watching with something approaching bloodlust, waiting for that
final, fatal axe to fall on him. And this time for good.

They found me a job, I found me a great little place to live, 20
minutes from my kids, 20 minutes from the pharmacy with the bus
almost outside the door. It even had a coo! address, "Knaves's
Hollow". I loved that address.
How organised can you be? How much hubns is too much?

But as he has shown in the past, Waugh wasn't prepared to
meekly accept his fate. His rousing 77 in the first innings of the
fourth test not only showcased the ability to score runs, but more
importantly to score them quickly. His half century came in close
to as many balls. If that Innings wasn't enough to prolong his test
career, the century against England in front of his home crowd
surely settled the issue. Waugh has earned the right to end his
career the way he has always played it - on his own terms.

The job was spectacularly awful and I quit after one week.
So much for the 'working holiday', but it really only takes a slight
shifting of mental gears to ditch the 'working' bit and start think
'HOLIDAY!' I had a great little flat that I had paid for a month in
advance (sure it was hideously expensive and I had no income,
but that was why God had created Mastercards). So I figured that
I may as well stay and enjoy it. So I did.

As well as reviving his batting form, the past two tests have seen
the return of Waugh's swaggering medium pace bowling. Not as
spry as he once was, Waugh has shown he can still cut it, rolling
his arm over in the past three innings with some success. Taking
only two wickets, he hasn't devastated the English lineup by any
means. In spells of around five overs, he has bowled tight, and he
has bowled well, exactly the kind of performance that might be
expected from an all-rounder in South Africa. Compared to the
form of Andrew Symonds and Shane Watson in the lead up to
their selections, Waugh stacks up well.
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I couldn't afford a car so I walked everywhere or caught a bus, so
lost weight. Couldn't afford to eat out and had to buy carefully, so
lost weight. This holiday was getting better and better.
The very best thing was that I had gone shopping in Abu Dhabi
on the way over when I was still calling it a 'working holiday'
instead of 'holiday', so could justify buying some bright shiny 24
carat objects.
Funny how life just works out sometimes.
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Well, here you are. It's been twelve long years (or even longer for some people) but you've
finally made it. CONGRATULATIONS!!! And welcome to UQ. From now on, it's party central,
right? Nothing to do now but enrol in some cushy subjects, get that really cool ID card that lets
you into the cinemas at Indooroopillyforsix bucks and then let the partying begin! I mean, sure,
you'll have to do some studying at some stage and they'll chuck one or two assignments at you
just to keep things interesting, but we all knowthatthat'snot really what uni is all about, don't u r \ \ A / Tr\ A A A I / C ! r n i c M n c
we.?TimeforsomeFUN!!!i
^iUW IQ MAKE FRIbNUb
That's what 1 thought too. it's what we all thought when we first arrived here. Party central!
Freedom! Shiny new friends! Interesting people! Sophisticated parties where you get to learn
the ditTerence between a Riesling and a Chardonnay. And above all, good times. Great times, in
fact - possibly even the best time of your life!
For most people it is just that in fact. Viva la Life! But there's another side too. Every year you
see it, not straight away of course - it usually takes a few weeks - but it always happens. It's hard
to see, if you don't look closely, but there are subtle signs - class sizes shrink a little bit, people
who you recognise from the first weeks stop coming to lectures, people don't smile as much, and
the world seems just a little bit colder. After a while the graffiti appears on the toilet room walls
- " I am so lonely! want to die", This university sucks" and "I amatthepointof paying someone
to be my friend". People give up. Some drop out, some try to spend as little amount of time at
uni as possible, and some even decide that life itself isn't worth the effort any more.
People need people. It's a biological and anthropological fact. As a species we are designed to be
gregarious and loneliness can hit you hard when you first get to university. You go from being
in high school, where everything is neat and ordered and you know everyone and more
importantly, they know you. Alternatively, you're a 'mature aged student'. You've been working,
you've been travelling, maybe you've even been raising a family. You know where you stand.
Then, suddenly, you arrive in the Great Court and you realise...'This place is HUGE! "Thousands
of people walking around, but all of them strangers. How in the world am I going to meet
anybody here? You suddenly feel very small and tiny, and very insignificant in a very big, busy
world.
Well, thanks Aunty Jan, you're making me feel sooo much better! What a way to start the year!
Well, forewarned is forearmed as I always say. Now that you know what can happen, let's make
sure that it doesn't, eh? First thing you have to realise is, EVERYBODY ELSE IS IN THE SAME
BOAT TOO! They're just as nervous, shy and overwhelmed as you are! Trust me on this. I've
been here six years going on seven. I know that of which I speak. So, here's a list of 10 things you
can do to meet people and make sure that the loneliness bug doesn't bite you.
Lectures - not just a good place for a nap!
This is a good place to start since everybody has to go to them (at least in theory, in the
beginning, before you realise how useless some of them can be). Sit somewhere where you feel
comfortable - If you are a committed back row bevan, head straight to the rear and If you are
an unashamed front row nerd, then go for gold baby! Don't suddenly decide that after years of
being front-row-centre you're going to go and hang out with the 'cool kids' up the back (And
yes! I realise I am making gross generalisations here- all the cool people don't necessarily lurk
up the back and the ultra nerds cannot all be found sitting up the front. I myself am usually found
right up the front since I nearly always arrive 10 minutes late and then have to plonk myself
down right in front of the angry, glaring lecturer because everyone else who came in 5 minutes
late wisely took the last available seats up the back where said angry lecturer can't see, and
therefore glare, at you) The idea is to find people who have a similar attitude to workload and
lecture attendance as you do. That's one thing you've got in common with them right away
then! Easy Peasy.!
The next thing you have to do is strike up a conversation with the person sitting next to you.
First, select someone who doesn't freak you out. If you are plain Jane or Steady Freddy, don't set
your sights on the creepy goth with all the tattoos, lace and black lipstick (That said, every single
goth I've met is a great big softy underneath it all, so appearances can be deceiving). If you are
straight, pick someone of the same sex, if you are gay, pick someone of the opposite sex. Nobody
likes to feel like they are being chatted up at 8 o'clock in the morning. It's just too early, (if you
are a science student, of course. Arts students can usually avoid getting up before the crack of
noon until well into their second year if they organise their timetables properly - if you are
enrolling in a BA, substitute ipm for 8am. Same rules apply).
Next comes the scary bit. Talking. Start with your name. Attempt to shake hands. Smile. It's very
hard to ignore someone who is being friendly at you. Nine times out of ten they will smile back
at you and tell you their name. Instant friendship! Now all you've got to do Is keep the
conversation going. Good topics are - what subjects are you doing? Where are you from? and
what do you think of the course so far? Compliments always go down well, as does letting
people talk about themselves. Bad topics are -what 0? did you get? Did you go to Brisbane Boys
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Grammar School? and how much money do you make? Also, avoid discussing your penis (if you
are a boy), your breasts (whether you are a boy or a girl), or that funny looking skin rash. By
now, you've probably forgotten the person's name. That's OK, they've forgotten yours too. Don't
be scared to ask again. Repetition is the key to remembering!

AMPN I M C I 1 I C M r c n c n n i C See, that wasn't so hard, was it? Now, if you play your cards right, you've not only got someone
AND INrLUtNCt rbUrLb
J-Q ^^^Q ^-offee with and commiserate/gossip with in lectures, you've also got someone to take
notes for you if you've stayed out partying all night and can't get up in time for the lecture next
week. On the other hand, if you're really keen, you can form a study group together.

By Aunty Jan

Tutorials
This is a bit trickier, since not everybody has them. If there's 300 people in your first year
Chemistry class then you're going to have a harder time meeting people than if there's 20 people
in your Introductory Russian class. Plus, in tutorials you see the same people each week, so it's
easier to remember their names and disgusting personal habits. Same thing goes for practical
classes and peer assisted learning classes etc. Don't be shy. Even if you don't become bosom
buddies, it still makes classes more interesting when you know people.
Get religion
If this is your thing, then you can meet lots of nice, and possibly like-minded peopie at the
chaplaincy centre. Of course, there'll be some nut bags too, but you'll get that anywhere. They
have people from Christian, Jewish and Islamic faiths, plus they also have free tea and coffee!
You can find them down behind the psychology building, which is near the Abel Smith lecture
theatre and the lolly shop.
Now, a word of warning. Do NOT talk to people at the bus stop! If anyone asks you if you've
found Jesus, tell them that he just caught the 41^ to the city. They will not leave you alone
otherwise. If you say no, they will try to 'help' you find him. If you say yes, they will want to talk
about how and where you found him, and how much you've found him, and if you'd like to find
him some more. Don't be rude, but do be firm. (Perhaps it's just me, but every year I get the same
thing. It's usually when I'm having a very nice daydream about what I'm going to have for dinner,
or more importantly, desert. I think I must just have one of those faces that looks sad and
Vacant' when I'm thinking.) So, don't let them suck you in. When you're at the bus stop, wear
your 'happy face' and don't engage in conversation. You have been warned!
Get your money's wort:h from your SSC - UQ clubs and societies
Most of these have stalls set up on Market Day, or if you can't find one to suit you, you can
always start your own. Join with other people who are just as weird as you are, and celebrate
life. Popular and good value ones indude the Chocolate Appreciation Society, the .^Aedieval
Society, the Borneo Students Association, the Beer Appreciation Society, SECS, SEES, the
Psychology Student's Association and about a squillion others. Be warned though, if you join
ChocSoc you won't get to talk much - your mouth will be constantly full of chocolate.
Political animals
Of course there has to be the token comment about getting involved with your student union.
There's a political agenda to suit everyone (if you're game) and you can join in as soon as you
enrol. You don't have to wait until second or thirc year to get involved, if you want to
change the world there's no time like the present. You can also try the women's room
(if you're really game) or the environmental collective (If you really like green
stuff) or Semper (if you like writing stufO- Either way, you'll probably find
like-mirded people and everyone who gets involved says they have a ball.
Some are golden
'Make new friends, but keep the old. Some are silver, the others are gold."
Don't forget all your old friends, even though you're making loads of shiny
new ones. While it's a good time to ditch the ones who you never really liked
anyway (i.e. the users, wankers and various other hangers on), it's also very
easy to let your real friends slip away too. Don't! Good, true friends are one
of life's great blessings. They will help to keep you sane.
Well, there's some suggestions for you! Good luck and good hunting!
Remember, there's no point in being shy - you're only denying the world the
opportun ty to meet a wonderful person by not putting yourself forward!
Aunty Jan
Next edition I'll be discussing the problem of girlfriends, how to get them, and
more importantly what NOT to do if you want to get one. So ladies, if you have any suggestions
and Gents Cor ladies) if you have any questions, please email "Not Happy Jan" at:
semper.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au
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T>avic( (guest
It was the kind of day that made her glad to be alive. Almost.
The sky was an endless blue, clear and cloudless. Blue ice. Rain had fallen overnight,
and the puddles still scattered on the highway gleamed as the car tyres hummed through
them. She pushed her foot a little further to the floor, overcome by a sudden excitement,
and the car surged forward, matching her eagerness. She was glad to be out on a day
like this, glad to be away from that hospital but, most of all, she welcomed the simple
pleasure of being able to drive herself.
She wound down her window, craving the rush of fresh morning air on her face, wanting
it to blow away the remnants of the hospital smell. She had thought It would never leave
her, that crisp, clinical, antiseptic odour that seemed to have bored into every part of her,
every fibre of her clothing. She used to lie in her hospital bed, the drone of the television
from the room next door in her ears, coupled with the rubber squelching of the nurses'
shoes, out in the hallway. She would lie there and think, this is it, this was all she would
smell, until the end came.
Kenny had changed all that.
She looked over at him now, as though just remembering his presence, as though she
could ever forget him. He sat in the passenger seat, leaning casually against the door,
and watching the road unfurl in front of them. He must have felt her watching him, and
met her gaze, smiling that soft smile he had always possessed.
"Not long now, honey," he said. "We're almost there."
She nodded, and turned back to the road, thoughts wandering the way they always did,
had, when she drove a car. When she was a little girl, a car was the last thing she had
wanted. She had wanted to fly, to soar high up, over the tops of the trees, and away from
the small town she was born into. The small town with its small people, and small life.
She wanted badly to go someplace where life moved faster. Even at age twelve, she had
wanted this, and knew that such places existed.
But she had not flown, instead, she had grown, while the town had not. She seemed to
get stuck, wedged into a rut, never quite able to shake herself loose. Marriage to a local
solicitor, followed by the arrival of three kids. Three in three years, in the best tradition of
small town religious upbringing. They were all grown now, grown and gone. They had all
managed to fly away, something she had actively encouraged. Without them, her life was
empty. Bill had his work, in which he continued to prosper, showing no signs of slowing
down or retiring. And she had nothing. No, that wasn't true. She had something...
But it wasn't something she wanted.
A sign on the left came up on them, DaVillius Dam printed in thick white lettering. She
turned off, into a gravelled parking lot, and they both climbed from the car. The dam was
closed to the public, the tall wire gates padlocked and chained. But Kenny knew a way.
He had always known the way. They crossed the gravelled lot, wandered along the
fenceline. Ken moved easily, like he had all the time in the world, and that in turn had
rubbed off on her. The light mood she found herself in had sprouted ever since he first
visited her in the hospital, and suggested a swim. It was bright daylight, but a Sunday, he
assured her, and no one would be around.
He had located the hole in the fence, and she wormed her way through first. She was
remembering all the time they had come here, Kenny and her, years ago. Always at night
back then, and the water was always so black, like ink. The wall of the dam was two
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metres above the waterline, a nice distance to dive. Arcing out, flattening her body and
bringing her hands together, it was the closest she ever came to flying. Then she would
smash the dark surface, and the sudden cold would rip the breath from her body. She
would surface, gasping for air, to find Kenny treading water, grinning his mischievious
grin.
He was always there, always waiting patiently for her.
In all her life, she had never felt so alive as at those moments.
Now, she climbed the stunted metal ladder up to the top of the wall, and walked with sure
steps towards the middle of the dam. On her right, was the water, deep and dark and
inviting. On her left was the outside of the dam wall. It sloped in a casual curve to the
ground, some two hundred metres beiow. She turned, facing the water, hunching down
as she had in her youth. Kenny did the same, and they grinned at each other. At that
moment, she was truly happy. The world was forgotten. Her troubles were forgotten. She
was with the love of her life.
She dived from the wall clumsily and broke the water with a terrific splash. The water was
warmer than in her memories, but still it swallowed her, forcing her to fight her way to the
surface again, out of its bubble-filled grasp. She came up for air, triumphant grin plastered
to her face, and immediately looked for Kenny.
He wasn't there. The grin slipped, and she craned her neck around, frantically searching
the concrete wall. It was empty. Kenny was gone, had left her. She struggled through the
water, swimming an untidy sort of breaststroke along the dam wall to another metal
ladder. She climbed it, sunshine falling on her wet skin, warming her body, but unable to
reach all the way inside her, where it was bitterly cold.
Back on the wall, she continued to look around for her love. A voice came to her from
faraway. She knelt quickly, and peered over the edge. Kenny was down there, staring up
at her. It was so far down, but she could still make out his tattered flannel shirt and jeans.
He grinned that wicked grin, the grin he had flashed her on the first day they met, the grin
he had worn when he came to the hospital for her that morning. It was a grin that never
failed to warm her, to melt her.
I'm waiting...
His voice reached her, barely a whisper into her ears, but he spoke the truth. He
always been waiting for her. Kenny, her childhood sweetheart. Kenny, who she would have married, no matter his occupation, no matter what her mother thought,
he had lived long enough to ask her.
Death had conspired to split them. Death had taken
car accident. Death had changed her life, set her on
that ultimately led back to Its hateful face, to the
poisoned blackness through her system, stalking
Kenny's, and a bitter smile twisted her lips.

her true love at age sixteen,
the course she had taken, a
inoperable tumour that spr
her grimly. Her eyes locke

Far below, he beckoned, and the bitter smile vanished in an instant, replaced with
on intense happiness, and relief. So far down there...
So far...
She flew to him.
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fcyfacy : E's, Eckies, XTC, MDMA.

Most students at University wil! come in contact
with drugs, or people that use drugs at some
time in their course. What follows is a very basic
rough guide. It is not intended to encourage or
discourage the use of drugs.
Most of this information was acquired from Drug
Arm Drug and Information Centre, and medical
practitioners.
Drug Arm: www.drugarm.com.au/rotary

S^orf TerMfffecty;

W ^ a t (5 Tt? Ecstacy is MethleneDioxyMethAmphetamine
(MDMA). It is similar in chemical structure to amphetamines and
some hallucinogens. Ecstacy is usually sold as small tablets, but
can also come in powder form which can be inhaled.

Increase pulse rate and blood pressure
Feelings of closeness with other people
At increased doses short term effects:
Nausea, sweating, dehydration

^,5^^ Jert^ ^ffe<^tr;

Jaw clenching, grinding teeth

Anxiety and Paranoia

^,
^ ,
There is not much known about
the long term effects of Ecstacy,
but some evidence suggests
that long term use may cause
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^Q ^rain, liver and

G3f)f)dpiS*
Grass, Pot, dope. Hash, Mull, Green, Ganja,
Indian hemp. Hay, Loco weed, Mary Jane.

Sensations of floating

heart.

Irrational behaviour

Whs^ h i t ? ; Cannabis is a mind and mood altering drug,
depressing the central nen/ous system. It is made form the
Cannabis Sativa or hemp plant and is used in three forms:

Hallucinations

Ecstacy may also have a
hangover effect including loss
of appetite, depression, muscle
aches, insomnia and difficulty in
concentrating- particularly the
day after taking the drug.

Increase body temperature
Increased confidence

Blurred vision
Convulsions

The plant's dried and crumbled leaves and buds resembling
oregano or tea.

Vomiting

Ecstacy is regarded as a dangerous substance, particularly for
people with heart or respiratory problems as well as those with
depression or any other psychological disorder.

Hashish or 'hash' -a concentration of marijuana made by
compressing marijuana resins into small blocks, {more potent that
above form)

The most important thing to remember about ecstasy is that it acts
as a mood enhancer. If you are in a good mood when you take it,
generally it will make you feel a lot better. If, however, you are
stressed, anxious or depressed, it will make you feel a lot worse.
As with most other drugs, make sure you are doing it with people
you trust, as there is no greater feeling of loneliness than being on
an E with people you don't like.

Hashish oil- a concentrated liquid extract from the plant. (Even
more potent than above forms)

/l^^^>e<^(^+e ^ffec^s: UD^ Jem Eff ectj;
(Being stoned^happy, bent, ^
.^^ ^^
^^^^^^^.^
relaxed, or high)
and other respiratory diseases
Increased appetite

Decrease in motivation

Paranoia

Lower concentration, memory and
learning abilities

Loss of concentration

r f C t ' O l O * Horse, Smack, Dragon, H, Hammer.

Reduced sex drive

Vomiting

Wh a t 15 I t ; Heroin belongs to a group of drugs called opioid or
narcotic analgesics. They are strong painkillers and highly
addictive. Heroin is manufactured from morphine or codeine by a
chemical process. Heroin is stronger than morphine. (Morphine
and Codeine are natural chemicals found in opium resin).

Lower sperm count/

Hallucinations

Irregular menstrual cycles

Confusion

Risk of psychotic behaviour

Reddened Eyes
Anxiety

/tv^JV^edrate E f f e c t s (All opioids are quick acting)

Loss of Coordination

Narrowing of the pupils of the eyes

Panic

Feelings of well being
Nausea and vomiting

The active ingredient in cannabis is the chemical Delta9tetrahydrocannabiol, known as THC. THC is absorbed by most
tissues and organs in the body. However, it is most readily
absorbed and stored by fatty tissues such as the brain, testes and
ovaries. It is detectable by urine test.
Although the obvious effects of cannabis last only for a few hours,
the chemical traces of the THC stay in the body for a month or
more.
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Shallow breathing

Brain Damage

Loss of sex drive

Loss of sex drive

Sleepiness

Infertility

Pain relief
Heroin is a depressant drug, which means it slows down your
body's central nervous system. This in turn affects concentration,
balance and coordination. When combined with other depressant
drugs such as alcohol or cannabis, it is even more dangerous,
sometimes resulting in a coma or even death. [Heroin is bad shit,
don't even play around with it - ED]

Medical researchers recommend that some people should be
extra careful when thinking about using cannabis: Teenagers (as
their hormonal systems are still developing, epileptics (who can
suffer fits after using cannabis), women who are pregnant or want
to get pregnant, and people with a family history of schizophrenia
or other mental illnesses.
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C o c a i n e * Coke, 'c', Flake, Snow, Crack, Nose Candy,
Toot, Dust, Rock, White Lady, Freebase

//a((UClr)0^e05'
Acid, trips, blotters, Magic
Mushrooms (Psilocybin), LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide), POP
(Angel Dust), Ketamine (K, Special K).

What Is I t ; Cocaine is derived from the leaves of the coca
plant grown in South America. It is most commonly seen in
Australia as a white odourless powder called cocaine
hydrochloride. In this form it is sniffed through the nose (snorted)
or injected.

What are thev? Hallucinogens, also known as psychedelic
drugs, change the way a person perceives the world. They work
directly on the brain and affect all the senses, producing illusions
or hallucinations (seeing or hearing things that do not exist).

Short Jem Effect?;

Short Tem Effect?

^ooi/ Tem Effect?

Physiological arousal (increased Nausea
heart rate and body temperature)
Paranoia
Poor judgement and concentration Insomnia
Psychosis

Increased alertness and energy
Indifference to fatigue and pain

Weight Loss

Reduced appetite

Restlessness

Sexual arousal

Hallucinations

Exhilaration

Increased Excitability

Panic
The effects of cocaine will vary from person to person and depend
on how much is taken, how it is taken, the persons size, weight
and health, whether it is taken on its own or wilh a combination
with other drugs, and whether the person is alone or with others.
As Robin Williams said;" Cocaine is god's way of telling you your
making too much money".

A l | V ^ ^ ^ € t a M ( l f ) C J * Speed, Go-ee, uppers. Ice, Fast,
Zoom, Kickstart, Wizz, Sulph, Crystal, Crank, Black Beauties, Eye
openers, White Crosses, Bennies, Jelly Beans, Wake-Ups, Sky
Rockets and Cartwheels.
What are t h e y ; Amphetamines are part of the drug family
called Stimulants, which stimulate the central nervous system. As
a result, the drug Increases alertness and speeds up messages
going to and from the brain to the body. However amphetamines
can also increase endurance and help people stay awake.
Amphetamines allow a person to function beyond normal limits
under pressure. Amphetamines consist of sugars, caffeine and
ephedrine.

/rv>^1e<rfIate Effect?

Lor)^ 7em Effect?

Reduced appetite

Malnutrition

Irritability

Psychosis

Increased breathing

Less resistance to infection

loo^TerM Effect?

Distorted sense of time and space The most disturbing long
term effect of LSD is the
(minutes can be as slow as hours)
potential for 'flashback'
Distorted body image (person feels experiences. A 'flashback'
they are floating or being pulled is a spontaneous and
down by gravity)
unpredictable recurrence
Intense sensory experiences (bright of the drug experience.
colours, sharper sounds)
They can occur days,
Mixing of senses (colours are heard weeks, and even years
or sounds seen)
after the drug was last
taken. They are usually
Swings in emotion
visual and last for a
Sense of relaxation and well-being
minute
or
two.
Flashbacks
can be
Confusion and paranoia
sparked off by using other
Numbness, muscle weakness, drugs, stress, fatigue or
shaking
physical exercise.
Nausea, vomiting, poor coordination
Bad trips: May experience fear or aiix iety
Hallucinatory effects range from being unpleasant to so intense that
the person feels like they are going crazy. Panic can lead to risky
behaviour and paranoia can develop. The reasons for bad trips are
unknown, but are especially common among first time users.
Of all known illicit substances. LSD is the most intense
psychologically. This drug must be treated with the utmost of care.
When trying it for the first time, make sure you are free from
stress, in a group of people you trust, and with at least one person
who Is not under the Influence. The hallucinations can be so
intense that you will be convinced they are real. This is where you
need the sober person, to calmly reassure you that reality does
still exist. If things go wrong on a trip, remember : It is only the
drug, and it will be over in a couple of hours.

Dilation of pupils
Talkativeness
Raised blood pressure
Other dangers include overdose, irregular heartbeat, heart attack,
high fever, or burst blood vessel in the brain.
Amphetamines affect a persons' ability to judge speed and
distance, and coordination skills are reduced dramatically.
Another danger is that amphetamines increase a persons'
confidence, so they are more likely to take risks while driving.
A lot of the popularity of speed can be put down to the fact that,
in general, the effects of it are a lot less psychologically intense.
This can lead to the belief that you are not being adversely
affected by the drug, and encourage you to take more. Sadly, this
is not the case, as anyone who has experienced amphetamine
psychosis will tell you.
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A Classical Liberal
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Community debate surrounding illegal
drugs has continued unabated since
prohibition in the eariy 20th century.
Generally three positions exist with regard
to how to deal with the "Drug Problem".
Prohibitionists argue to maintain or
escalate tho status quo. They argue that
illicit drugs are a blight on society that
drug use results in violent crime and
property crime in abundance, that the
social cost of drugs is immense and that
the only answer is to work toward their
total suppression.
Moderates and Social Liberals agree that
drugs are inherently costly on society,
however they argue that there are
cheaper methods of dealing with the "drug
problem" than the tough on drugs
approach. They argue that utilising
diversionary schemes for offenders, free
injecting rooms or even free heroin trials
will have the same result as the best tough
on drugs strategy, but at a much lower
economic and social cost.
Libertarians disagree with the proposal
that illicit drugs themselves are the cause
of the problems traditionally associated
with drug use. Instead it Is the illicit nature
of the drugs themselves and the vendors
that the black market attracts that are the
cause of the vast majority of the problem.
Therefore by restoring legitimacy to the
market for hard drugs we can effectively
reduce much of the cost of "the drug
problem".
No one doubts that hard drugs such as
cocaine, amphetamines and heroin can
have a devastating effect on the health of
users. However additional, and al times
far greater, health problems can be
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attributable to the illicit nature of the drug.
Of most concern are the health effects
directly attributable to the "cutting" of
drugs such as heroin. Heroin purchased
on the black market by end users is rarely
pure, it is usually mixed with a variety of
products that increase the volume and
decrease the purity of the drug. Various
materials can be used, from inert and
harmless
substances
through to
dangerous chemical agents. Tne health
effects of injecting these agents are
usually far more serious than the actual
drug itself. It is incontrovertible that the
use of illicit drugs is not beneficial to ones
health, yet the question we must ask
ourselves is whether the health risks
associated with the use of illicit drugs
merits the vast financial resources
taxpayers assign to the war on drugs and
the diminution of individual liberties that
result from the prohibition of illicit drugs.
In 1998, hard drugs that are deemed to be
far too harmful for legal use, caused 1000
deaths a year, while the legal drug
tobacco causes 19,000 and alcohol
directly causes 3271. It seems largely
illogical that tobacco, and alcohol are not
the subject to the same of even more
rigorous restrictions than those that apply
to hard drugs.
The
predominant
argument
of
prohibitionists, it seems. Is that legalising
drugs will dramatically increase the
number
of users.
Legalisation
automatically removes the risk premium
built into black market prices of hard
drugs. Suppliers would no longer need to
finance elaborate clandestine operations
to import illicit drugs through rigorous
customs operations.
Manufacturers
would be able to operate openly, enjoying
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returns to scale and reductions in
production costs. Multi level distribution
networks of producers, traffickers,
wholesalers, crime bosses and dealers
would be done away with, thereby
substantially reducing transportation and
distribution costs. All of these factors
would coalesce to result in a sharp and
rapid decrease in the price of illicit drugs.
Where prices decrease so markedly, it is
inevitable that some increase in use would
occur.
It is not currently possible to predict
exactly how consumers would alter their
consumption habits to factor hard drugs
into their lives. Would a marked decrease
in price and a reduction in legal risk mean
that tobacco users might substitute heroin
for alcohol? The sheer statistics alone
indicate that a marked substitution of
currently legal drugs for previously illegal
drugs may in fact result in a better public
health outcome.
Medical authorities also agree:
"The dangers of cocaine are not of the
nature or degree that the law now implies
and the public now assumes. There is little
evidence that it is likely tc become as
serious a social problem as alcohol (or
firearms) or as serious a medical problem
as tobacco."
'There is thus general agreement
throughout the medical and psychiatric
literature that the overall effects of opium,
morphine and heroin on the addict's mind
and body under conditions of low price
and ready availability are on the whole
amazingly bland"
The Netherlands is the only yard stick we
have to go by in terms of a country that
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has embraced legalisation of certain
drugs. Certainly there are some distorting
effects on the statistics within the
Netherlands. Being the only recognised
jurisdiction in the Western worid with
liberalised drug laws is certainly going to
mean that a large number of tourists will
artificially inflate the figures for drug
usage. Therefore It is safe to say that the
figure reproduced below is somewhat
higher than the actual natural level of
equilibrium within the market.
In 1998, 17% of Australians reported that
they had used Marijuana over the
preceding 12 months . Yet in 1997, only
4.5% of the population of the Netheriands
reported using Marijuana within the
preceding 12 months . The same pattern
holds for all other drugs, heroin, cocaine,
amphetamine and Inhalant use are all well
below the Australian experience. And this
in a country utilising the framework that
prohibitionists argue will lead to radical
increases in the number of drug users
within Australia. It seems patently obvious
that the assertion that drug use will boom
as a result of legalisation is not based in
fact whatsoever.

Much the same can be said for cocaine
and amphetamines. Cocaine itself may
cause cardiac arrest when combined with
alcohol, yet so can many prescription
drugs. In most reported cases, fatalities
from drug related deaths can be
apportioned to the substances used to cut
the drug or used in conjunction with the
drug rather than the drug itself.
Necessarily this means that many of the
deaths associated with hard drug use are
a direct result of the illicit nature of the
drug rather than the drug itself.

Imagine instead a legalised, regulated
market for hard drugs. One where they
are manufactured and distributed by
pharmaceutical companies. Where clear
product labelling is enforced, giving users
sufficient information regarding the
strength of their dose and the ingredients
used to cut the pure product v;Ith. Assume
that the product is suitaoly taxed in much
the same way as tobacco is, to ensure
that suitable externalities of drug use are
factored into the price of the product (e.g.
medical care). Imagine that the price of
hard drugs is much lower than current
street prices, where addicts do not need to
resort to property crime to finance their
habit. Now ask yourself why we haven't
legalised hard drugs eariier.

When you further consider that a
significant proportion of current hard drug
related deaths are due to overdoses
caused by sharp variations in quality and
as a result of the substances used to cut
the pure drug, the 1000 death figure can
be further revised downward. Additionally
most medical authorities admit that a
proportion of overdose deaths are self
inflicted (i.e. suicide). If we exclude these
two effects from the death toll, we see that
"hard drugs" seem much more benign
than first thought.
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"There is no doubt that heroin use in and
of itself. . . is a neutral act in terms of its
potential criminogenic effect upon an
individual's behaviour.... There is nothing
in the pharmacology, or physical or
psychological impact, of the drug that
propels a user to crime."
Heroin users, as one example, don't feel
an innate drive to conduct crime just
because they're on heroin, they conduct
crime in order to fund their habit It is
misleading for prohibitionists to argue that
legalising hard drugs will increase drug
related crime, quite the opposite,
legalising hard drugs wilt reduce drug
related crime.

Consider the underlying reasons for this
high level of crime associated with drug
use. Prohibition necessarily increase the
cost of supply. Reasons outlined before
included; elaborate distribution and
importation networks, low utilisation levels
of returns to scale within production
facilities (particulariy for amphetamines)
and a large risk premium associated with
the illegality of conducting business within
a black market. This pushes the black
market cost of the product well above the
true market cost of the product.

"Incapacity from use of opium was not
seen as a problem of such frequency and
severity as to be a leading cause for social
anxiety. The prime image of the opium
user was dissimilar to that of the wastrel
and disruptive drunkard. Opium users
were not lying about in the streets, or
filling the workhouses, or beating their
wives. It seems fair to conclude that at the
saturation level which the plateau

1

The answer to this question is that if the
price differential is large enough between
legal and illegal hard drugs, then it follows
that the need to conduct property crime
substantially diminishes in a legalised
systen. If the price of drugs is relatively
affordable, then crime isn't necessary.

This brings me to the other argument
proposed by prohibitionists. Opponents of
legalisation cite the high incidence of
"drug related crime". And they are right.
On the face value of it there appears to be
a terribly high correlation between hard
drug use and property crime. There is also
a high correlation between drug use and
violent crime, although this correlation is
not so statistically significant as that of
property crime with drug use.

This evidence is backed up by
observations of 19th century England and
America, when Opiate use was rife.
These observations suggest that Opiate
use was not considered a substantial
public health or social issue.

•D

The question we must ask ourselves is
whether addicts would need to resort to
these activities if they only had to pay the
true cost of the drug. If it were legalised,
mass-produced and relatively freely
available from pharmacies would the
addict be able to refrain from funding a
massively expensive habit by resorting to
property crime?
While no western
jurisdiction currently operates a legalised
system, there is no evidence to suggest
exactly what the price differential between
illegal and legal hard drugs is. However
can't alcoholics hold down full time jobs,
albeit problematically. Don't ravers who
don their clubbing clothes and drop
ecstasy tabs all night lead relatively
normal lives during daylight hours? Do
smokers take up stealing cars to fund their
nicotine habit?

We must ask ourselves whether it is the
current means of production that is the
very source of much of the health
problems associated with "hard drug" use.
The evidence cited seems fairiy
ovenA/helming that this is in fact the case.

So what if it did? If hard drug use
skyrocketed under a legalised framework,
what would the effect be? What evidence
is there to suggest that legalising hard
drugs will have a detrimental effect on
other measures, say the rate of death from
use?

£

Necessarily this puts the product out of
reach of the ordinary consumer. They
must resort to extra-legal means in order
to fund the deficit between their means
and the cost of their addiction. In doing so,
addicts regulariy substantially change
their consumption habits and their
priorities.
Food, clothing, medical
attention and housing are all subservient
to the addicts requirement to fund their
next hit. Necessarily, break and enters,
car thefts, purse snatching and other
similar offences are conducted in order to
fund their hunger for the drug to which
they are addicted.

represented, opium was not a vastly
malign or problematic drug in terms of ifs
impact on social functioning."
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A Social
Discourse On
TheProhibition
Of Soft Drugs .
Peter Fenton
The plant Cannabis Sativa has had a
varied use over history
Cannabis sativa is the botanical name of
the plant commonly know as marijuana.
Other names are pot, hashish, ganja,
weed, grass, dope and hemp.
Drugs are prevalently consumed in our
community, at every coffee shop, chemist,
hospital, pub, club, bar, tobacconist and
street corner. Drugs are everywhere;
alcohol, cigarettes, aspirin, ventolin,
morphine,
penicillin,
tea,
coffee,
mushrooms, LSD and pot.
The difference between illicit drugs and
pharmaceutical products is ideology and
cultural presumptions towards those drugs.
It was only a century ago, in England, that
opium was the tonic of the day.
Some conservatives, fuelled by the
firebrand tabloids, portray drug use and
crime as escalating to the extent of bringing
society to the brink of barbarism. The
perception of crime has changed, compare
common assault to violations of workplace
safety standards; burglary to income tax
evasion; labour theft to corporate
criminality. There is a blurring bc-ween
political activity, protest and crime.
Crime Is a construct of the society and
context from which it is derived. Serious
crime is whatever the community priorities
as really serious, not the crime itself. A
proper approach to examining the issues
would be to assess the impact of the crime
and the relative effects of enforcing the law.
When
Injustice
Becomes
Law,
Resistance is Duty
Drug laws, like certain other crimes, only
offend public morality and are considered
'victimless' crimes. In most crimes there is
a complaining witness that appears for the
prosecution, however h a drug transaction
both the purchaser and the dealer are
satisfied, Police have difficulty obtaining
convictions, as there is no complaining
witness, therefore they resort to
entrapment, wire-taps, and other liberty
abuses. Prohibition creates the potential for
civil liberties to be abused, especially in its
victimless crime nature.
Prohibition causes users to come into

contact with criminals as a necessity. Drugs
should be divorced from the criminal
culture. People from low socio-economic
backgrounds with entrepreneurial skills are
drawn into dealing. When the criminals are
the most successful segment of society the
natural order of society decays.
Prohibitions causes corruption as it raises
prices and creates extraordinary profits,
which in turn produces temptation for
officials. A result from the intensity of law
enforcement is the creation of stronger
drugs. The prohibition encourages greater
potency, as it becomes more economical to
trade in the drug with the highest return, to
off set the higher degree of risk.
Drug laws perpetuate the excesses of
black market profiteering which is absent in
other legal activities. The economics of
prohibition causes crime. Reducing supply
and increasing risk creates a premium
price. The expense of drugs increases
during prohibition, which causes users to
commit crimes to pay for their habits.
Prohibition does not allow dealers to have
legal recourse to settle their disputes,
therefore violence ensues as the only
means available.
The drug war is not winnable, yet an
alternative to prohibition will not be
entertained. The effects of the war on drugs
has become counter productive as
prohibition creates more harm that it is
meant to prevent. The policing of drug laws
has catastrophic consequences for
individuals, law enforcement and the
community. Drug crimes flood courts and
the
correctional
system, diverting
resources to detection and enforcement.
The illegality of drugs also causes more
health problems then the drugs themselves
The drug war is futile, as convictions and
busts do not stem the tide of drugs being
bought, the amount supplied, or the price.
An escalation of 'the drug wa-' wiil not
cause people to stop using drugs as they
will find alternative sources. As long as
drugs remain illegal, there will be a black
market.
Prohibition of all drugs is a failure to
regulate. Prohibition creates the worst in
black marketeering with over inflated
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prices,
variable
supply,
physical
enforcement of debts, public corruption,
and the black economy.
Regardless of repugnance felt by some, to
the phenomenon of drug use, drug use will
not go away through prohibition. In a
society that already taxes addictions such
as tobacco, alcohol, gambling, and petrol,
cannabis prohibition seems ridiculous.
The re-legalisation of cannabis would
ensure that cannabis was taxed. Not only
would this fill !he government's coffers, but
the Government would cease wasting the
millions spent on the dubious 'War against
Drugs'.
What Are the Prospects of Drug Law
Reform in Australia?
Several Australian states and territories
have decriminalised possession of
cannabis. The Federal government is
bound by international law to prohibit any
legalisation efforts of the States.
Australia is a signatory to an international
drug and narcotic treaty. The treaty binds
Australia by international law to implement a
domestic policy of sanctioning drug offences.
In South Australia and the ACT a civil fine
offence is still issued for cannabis possession.
Australia's ultra conservative Prime
Minister with the Salvation Army heading
the government's committee is unlikely to
change the Federal governments 'tough on
drugs' approach.
Jeff Kennott ran on a decriminalisation
platform, however Steve Bracks dropped
the policy on election. Beattie may follow
Bob Carr's future attempt to legalise
medical
marijuana after
cannabis
decriminalisation. Currently the Green's are
the only party which supports relegalisation.
However Australia is likely to continue to
follow the US drug strategy.
UQ High Society
The drug law reform club on campus.
highsociety@marijuana.nl
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There are quite a few high q u a l i t y nip3
download s i t e s in the minimal d i g i t a l
microsound g l i t c h f i e l d that spring to
mind such as .tiln, 1'audible.net,
fals.ch. tu M' is another one i came
across recently that differs in that
instead of simply providing a collection
of free music to download, it has a
specific concept. All the contributing
artists are given an image, usually a
highly abstract visual texture created
by a web-cam, and are to create a
'soundtrack' for the image, which they
then name and contribute to the site.
TU M' has quite a collection together
now, with contributions from Frank
Bretschneider, Kim cascone, Farmers
Manual, Paul D Miller (Dj Spooky),
Scanner and many others. I've only
listened to a handful of the tracks on
the site due to my 56k modem, but found
each quite interesting and unique. The
site also features quite sharp flash
based design which always helps. For
someone who wants a free insight into
where micro computer music is at, or to
see how some established artists in the
field respond to a concept of this sort,
this sit is worth checking out.
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'Arrange and Process' is a
recent offering from Techno
label Tresor, well known for
its hard minimal techno sound.
This release is certainly
consistent with the Tresor
sound, but also a departure in
some ways from an unadulterated
analogue techno sound, to a
more digital and highly
processed aesthetic. The idea
behind this release was for
Scion, one of the artists on
the seminal post-detroit label
Basic Channel, to take the
whole catalogue of releases
from the label and cut loops
from them and weave the
selected elements into an
album. The result is a
stunning piece of work that
sits firmly in the relatively
unexplored middle ground
between a D3 set and a piece of
live electronic music. The
aesthetic of a DJ set is
present here, the album works
as a single evolving piece of
music put together with a
definite direction and intent,
but because of the way it is
produced, there is a much
higher level of control than
can be achieved by mixing two
records together. Using
Monolake's 'Live' software,
Scion has fused dub and techno
production styles to craft an
album that is intricate and
http://www.tu-m.com/ subtle on one level, with but
still providing adequate
momentum
to work on a
audiotourism:
dancefloor. Think techno
put through the
I wasn't aquainted with the percussion
swirling spatial effects of
Quartermass label until co?ning heavily fiItered dub music with
across this release, but was ultra warm sub bass lines and
certainly impressed on the first you get the idea. This is an
listen. 'Vietnam and China' is a excellent release that at
double cd put out by the group simultaneously pays homage to
Freeform. The first disc contains the past of one of the most
re-interpretations of the 'Audio important and enduring techno
Tourism' release, and brings labels, and also plots its
together a wide range of sounds, future directions.
from Atom Heart s fragmented
lounge, Jan jelinek's calming
exploration of chime and bell Tresor. ,
sounds, Autechre's minimal Scion
geometry which bears little arrange and process
recognition to the source basic channel tracks
recordings besides a few slowly
rising drone layers, and Bill
Laswell's ultra dense eastern dub
sound. All tracks are of a high
standard on this disc. The second
disc has an interactive component,
with images and sounds from the
Audiotourism, and all the original
sound recordings taken from
travelling through Vietnam an
China are available for use aswell
as .wav files. A highly enjoyable
and useful release!
www.quartermass.net www.tresorberlin.de
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HECS: To Pay or Not to Pay?
At some time in your university career, you will be confronted with the
issue of payinq or deferring the Higher Education Contribution
Scheme (HECS) cost of your education. In this article we will examine
how this system works and, next edition, we shall examine the pros
and cons of the options available to you. In essence, we seek to
provide information to assist you with your decision: To Pay or Not to
Pay?
There Is a lot of information available on what HECS is and how it
operates, so we will. In this article, provide a synopsis of the system.
What is HECS?
In 1989 the federal government introduced the Higher Education
Contribution Scheme. This is, in essence, a loan from fhe government
to you, to assist with the funding of your tertiary education. Like any
commercial loan it is charged interest {which Is the price of the loan).
Unlike other loans the HECS loan currently has no time period for
repayment and payments are calculated each financial year based on
your HECS repayment income.

property of $1450 and had a total reportable fringe benefits amount of
$3610. Ann's HECS repayment income is $34 700 + $1450 + $3610
= $39 760.
The important thing to note is that your HECS Repayment Income is
not the same as your taxable income.
HECS Income Threshold
You are not required to repay your HECS debt until your repayment
income reaches the minimum threshold, which for 2002-2003 financial
3ar is $24,365. This figure is adjusted annually in line with changes
I Average Weekly Earnings - but in general it will increase marginally
Compulsory Payments
Once your repayment income is over the threshold outlined above,
you will be required to make compulsory repayments, which are
deduced from your PAYG income. The catch is that the more you
earn, the more you pay:
HECS repayment income
2001-02

2002-03

Below $23 242

Below $24 365

Nil

$23 242-$24 510

$24 365-$25 694

3%

$24 511-$26 412

$25 695-$27 688

3.5%

In 2003, the full-time full year contributions for each band are:
Band 1 $3 680 Arts, Humanities, Social Studies/Behavioural
Sciences, Education. Visual/Performing Arts,
Nursing, Justice and Legal Studies

$26 413-$30 638

$27 689-$32118

4%

$30 639-$36 977

$32119-$38 763

4.5%

$36 978-$38 921

$38 764-840 801

5%

Band 2 $5 242

$38 922-$41 837

$40 802-$43 858

5.5%

$41 838 and above

$43 859 and above

6%

HECS Accumulation
If you commenced a new course of study after 1 January 1997, you
are required to pay differential HECS contributions. The amount you
pay is based on tne individual units you study, not on your overall
course. Units of study are divided into three bands and the amount
you pay for each unit depends on the band and the weight of the unit
within a course.

Mathematics, Computing, other Health Sciences,
Agriculture/Renewable Resources, Built
Sciences,EngIneering/ProcessIng,Administration,
Business and Economics,
Environment/Architecture

4) rate to be applied

Law, Medicine, Medical Science, Dentistry, Dental
Sen/ices and Veterinary Science

Example: Andrew's HECS repayment income for the 2001-02 income
year was $39 760. The repayment rate for HECS repayment income
in the range $38 922-$41 837 is 5.5%. Andrew's compulsory HECS
repayment is therefore $39 760 x 5.5% = $2186.80.

If you are doing a 3 year Arts course, your total debt (assuming no
failures and standard work load) at the completion of the course would
be $11,040; If a four year law degree, $24,544.

There are a lot of other factors in relation to compulsory payments of
your HECS debt, if you need more information examine
www.ato.gov.au.

HECS Repayment Income
Your HECS repayment Income is calculated by:

Voluntary Repayments
You are able to make voluntary repayments at any time, however,
these payments are in addition to the compulsory payments you are
required to make, they do not reduce your annual liability for HECS
payments.

Band 3 $6 136

Your taxable income for a financial year; plus
Any amount your taxable income has been reduced by a net rental
loss; plus

On the other hand, if you make a voluntary payment of $500 or more,
you receive a bonus 15%.

Your total reportable fringe benefit amounts as shown on your PAYG
tax statement.

Example: Lan owes $4500 and makes a $1500 voluntary repayment
With the 15% bonus the value of her repayment is $1/25 ($1500 x
1.15J and her total HECS debt is reduced to $2775 ($4500 minus
$1725). Her bonus amount Is $1500 x 15% = $225.

Example: Ann's taxable income for the year ended 30 June 2002 was
$34 700. In her tax retum she claimed a net rental loss on a rental

TURKISH BREAD

T

O paraphrase Jerry Seinfeld: Turkish
bread, what Is the deal? It's
everywhere now, including holding the
burgers together at The Red Room. It
seems to be the latest trend in burger-wear.

Now, I remember a time when about the
most exotic it got was a few sesame seeds
on top. Out Haigslea way, where I grew up,
this caused a great deal of debate amongst
the locals, or my sister and I at any rate.
Being quite the gourmet, I enjoyed my
burgers with sesame seed. My sister, on
the other hand, was not quite so
adventurous when it came to her cuisine.
This caused my father to swear under his
breath whenever we were ordering takeaway. Eventually he refused to order one
bun with sesame seeds and one without,
Initially, this worked in my sister's favour for
two reasons: 1. She was the oldest, and 2.
She refused to eat any food she didn't like.

t;.^

All I could ever manage was a brief pout
before I caved in under the parental
promise of dessert. My sister, however,
would sit tight, refusing to yield to any kind
of
pressure,
occasionally
picking
pathetically at the bits of bread not covered
in sesame seeds until the bun resembled
Swiss cheese.

can tell, a lot of so-called 'Turkish bread' is
actually flat bread gone stale. Think about
the advantages : if anyone complains, tell
them "it's Turkish bread," thus making the
complalner
look
oafish
and
unsophisticated. I'm sure this trend will
continue to other foods.

In retrospect, this seems such an innocent
age. The trend now is towards poppy seeds.
Thing about poppy seeds: if you're drug
tested after eating them, they'll think you're
on heroin (just ask the smelly guy with dreads
from Big Brother). Even worse. Evil MultiNational (EMN) McDonalds use sesame
seeds to fool us. Macca's buns contain so
much sugar that without sesame seeds they
would be classed as confectionary. Trust
McDonalds to politicise something as
innocuous as the sesame seed.

" It's Turkish Lasagne, mate."

Anyway, back to the Turkish bread. I think I
may have mentioned that eariier. Now, I
don't want to offend anyone; but as far as I

Lasagne's no good?

Salad's limp and soggy?
" It's Turkish salad, my friend. Haven't you
ever heard of it?"
Of course, you'll feel like screaming:
I don't care which part of Europe you
imported this bread from, I just want
something to hold my burger together that
tastes slightly better than cardboard!'
Of course, this sort of thing has been going
on for years. Cast your mind back five
years. Remember foccacia? I rest my case.
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There are a hundred million reasons for using Durex.
Here are four of thenn.
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Saving the World
and The Trees
Holly Zwalf Environment Officer
Colin Sweett-Art Faculty Officer
I've just had my first shower in over a week,
and removed the once-white skirt from my
body with paint thinner... ah the life of a feral
hippie Environment Officer! But my hygienic
demise was for a good cause - I spent the
last week and a bit at the Aborigi.nal Tent
Embassy in Canberra, attending the
Corroboree for Sovereignty and the
Australian Student Environment Network
(ASEN) convergence. It is so important, as
environmental activists, to remember the
connection between indigenous people and
the land. Being welcomed to the sacred fire
gave me a sense of a far deeper network in
which we are all connecting through the land
and its history. The ASEN convergence was
extremely productive in campaign planning,
skill sharing and networking with activists on
a national level. A very successful 'Reclaim
The Streets for Peace' was held, and I have
returned feeling well prepared for a year of
green activism.
Dancing Barefoot Hippies, or How To
Save The World
The environment is in a state of chaos, from
logging old wood forests, to greenhouse
gasses, to the deathly nuclear industry. But
don't despair!!! There is much we can do,
even as individuals. Our ultimate sun/'ival
relies on a sustainable environmental future,
and to achieve this we need to be ACTIVE.
Eco-Warriors come in all disguises, but there
is one uniting factor: direct action. Direct
action is anything from street theatre to
blockading.
It puts pressure on our
government and big businesses and gives
the power back to the people, where it
belongs. In the past, direct action has
worked to stop uranium mining in Kakadu,
slowed down logging in old wood forests
such as Goolengook, and has brought media
attention to numerous other important
environmental issues. Direct action is
realising the state of ecological emergency
we are all in, and fighting for a sustainable
future for all living things.
Four Easy
Environment:

Ways

to

Save

the

Say NO to Nukes in our Bellies!
Many people may not be aware that just 40
mins out of Brisbane, in Narangba, a food
irradiation plant is being built.
Food
irradiation is the process where food, usually
herbal teas, spices and tropical fruit are
exposed to highly radioactive Cobalt 60 bars.
This generally decreases the nutritional value
of the food, has yet to be proven safe and, as
yet, doesn't even seem to work particularly
effectively. Furthermore the Cobalt 60 bars
will be transported through the streets of
Brisbane, and in the event of an accident
either on the streets or at the plant, the whole
of Brisbane and its outer suburbs will be
contaminated. Call Robin on 0411 118737 or
email: stopfialliance@yahoo.com.au for

more info on how to get involved.

products

Another important nuclear issue in Australia
is the new nuclear reactor being built on a
FAULT LINE(!) at Lucas Heights in Sydney
Contact 'Sydney People Against a New
Nuclear
Reactor'
[SPANNR]
on
mail@spannr.org.

The US has been forced to accept shrimp
imports from countries that kill sea turtles in
the fishing process, despite existing
protective bans

Eat, Drink and be Merry! @ Collective
Meetings
UQ Environment Collective is held EVERY
Monday at 1pm. This is a place where
anyone interested in ANY environmental
issue, be it veganism, fighting against the
WTO or recycling, can come along and share
ideas, discuss issues and work on
campaigns. This year we hope to rebuild a
strong collective: hopefully looking largely at
nuclear issues, war and refugees, WTO
environmental policy (or lack thereof), forest
campaigns, and wfiatever other issues
people bring to collective. We would also
love to get an organic food co-op going
again, so we will be looking for keen
volunteers.... Bring your lunch, food, drums,
juggling balls and enthusiasm. Everyone is
welcome, barefoot or in shoes. Diversity is
strength.
Make Lurve, Not War
Peace Is no longer a word to be taken for
granted. With the pending war on Iraq it is
time for students to mobilise against this war
OF terror, and to also make the connections
between war and the refugee situation in
Australia. This is not a war to liberate the
Iraqi people; it is a desperate grab for
lucrative resources - blood for oil.
Furthermore, the war on Iraq will create
thousands of refugees, who on reaching
Australian shores are locked up in desert
camps, their human rights violated and
treated like animals instead of human beings.
This is an issue of racism, but it is also an
issue that includes environmentalists. FACT:
war creates more environmental destruction
than any other singular cause. With nuclear
weapons in the hands of such
megalomaniacs as Bush the links are easy to
make. Furthermore chemical warfare and
bombing destroy land as well as lives. Join
the peace movement, make love lots, and
join the UQ Anti War Collective, which meets
every Thursday at 11am in the Kingham
Room (next to the Red Room).
WTO - it's fucked.
The World Trade Organisation is forcing
countries to relax their environmental
regulations in the interests of free trade.
Basically, if a country's regulations are getting
in the way of a corporation (ie costing them
too much) they can challenge it through the
WTO, which has the power of veto over
parliamentary and regulatory decisions. The
WTO has also made it illegal for a country to
restrict trade on any product that has been
produced in an environmentally unsound
way. GATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services) Is currently being implemented by
the WTO, and will also give the WTO
authority over our parks, wildlife, rivers and
forests. Some immediate ramifications:

Companies are rapidly patenting indigenous
knowledge and the DNA of plants under the
Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property (TRIPs) Agreement
For more info visit www.tradewatchoz.org
Get active: come along to Environment
Collective and start an anti-WTO campaign
Sustainable Universities - a smart idea
Be aware of your impact on the environment,
as once we understand our impact we can
take steps to tread more lightly on the earth.
Did you know that in an average 4 year
course, a student will use over 18 reams of
A4 paper, or approx. 43kg of paper? This is
the equivalent of one fully grown tree in
paper production. Did you know that UQ
uses 160,000 reams of paper each year?
This is equivalent to 80 million sheets.
Through awareness and action we can work
to reduce the wastage of precious resources.
It can be something as simply as choosing
recycled paper or using both sides of a sheet
of paper. The goal of a sustainable university
is to have the entire university working with
the environment rather than against it.
Kyoto - half arsed or a step fonward
The Kyoto Protocol signed by many
countries, with the notable exceptions of the
US and Australia, aims to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions of countries.
Something that is a necessity if we are to
have a future on this planet. The system of
carbon credits allows countries to get a
reduction in the amount of emissions if they
plant lots of trees. This makes the agreement
dubious. However what is worse is John
Howard's complete refusal to sign the
protocol. If this small step was taken, it would
pave the way for greater environmental
change. This head in the sand attitude can
be changed if students get active.
If any of these issues have inspired you to
get active then come along to this enviro
collective on @ 1pm every Monday
Contact Holly, UQ Environment Officer, for
ANY
information:
33772200,
environment.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au
Or Colin, UQ Arts Faculty Officer on
33772200, arts.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au

3-4% predicted expansion of global
consumption of paper, pulp and other wood
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THE ALLIANCE TAVERN
320 Boundary Street
Spring Hill
Phone 3832 7355
STUDENT NIGHTS
EVERY WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY 7PM TILL LATE
D J . ALL NIGHT

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
BRISBANES FINEST VEGATERIAN RESTAURANT
*OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 10AM TO LATE
*LUNCH, DINNER AND ANYTIME IN BETWEEN _
*LIVE MUSIC V\/EDNSDAY NIGHT TO SUNDAY NIGHT
*B.Y.O.

*ESTABUSHED 20 YEARS
* 100% VEGAN

*GREATATMOSFEAR
TANTASTIC FOOD
*PRICESTOSUIT
*UNI NIGHT EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
*SPECIAL:
MARCH ONLY
10 % DISCOUNT FOR UNI
STUDENTS WITH STUDENT CARD.
BE QUICK
LIMITED TIME
PHONE TO) RESERVE SEAT'S

WANTED
Dance your Legs off - Come along
have fun and unwind

DOWNSTAIRS IN THE DUNGEON
BAR AT THE ALLIANCE!
NO COVER CHARGE

AMATEUR PERFORMERS
*LET YOUR TALENTS FLOW
*COME AND PERFORM AT OUR VENU
*EVERY MONDAY NIGHT STARTING 3RD MARCH
* 2 0 Ml NUT SETS
*ALL WELCOME
T L E A S E PHONE EARLY TO BOOK YOUR SPOT
PH:38560966
FAX:33566779
MOB:0422944398
E M A I L : ORGANICVEGIE@HOTMAIL.COM
WEB:
WWW.SQUIRRELS.COM.AU

184 ENOGGERA RD. NEWMARKET

under the ScTlon
University of Queensland

V fir^r'-Jf r^-^'^

Tickets:
$8 Subscribers
$10 Students

$14 Adults
Booicings 3377 2240
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Uniuersity
Fashion:

Wliat's Hot?
Ilhe use of button-up, collared shirts is on the rise, be they of the vertical stripe or checker
[variety. No longer does one have to rummage around in op-shops for that pre-loved
seventies fashion. Similarly, people no longer have to be ashamed to look like a reject
from a rodeo - when did cowboy shirts with glitter thread become cool again?
Ilhe domination of comfortable, casual footwear has bumped off much competition. Gone
lare the days of high-heels and docs on campus, it appears that sneakers now rule.
Dirty Denim is still holding in there, but the trend is slowly starting to shift to lighter
Ishades. Long denim skirts are always good for a sassy, yet sophisticated, look with men's
Ithree quarter length denim shorts making a blip on the radar once more.
The alternate/trendy/hippy look may be disappearing but they have made their mark. UQ
is a culture full of chunky beaded necklaces, bead or stone bracelets, with the occasional
anklet thrown in. These hippy accessories are here to stay in the short term at least.

leaders of
tomorroui,
or Models
in training
I

IWhen it comes to hair, the long, shaggy look is still holding in there. Nothing can seem
to beat that 70's retro do - with the exception of the beehive; some fashions are better
left dead. People are no longer afraid to colour their hair. The do it yourself look with one
large chunk of peroxided hair no longer looks common or passe, with streaks making a
remarkable comeback.

What's Not!
I cannot stress this enough, SENIOR JERSEYS ARE NOT COOL! All they do is point out
to the rest of people on campus how young and underage you are. One should always
try to look for a sophisticated and mature look, not the fresh from schoolies look. Heed
Imy advice; people may actually mock you (well probaby not, people are generally
understanding at Uni, but ignore my warning at your peril).
Pastels, need I say anymore? About 5% of the human population can actually wear
pastels, unless you are one of these creatures in no way attempt to try it. No one, and I
mean no one looks, good in pastel pink.
ICrazy died hair is on the out as well. No longer can you see bright reds, greens, and
oranges on campus. It is really a mystery.

The Chad

iThe skater/skeg look is over and dead at long last. Anyone who still wears their pants
laround their knees, with miles of boxer short showing, deserves to be poked with a stick
land made fun of. The youth of today need to let the excessive showing of butt crack die
|a natural and well-deserved death.
•acial hair is not exactly out, but a big fashion 'no no' is growing facial hair when you
Ishave about every other month. Unless you have a considerable amount of stubble and
facial hair, leave this one to the experts. No one (and once again I emphasize no one)
finds this attractive. Take it from a victim, please leave this one alone.
Flannelette shirts. They were never ever cool, not even in the country (just because
everyone wears them doesn't make them cool). If you own any then throw them away
(you could always invest in a glittery cowboy shirt). I myself made the tragic mistake of
moving from the country and wearing them. Don't make my same mistakes.

UJhere are they nouj?
Eyebrow rings seem to have disappeared for some reason, similarly labrets - which made
la brief appearance but are now all but a memory. Piercing is not uncool by any means,
put it appears a more natural look has taken over.

Gone are the days uJhen
students could rock up to Unl
in a pair of daggy shorts, a
ripped T shirt and not haue to
ujorry about shoes. Nowadays
students are seen In the
latest
designer
clothes,
Immaculate hair and make up,
and accessories that, in some
cases, cost more than the
clothes on display.
The past feui years haue seen
a uariety of change at UQ.
Here's a handy list of ujhat
has happened.

The vibrant counter culture of Goths/punks/post industrial/hippy types found at every
University across the country, also seems to have disappeared. Occasionally one can still
spot the odd type out there, but where they seem to have disappeared to, bewilders this
writer. I'm sure their absence will not be a long one. Wherever there is independent
thought there will always be people rebelling against society's norms.So what's a first
year student to do when it comes to fashion?
At all times remain comfortable in what you wear, if something makes you feel
uncomfortable then just don't do it.
Be practical, if you have a chemistry lab one day then make sure you wear closed shoes
otherwise you, and your fashionable rubber thongs, will be thrown to the pavement.
Dress to suit the weather. No one likes sweating like a pig; also ensure you don't freeze
to death.
Be yourself, don't feel you have to be someone you're not. If it feels good and you like it,
then the rest of the world be damned. You could, after all, be setting the next trend.
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Ah, conspiracy theories. Fun, aren't they? A good conspiracy theory enriches not only our
lives, but also our culture. Now that the X-Files have finished, we at Semper would like to
see (or should that be read?) more of them. To that end, we are devoting a section each
month for YOU, our readers, to share any good theories you might have. To kick it off, we
have included one of our favourites, which I will get into shortly. This is, by no means, the
only sort of conspiracy we are interested in. i: can be epic, or it can be insignificant. Ideally,
what we are looking for is something intricate, and preferably something that cannot be
proven one way or the other. The student community is rife with different conspiracy
theories, so please, share them with us (just try not to defame anyone, OK?).

OF THE

Now, without further ado, I give to you the Inaugural Semper Floreat Conspiracy Of The
Month (SFCOTM).

The lllumlnati.
This one really is the conspiracy theory to end all conspiracy theories. To quote
masonifo.com/illuminati,
"... We were under the belief that no one with any degree of education would believe
there was a secret organization plotting for some 200 years to control the world... Boy,
were we wrong"
That being said, we will now examine the llluminati conspiracy theory, in not too much detail.
The story goes that on May 1,1776, Bavarian Professor Adam Weishaupt announced
the formation of a new group planning to spread the ideas of rationalism and The
Enlightenment. It is this group who has evolved into the shadowy organization known as
the lluminati. The basic idea of the illuminati is that they are a secret society more or
less intent on despotic world domination, using front groups to spread their influence.
Proponents of this theory claim that the llluminati were responsible for both the French
and Russian revolutions. Probably at this very moment there are llluminati 'experts'
working around the clock to tie S11 in with all of this.

T H E ILLUMINATI

RED
ARROWS
Red Arrows.
Why?
Why do we need them?

The beauty of this particular theory is that, beyond the fact that a group called The
llluminati actually once existed, there is not too much further evidence for their claims.
The only further evidence on the llluminati is the fact that by the 1800's, it had been
disbanded. Still, as I always say: When it comes to conspiracy theories, never let the
facts get in the way of a good story.
I won't delve too much further into the details, you can find those out on the web.
1 would like to take a minute to talk about the phenomenon of conspiracy theories in
general. One of our contributors told me that conspiracy theories generally gained
acceptance in more extreme societies. These societies rely on the acceptance of
conspiracy theories to justify their extreme methods (he pointed to both Stalin and Hitler
as obvious examples).
This point is illustrated quite effectively by one of the articles I found on the web whilst
researching. This particular discourse on the llluminati, while 33 pages long, only
contains about four paragraphs actually dealing with any evidence he might posses.

I can understand green arrows. They tell
you that the oncoming traffic has been
held so you can turn.
But Red Arrows I do not get.
They are just telling us there might be
some oncoming traffic.
As if we couldn't tell for ourselves.
Who cannot see oncoming traffic?
The people who put the red arrows there
obviously think there are some who
can't.
Does this mean we have people driving
around without the capability to see
oncoming traffic through their front
windscreen. That's a bit of a worry.

The rest of the article is devoted to a few different topics. First of all he tries to establish his
credentials by explaining that anything you might have heard about the llluminati, that
seemed reasonable, was originally stolen from him in the eighties. He had this excellent
idea for a book, which was just about to be published, when his idea was ripped off.

Do we need any more proof that society
is going stupid?
How about a special code on your
licence, like the one that says you can
drive an automatic or manual car. A code
that you can earn to say 'I can see
oncoming traffic, and if there is oncoming
traffic, I will not drive blindly into them.' A
code that says 'I have enough brain cells
to ignore red arrows if the road is
completely empty and you cannot see a
car coming in your direction for 200
metres, and even if there was, you would
probably have time to turn in front of
them anyway, unless they were right up
close to the intersection, where you
could see them, where you wouldn't
need a red arrow to tell you they might be
there!'

" People were copying my articles as they came out, and mailing copies of them to political
leaders, writers and to pastors and preachers". Well of course they were. He then tells us that
he didn't mind so much that they ripped him off, they just should have asked him first.
After he has irrefutably proven this point, he spends some time explaining to the reader
exactly why he is not a right wing Christian crack-pot. This seems to take up a lot of
space. Now rt might be a little unfair, on my behalf, but I'm of the opinion that only right
wing Christian crack-pots need to devote that much space to the topic. Were I to publish
an article on the internet, I would probably not bother with such a clanfication. After he
has informed us fully on this topic he proceeds to tells us that despite what he has just
said, he is. in fact, a right wing Christian who believes that there is a secret organization
plotting to take over the world. I will leave the reader to draw their own conclusions on
that.
What is so exciting about this particular work is the layers of conspiracy theories. The
more you look into it, the greater the conspiracy theory becomes^ The author is
obviously a master of this particular art form [what, self deception? - EDj.

MissS
A driver who likes to get there.

Think that you can top this? Send it to us, or come and see us in the Semper office.
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n terms of a target for terror, my arse is
prime real estate. I'm a white Australian
male, aged between 18 and 24, upper
middle class, with perfect teeth and a
distinct lack of facial hair. My materialistic
antics are entrenched by a blinding
combination of fashion, vanity and the
subliminal head fuck of marketing
campaigns. My life is a direct affront to
everything your average terrorist stands
for. With this in mind, on Saturday 19th of
January, I purchased the Ticketek issued
ticket number 9372483. This gained me
entry to the Gold Coast Big Day Out.

In many ways I bought this ticket to spite
these here terrorists. For me, a terrorist
ain't got shit if you don't respond: passive
resistance see. Their deal is reactionary,
and removing yourself from their field
immediately reduces them to pack of boys
playing with themselves. Terrorism ain't no
one way street. And these emotional times
allow for no indecision in terms of your
chosen team: terror or the TFR (Terror Free
Resistance). As the creator of the TFR, I
launched my passive assault on all terrorist
directives through my participation in the
celebratory affair that is the Big Day Out.
As a festival for the people. Big Day Out
knows where it's at.
Its expansive space host multiple zones,
each staging the varying artists that fall
within the theme of that particular zone.
The entertainment is accompanied by
numerous stalls and tents hocking anything
from merchandise lo bottled water. This
type of set up presents a 12 hour test of
endurance where the name of the game is
stay alive. When faced with this reality,
almost by default, people quickly form the
general game plan of doing whatever it is
that they do: doin' it at the Big Day Out, you
understand. And Big Day Out is perfect in
acconmodating these games.
The
multiple stages cater for individual's
precise involvement needs. How much
you like the music determines how close to
the stage you get. And the closer to the
stage, the more in-your-face the need to
stay alive,
People soon fall into a
personalised
equilibrium
between
entertainment need and personal comfort.
It's a social affair where everyone gets their
own soundtrack. It's an excuse to push the
boundaries, cut loose and chill out, resolute
in the knowledge that if all goes to shit
stretcher bearers are on the scene
complete with saline goodness.
So kudos to the Big Day Out! But my
ticket, number 9372483, gained me entry
to the Gold Coast Big Day Out. That
means my stay was hosted by the Gold
Coast, Now. the Gold Coast, like the Big
Day Out, injects a huge cash flow into its
immediate surrounds. However, for the
Gold Coast, this money comes the cashins of sun, sand and misplaced vanity. In

terms of infrastructure, it produces nothing,
supports nothing and presents nothing
towards which to strive. The exact low that
we're stooping to here is at least partially
revealed by the fact that the Major of the
Gold Coast goes by the name of Max
Christmas. So, it was the hospitality of the
people in this deluded hovel that would
determine the nature of my stay at their Big
Day Out. And while the whole notion of
owning such a festival is in itself
outrageous, these are the very same lows
I've been talking about. Given this, I now
assumed the role of a terrorist target within
a Gold Coast domain.
However, this fact was only revealed to me
over the course of the Big Day Out. At the
beginning, I was all unassuming and the
like. For all I knew, I was just a regular
terror target hitting the streets - and I
suspect that's exactly what they wanted me
to think. This aside, as I see it, the session
was divided thus: day and night. During
the day, the people came together for the
music, united by the goal of surviving the
heat. And in such a unifying environment,
fashion soon emerged as the only variable
factor. Now, slowing it down a bit, just a
quick note here for the collective spirit that
stimulates enough idle enthusiasm to
spend time on the creation of Big Day
OutFits. The more organization and
attention to detail the better I say; that shit
goes down the treat. Come to mention it,
the whole affair went down a treat. This
fact I put down to the general consensus
that, given the heat, the only solution was
to show as much skin as possible. And
with that kind of hell-bent attitude, you can't
go wrong. It was the type of day in which
respect was issued upon how well you
could dress up the arse - as it was
established quite early that this was the
only dressing to be done. It was a fine
affair where the talent was indisputably
talented.
As dusk approached, the game plan
moved to stage two: from chilling-out to
cooling down. Deep fried and dehydrated,
the people welcomed the coming of the
night. However, the sun's departure hailed
the removal of the sun's unifying force.
The people no longer had their common
enemy. The cover of night provided a cloak
of security under which people could
openly pursue their hidden agenda. And it
was under these conditions that the true
nature of the Gold Coast came to light. For

these people, the parameters of the festival
presented a once a year opportunity the
situation was now a race to see who could
establish the biggest gang. While there
need not be any reason for such a
mentality, it seemed that the size of your
posse was justification enough.
However, once established, it became
clear that the formation of the gang
exhausted these people's agenda; when
you come from the Gold Coast, having a
posse doesn't change the fact that you
have nothing and will always have nothing.
You see, when mobsters get together with
their ganster crew, communication is the
key. You have to know who's who and
what's what. There must be an established
chain of command directed towards
specific targets and goals. And once those
goals have been openly established, any
inability to perform occurs at the expense
of street cred. Ask your local terrorist, they
know whats going on.
So back to my little Gold Coast terronst
friends. We're talking pathetic two-bit, one
horse, half arsed, wan.na-be psudogansters. We're talking pimps, we're
talking sluts. The challenge for the boys
asks who can most misdirect the flow of
pepped-up testosterone. These attitudes
culminate in perfect harmony as the youth
of the Gold Coast come together to work
the malls; if not KFC then definitely Time
Zone, GI
For these people, the Big Day Out was
nothing more than an extended mall with
pathetic incompetence being the Red Spot
Special. It was an affair that I appraoched
comically but took quite personally. For the
sake of print space, I can divulge no more
details. But be under no misconceptions,
this is no report on the Big Day Out, this is
a open declaration of war on the Gold
Coast, it's a challenge to you holden
driving, mobile pinging, chest puffing, loss
making drug dealers, listening to your twiphop and smoking your tweed. If you don't
like my words, that's because you're
exactly the low down scum I'm talking
about. So come and see me on my own turf
and we'll see what you have to say for
yourselves.
Jimmi OUT.
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me want to see Chnstina Hughes ride a
motorcycle.
I've never seen Kraftwerk before so I
thought I should probably check them out.
These four, 50 something year old, guys
do nothing but move their hand around in
a hole in the desk. Somehow they
managed to make me completely lose my
nut. Some people believe them to be
monotonous but I couldn't stop dancing.
Despite the fact that 1 only caught the tail
end of QOTSA - Josh Hommes" voice,
Nick Oliveri's guitar, Mark Flanegan's bass
and, not Dave Grohl, but somebody who
really kicked arse on the drums - they still
performed as well as 1 knew they would. I
was unfortunately completely off my tree
for Jane's Addiction so I can't really
remember much of their set but I'm sure it
was a rip snorter.
Millencolin were a lot of fun, especially
when their bass player started talking to
the audience. Nobody could understand a
word he was saying, as he seemed to
know very little English (Millencolin are
Swedish for those not in the know.)
Everybody gave him a huge cheer at the
end of every sentence for being such a
good sport though.
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he sounds of Waikiki were already
reaching my ears as I was ordered
to empty my water bottle at the
gates of the 2003 Gold Coast Big Day
Out. I was relieved to know that I had
made it in time to see Frenzal and I could
follow the rest of my schedule as planned.
Frenzal, as per usual, were one of the
best sets of the day, with Jay making jokes
about the guitarist dating his sister before
launching into a fantastic rendition of their
new single, Bucket Bong. At the end of
the set Jay felt the need to inform us that
somebody had gotten a hold of Gordy's
number and had been nnging him
incessantly. Jay gave the entire BDO
crowd this stalkers number and so my
friend and I wandered off to give him a
call. "Is this the guy that keeps on ringing
Gordy?" I asked innocently. He replied
with a string of profanities that led me to
conclude that a couple of people may
have already gotten through to him. He
had his phone turned off by the time we
went home. This was my first hour of what
truly was a 'Big Day Out'.

T

ve already promised my self that won't
talk about the biggest travesty in live
music this century: the D barrier. Nor will
1 rant about the minority of security guards
that were complete and utter arseholes
and wouldn't let me in to see Queens of
the Stone Age you dirty, dirty bastards. I
must congratulate the rest of the team
who did a sensational job at keeping
people under control and being generally
nice guys. But on to the important stuff:
the bands. Despite the fact that I've seen
Machine Gun Fellatio it's always a new
experience each time I'm graced with their
presence, so I still had to see them over
The Vines. No matter how many times 1
try, I still can't get the picture of Chit Chat
wearing nothing but a Winnie The Pooh
doll duct taped to parts of the anatomy
that I can't mention in the same sentence
as 'duct tape'. The acoustic of Unsent
Letter still manages to send chills up my
spine accompanied by Widow Jones'
beautiful harmonics. Mojo Pumpin' still
made me go completely ballistic and
Motherfucker on a Motorcycle still makes

I bought the Waifs new album a couple of
days before the BDO so I hadn't had much
of a chance to listen to it, but I was
determined to see them regardless.
These guys would have to have been the
highlight of the day for me. I've never
seen a band have a ho-down on stage at
the Big Day Out and have the crowd go
absolutely wild. I haven't taken the CD out
my player since seeing this set. In that
half an hour I tell in love with Vicki
Simpson, t told her so as well but I'm not
sure she heard me. I think she smiled at
me at one point but it could've just been a
twitch. Regardless, I think it was a step in
the right direction.
I know people reading this will be angry
that 1 haven't mentioned their favonte
band at the Coast that glorious day but
unfortunately I couldn't be everywhere
and 1 do have a word limit. The last group
I want to mention is Underworld. I'm
saddened now that the only track of theirs
1 knew before entering the Boiler Room
was their 1996 hit, Born Slippy. I've made
the appropnate changes to my CD
collection since seeing what I thought was
one of the best live dance gigs for a long
time. I've seen Basement Jaxx and
Underwortd were easily of the same
calibur.
This years Big Day Out was easily one of
the best live music shows I've been to.
Fingers crossed Rolling Stones will top it
in March.
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JACKIE CHAN
THE AUSTRALIAN

Knockaround Guys
Released 13 March

Pedro Valdez
As news filters through about Nicole Kidman's success at last
weeks Golden Globes Awards, my thoughts turn to other
Australian actors who have made good in Hollywood - Russell
Crowe, Heath Ledger, Naomi Watts, Nicole Kidman, Jackie Chan.
"Wait," I hear you say, "Jackie Chan? That funny-looking guy in all
those martial arts movies? How can he be Australian?"

RoadshouiFiims

"You could have been a contender.,.. You could have been part of
the family." Yeah you love it. But which one - Godfather II or I?
Well... here comes another movie to upset the gangster film
hierarchy. Starring Dennis Hopper, Vin Diesel, Barry Pepper, Seth
Green and John Malkovich, The Knockaround Guys is a smart,
powerful and at times humorous tale of four young men growing
up in a mobster environment.

Sure, he's no Steve Irwin, but I imagine making every naturalised
Aussie wrestle a croc to prove how Australian they were would be
a logistical nightmare. That said, he's probably just as Australian
as many of the other people we claim are Australian.

Matty (Barry Pepper) is the son of Brooklyn gangster Benny
Chains (Dennis Hopper). Unable at 13 years old to follow his
Uncle Teddy's (John Malkovich) orders to shoot the snitch who
sent his father to prison, he fails the gangster initiation and from
then on is never seriously considered for a top spot in the family
business.

For one thing, many people we have claimed as one of our own
in the past were born overseas. Some came here on holidays and
were suddenly anointed Aussies by the media. Some have even
more tenuous links to Australia, and yet we still think of them as
Australians.

The problem is Matty can't make it on the outside either. His
dreams of being a sports agent dashed by his infamous last
name, he now finds he has no choice but to work for his uncle and
father. Though he has nice clothes and a secure "job," he lacks
the one thing he craves - respect.

But why don't we think of Jackie Chan as an Australian?

His friends Taylor (Vin Diesel), Chris Scarpa (Andrew Davoli)
Johnny Marbles (Seth Green), decide to help Matty earn back the
love of his family and set things right ... however the more they
try, the deeper they get themselves involved in some 'risky
business'. The New Line Cinema Release was produced by the
screenwriters of the acclaimed hit Rounders and looks at the rules
of criminal life in relation to the antiquated laws of the old West.
The result is Knockaround Guys, a film about family, friends and,
ultimately, freedom.

It can't be because he wasn't born here. Nicole Kidman and Mel
Gibson were born in the US. Naomi Watts and Frances O'Connor
were born in the UK. Russell Crowe was born in New Zealand.
Jackie Chan was born in Hong Kong.
Jackie Chan's parents lived here while he attended school in
Hong Kong, and they even became naturalised Australian
citizens. Jackie even spent time in Australia working as a
bricklayer after he finished his education, arguably an occupation
more ocker than being a crocodile hunter. It is reputed that it was
here he picked up the name "Jackie".

Sofia Ham

Indeed, it can't be because his parents were not born in Australia
either. Cate Blanchett's father was a Texan, and Enc Bana's
parents were European Immigrants.
It's not like he hasn't filmed any movies here either, having shot
No More Mr. Nice Guy in NSW and Victoria, and parts of Jackie
Chan's First Strike inBrisbane. Although that may not sound like
many, Mel Gibson only did a few films here too.
And it can't be because he has done movies in languages other
than English, because Mel Gibson is currently working on The
Passion, with dialogue totally in Latin and Aramaic. However,
unlike most of Jackie Chan's foreign language works, it is unlikely
that this film will be badly dubbed in English.
So then, why is it that Jackie Chan has yet to be embraced in our
collective bosom as a true blue Aussie? He doesn't appear
particularly religious, unlike Mel Gibson, and some of his films are
as bad as BMX bandits. Sure, he hasn't won an AFI Award, but
neither have many other prominent Australian actors.
At this point I was beginning to think that it might have something
to do with his ethnicity. There are many examples from the music
industry - the Gibb brothers came from the UK, Jimmy Barnes
only came to Australia in his mid teens, and Neil & Tim Finn of
Split Enz grew up in New Zealand, yet we claim them as our own.
Other examples are numerous.
Maybe it's because we typically see ourselves as a predominately
white country, more like an exotic outpost of Europe than a
geographic neighbour to Asia. Maybe it's because all the people
in Summer Bay, Mount Thomas, and Ramsey Street have easy to
pronounce names. All the tanned skin there seems to be Ihe
result of excessive exposure to the sun.
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Everyone has a simplifying model of the world, which they use to think about the big picture.
This is my model of the world in this decade, the '00s. As I see it, there are three 'tiers' or levels
of activity in the wortd now, three big processes that are undenway. each in a sense
transcending those below it; and as the decade passes, the world's attention will climb from
first to second to third.

Vou saiii
THE TUJO TOUIERS,
nouj eKperience.

On the first tier we have the war against terror: "World War IV" as it has been dubbed by
America's most hawkish pundits (World War III was the Cold War), who see terrorism as
ultimately a tool of tyrannies, for whom it offers a form of deniable covert warfare. These
pundits therefore see the end of the war as arriving only with democratization throughout
the Middle East - to be achieved by popular revolt in some cases (Iran), and by external
pressure in others (Iraq).
But even if the Al Qaeda ideology is discredited and its state sponsors vanquished, its
methods (notably suicide attacks, whether in the form of human bombs or kamikaze
hijackings) have been broadcast to the world and can now be adopted by anyone. And in
the long run, October 5, 2001, may be even more of a watershed than September 11,
because that was the day of the first anthrax death - the day on which the long-feared
advent of biological terrorism finally occurred. Nuclear v/eapons require rare isotopes and
a massive industrial base for their construction, but biolab hardware and expertise are
cheap and abundant. Regardless of the fate of Iraq and the rest of the 'axis', every country
that can will now invest in civil biodefense and monitoring of dual-use technologies, the
alternative being vulnerability to biological blackmail and attack by any nation, faction, cult
or loner with a bioweapons lab.

Mitchell Porter

On the second tier we have climate change. According to conventional wisdom, this is
going to creep up on us, slowly boiling us alive while we're distracted by the war. But in
fact the greenhouse effect is already generating its share of short, sharp, shocking events
- it's just that we haven't learn to see them as such. A rash of bushfires here, a massive
dust storm there... drought in Iran, India and Afghanistan, floods in China, forest fires in
Malaysia, Indonesia and Mexico. And harmless but uncanny spectacles like melting
glaciers and a hole in the arctic ice.
Bush has taken a lot of heat for pulling out of the Kyoto treaty, but the fact is that even if
Kyoto's emissions reduction targets were met, it would make little difference - the
average temperature in 2050 would be a fraction of a degree less. Bush's new hydrogen
car initiative, announced under the banner of 'energy independence for America', is more
likely to make a difference than Kyoto's horse-trading of emission rights. As the science
fiction writer tumed greenhouse crusader Bruce Sterfing tirelessly points out, the
greenhouse effect is not a political or economic problem, it's a technological problem and
a problem of cultural sensibility. Sterling launched a new industrial design movement,
Vindian, a few years ago, with the express purpose of designing a sexy new high-tech
future that doesn't run on fossil fuels, and I commend his efforts to you if you're anxious to
see some way out of global warming.
Finally, on the third tier we have the race towards superintelligence. What's that, you say?
You didn't know such a race was on? It's still more of a dream than an engineering project,
but the signs are everywhere. The sciences of mind are very lively now, and scientific
discovery is always followed by technological application. Already we see ... things ...
whose sheer weirdness indicates the profound novelty of the posthuman world crystallizing
in the labs: A robot run by a lamprey brain! A remote-controlled cockroach! While we rebuild
our societies around the imperatives of defeating terrorism and surviving the greenhouse,
the new cyborg kingdom of life will be proliferating unnoticed all around us.
But an Aibo or a Tamagotchi is barely an intelligence, let alone a superintelligence. What
justifies the expectation of something more than human? We cannot know in advance how
difficult that project is, but we are clearly gearing up to give it our best shot. I predict that
within the decade artificial intelligence will be regarded as a strategic technology by the great
powers, on a par with nukes and satellites - not just because it makes for a smarter cruise
missile, but because intelligence is the universal tool. It is an ingredient in the solution of
every problem and the more you have to spare, the better your solutions. A sufficiently
•super' intelligence could rule the Earth, first subtly seizing power by guile, arid then
transforming all things as it wills. The corporation, sect, or politico-military cabal which
creates the first superintelligence can enjoy the fruits of all that power - if the creation remains
obedient to the creator's imperatives, that is.
By the end of the decade, the race will be on. And one of two things will happen: We will
discover a hidden complexity in the brain that makes our current ideas about intelligence
seem laughably crude, and the advent of superhumanity will recede decades or centunes
into the future. Or, we will crack the cerebral code, tinker with it technoloically, and create
the Deus Ex Machina. At which point all prognostication must cease.
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Exciting? If you were standing at stadium Australia, or in any pub
in Queensland to watch Dane Cartaw crash over in the corner last
year, you already know the answer to that. And, in fact, to highlight
the differences in the codes we need look no further than the
respective finishes of their two showpiece events - Origin, and the
BJedJsloe Cup.
Both games were considered classics. The third Ongin returned
the series to its past glories, a hard, to and fro battle which, with
five minutes to play, looked to be in Queensland's grasp. A try by
New South Wales in the final minutes, one of the finest pieces of
play seen in any game of Rugby League, looked to have
snatched it away from Queensland, perhaps a little
revenge from years past. That was until
Queensland received the ball in good field
position, forty metres out, and embarked on one
last surge. A deft pass from Alfie Langer, a
straightfonward hole run from Dane Carlaw,
and, even if the game was to end in a draw, the
series effectively belonged to Queensland. Loti
Tuqiri missed the conversion from the sideline
after the siren, but it didn't matter. Queensland and its
fans celebrated as though it was a series victory, instead of a 1 -1
draw, and the game was hailed as the return of State of Origin
football.

It was May. Night. The stadium lights were blazing
down on a lush field of green. Every row of seating
was crammed with black or gold jumpers. It was a
sellout - 85000 people. I wasn't one of them. I was safely
tucked away in Bnsbane, watching on television. Watching all
those people filing in, and sitting down, I couldn't help wondering:
They do know it's a game of Rugby Union they've come for, don't
they? And if so, why were they still there?
Rugby Union. They say it is the game that's played in heaven.
Maybe, but I'm pretty sure it wasn't invented in heaven. God
managed to break the rules for all mankind down to just ten, after
all. Now, we all know football is more important than life, but does
it need to be more complicated? Surely Rugby takes complication
to new levels, i've long suspected that, somewhere in the world,
maybe tucked away in some musty crypt are boxes upon boxes
of rules, regulations, clauses, and sub-clauses. What's more, I
think it's a refs-onty type place, judging by the stupefied looks the
players give one another at times, on hearing a decision. And if
the players and ardent fans of the game are left scratching their
heads, what chance has a dedicated League watcher, with only a
passing interest in Rah-Rah?

The deciding Bledisloe cup match was also an epic, played out
before a full house at stadium Australia. Approaching full time, the
Wallabies were trailing by less than a converted try, and it was a
piece of brilliance by Mat Rogers that looked to have snatched the
Cup from the fingers of the Kiwis. Pressing them on their tryline,
Rogers took the ball, stepped back on the inside, weaved, and
crossed for the try. His fist pump of triumph was echoed by every
Aussie in the stands, and every Aussie watching around the
country. If that had won the game, it would have been fitting. Matt
Burke missed the conversion, however, and the Wallabies still
trailed. With time almost up, they again were pressing the AllBlacks line, punching into the defense again and again, spreading
it wide, attacking at every opportunity, and then...out of a maul
came a familiar sound - the blowing of a whistle. A penalty. Twenty
five metres out, thre or four metres to the left. Burke slotted it
easily.

No, I like my football played fast and hard. That's the reason I'll
only watch American Gndiron if it's on delayed coverage, not live.
On delay, all the breaks between "downs" are cut away. No
endless sessions of plotting and scheming, for me. They are
footballers, not astro-physicists. They are there to take the ball, run
with it for as long as possible, gaining maximum velocity before
being belted into next week by someone on the opposing team.
Pass, catch, and hit 'em hard. That's Rugby League. That's why I
love it.

And so, an epic is decided with a penalty.
If Origin 3 had ended with Darren Lockyer or Andrew Johns
landing a kick from in front, the referee would have been hounded
for weeks. For rugby Union, though, it's simply a matter of course.
This is, after all, a code where a test match can be played with a
31-27 scoreline, with only a single try scored between both sides.
As Gorden Tailis once quipped, if I wanted to watch penalty goals
kicked, I could turn up to a training session, and watch.

Oh, and scoring tries. That's another important thing in football. League
has them in abundance, though not so many as years ago, during that
ill-fated "other" competition (I dare not speak it's name.)

In Super 12, the powers that be have come up with the bonus
points system to encourage free flowing play, and the scoring of
tries. But the international arena a lot of the time is still a dour, stop
and start affair, littered with blown whistles and three point kicks
from all over the field.

Now, some claim that compared to Rugby Union, League is
predictable. They may have a point. Take state of origin, for
instance. Over the past two decades, it's taken on rather a
monotonous pattern. The two teams start out hard, belting each
other into the ground, swelling the hearts of fans both sides of the
border. Eventually, New South Wales nudges in front. They
lengthen the lead after the break, only to be pegged back by a
charging maroons outfit, and passed in the home straight by a
"miracle" from Mark Coyne, Allan Langer or, yes, Wally Lewis.

So, while John O'Neil may be trumpeting the surge in support his
code can expect from the World Cup being played in Australia this
year, please excuse me for not sharing his enthusiasm. While
Rugby fans all over will be anxiously awaiting the first World Cup
ball kicked in anger, the majority ot Rugby League fans - and
yours truly - will be salivating over another gripping finale to the
NRL season.

Predictable? If you are a blues supporter like me, sadly, the
answer is yes. Even twenty points up, I was never comfortable
watching an Origin game,

Footy, just the way I like it.
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2. MILK CRATES

SHARE HOUSE CHIC

There's not a single item of furniture that can't be constructed
from milk crates. Utilize as many colours as possible, because
nothing says Try-Hard faster than matching milk crates,

3. BEER CANS, EMPTY AND HALF FULL
Just leave them strewn around to add colour and excitement (not
to mention odour) to your living room. If you're feeling industrious,
you might like to constuct something out of them. A
tower/beeramid thing never goes out of style. Don't go for
anything too intricate though, it smacks of effort.
4. DIRTY PLATES, CUPS & CUTLERY
Nothing could be more entertaining for a guest then searching
through the kitchen for The One Clean Glass (TOCG). Your
dinner parties will be the talk of the town when you have your
guests wash up their own plates before the meal. One other
advantage you have, is no need to wash the dishes. It's even less
effort
than
having
a dish-washer. Just
let the
rodents/cockroaches/ants do the cleaning for you!

Fashion is a strange beast. What was once popular, can become
popular again. It does seem ironic that the clothes and hairstyles
we once laughed at our parents for could end up on us. Could it
possibly be that humans just look stupid, and the only way we
could poss'bly take ourselves seriously is cultural relativism?

All this is just the tip of the ice-berg. Where you take it from here
is limited only by your imagination. As you can see, sharehouse
is a winner. Stylish, comfortable, and best of all, cheap and easy.

I digress, and to discuss fashion any further would step on too
many toes. So now I give you my predictions, based on no
evidence and no actual understanding of the world of fashion at
all, for the latest trend in interior design;
SHAREHOUSE CHIC
Why not? A lot of fashion seems ridiculous to a lot of people. And
let's face it, it is a lot more laidback than other styles out there.
There's certainly no need to worry about cleaning too often (once
every couple of years ought to do it). If anyone complains, just tell
them:
" It's the style darling, all the rage in Eu'ope."
Only the slum parts of Europe though, but no need to tell them
that.
THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
1. EMPTY PIZZA BOXES
Nothing says sharehouse like empty pizza boxes. For those of
you who want to be on the cutting edge, why not try leaving a
piece in there? It adds a little bit of daring to your ensemble, and
only needs to be replaced annually. What sort of pizza boxes you
choose depends on what statement you want to make. Don't use
gourmet pizza boxes though, it's so declasse.
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Tory Crockford
I'M TRYING BAUHAUS-STYLE
SEATING USING KENTV OF
RECYCLED MATERIALS SUITABLE FOR MASS PRODUCTION.
WHAT ARE YOU OQING?

MY INFLUENCE \
IS SOMEWHERE '
IN BETWEEN
LOONEY TUNES
AND SUSHI

Copyright (c) 2003 Andy Wakeley
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Tory Crockford
Hat, I can
do anthing!
said the
bird

'vrsi^

what can
you do
that I
cant?

this IS a
portrait
of a bird...

I con fly
I can hop
I can sing!

sitting
quietly.. under a

replied
the
hat

hat
Kevin Roper
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CARTOONS
despite certain
mplicctions

the new implementations we have
made to the parking policy

The students hcve started
accepting

A change that will benif it them..

..once they realise how better
off they are, in the long run

Alvin Dayan

:OPYRIGIIT©2003 DOGSTER/All rights reserved, on the flipside.
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The Pizza Caffe

X-citing times at the
Pizza Caffe!

Telephone: 3377-2239.

With VB on tap, and later on
during the year (hopefully) a
complete refurbishment and a
mw double oven-

PIZZA MENU

All pizzas have tomato base and mozzarella
cheese unless stated otherwise
Full Price: $10.00; Schoneil Club: $9.10; UQ Students: $8.20
Mmmm, double oven. I f you say it
F A Q pizzas add $1.20; X & Y pizzas add 60cents
fast, it sounds like double loving.
A: Antonioni: Artichoke, Ham, Mushrooms
B: Bertolucci: Basil, Fresh Tomato
We can't promise you that, but
C: Cardinale: Capsicum, Ricotta, Chilli
we can promise that if you can
D: De Sica: Different Daily Special (Vou choose Meat or Vegetarian)
come up with the best
E: 8 1/2: Eggplant (grilled), Sun-dried Capsicum
combination of three (3) pizza
F: Fellini: Fabulous Smoked Salmon, Provolone
toppings, as judged by our
&: Gianntni: Garlic, Olive Oil, Oregano, NO Cheese
friends at the F'izza Caffe,
H: Histoircs Extraodinoires: Hot Cacciotore Salami, Black Olives, Oregano, Anchovies
we'll get them to make it for
I:IL Ladro di Bambini: Incredible amounts of Garlic, Olive Oil, Chilli, Parsley
vou!
Tt could even become the
J; Juliette of the Spirits: Jazzy Prosciutto Crude, Parmigiano
baily Special', Tas said.
K: Killer Fish; Knockout Seafood Marinara Mix, Onion, Chilli, Oil
L: Lollobrigida; Lots of Cheeses (5 types), Oregano, Sun-dried Capsicum
So qo down to the Pizza
M: Mediterraneo: Mushrooms, Parsley, Parmigiano, Garlic
Caffe, sample the quality
N: 1900:Napoletana - Olives, Garlic, Oregano, Anchovies
product
they have to offer,
0: Ossessione: Outstanding Calzone! Artichoke, Mozzarella, Ham, Mushrooms
and contribute your own
P: Pasolini: Pancetta, Potato, Rosemary, Parmigiano
culinary delight to Your L/Q
Q; Quo Vadis: Queen Prawns, Garlic, Fresh Tomato, Basil
Union.
R: Rossellini: Ricotta, Artichoke, Sun-dried Tomato
S: Sophia Loren: Spinach, Garlic, Olives, Gorgonzola
Just email your combinations to
T; Taviani Brothers: Tuna, Capers, Onion, Egg
semper.union@maiIbox.uq.edu.au
U: Umberto D: Unlimited Hot Calabrese Salami, Mushrooms, Garlic, Oregano
V: Visconti: Vegetarian... Eggplant, Zucchini, Capsicum, Garlic
W: Wertmuller: Wonderful Veneto Salami, Onion, Capsicum
X: Xceliencc in Italian Films: Xciting Four Seasons! Vegetarian... We select four different quarters from our popular vegetarian pizzas
y: Yesterday, Today <& Tomorrow; Your Penultimate Choice!., this time we choose four quarters from our non-vegetarian range
Z: Zeffirelli: Zucchini, Parsley, Garlic, Parmigiano

UQ - St lucia, near the Main Refec.
3321-7690 www.schonell.uq.edu.au
MON 24 FEB
4.15 8 W0W6N [M]
4.30 U S T WALTZ [^}
6.30 FRIDA [MA]
7PM FREE MOVIE
8.45 8 WOMEN [M]
9PM LAST WALTZ [G]

TUE 25 FEB
4.15 8 WOMEN [M]
4.30 LAST WALTZ [G]
6,30 FRIDA [MA]
6.45 LAST WALTZ [G]
a,45 8 WOMEN [M]
9PM LAST WALTZ [&]

4.15 8 WOMEN [M]
4.30 LAST WALTZ [G]
6.30 FRIDA [MA]#
6.45 LAST WALTZ [G]
8.45 8 WOMEN [M]
9PM LAST WALTZ [G]

COMING SOON: 8 MILE; BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE
FRI 28 FEB
5PM MAKING VENUS [M]
5.30 LORD OF THE
RINGS; TWO TOWERS [M]
6.15 8 WOMEN [MJ
8.15 CATCH ME IF
y o u CAN [M]
8,45 LAST WALTZ [G]

SAT 1 MAR

4PM LAST WALTZ [G]
5PM MAKING VENUS [fiAA]
6PM CATCH ME IF
YOU CAN [M]
7PM OVER THE FENCE
COMEDY FILM
FESTIVAL
8 30 LORD OF THE RINGS
TWO TOWERS [M]

SUN 2 MAR

3PM 6 WOMEN (M]
3.45 LAST WALTZ [G]
5PM MAKING VENUS [MA]
6PM LORD or THE
RINGS: TWO TOWERS [M]
6.30 8 WOMEN [M]
8.30 CATCH ME IF
you CAN [M]
9PM LAST WALTZ [&]

The Schoneil Is Your UQ Union

THU 27 FEB

WED 26 FEB

12.45 LORD OFRIN&S:
TWO TOWERS [M]
1PM CATCH ME IF
you CAN [M]
3.30 MAKING VENUS [MA]
4PM LAST WALTZ [G]
4.45 8 WOMEN [M]
7PM SUE WIGHTON
IN CONCERT
THE FENCE
C'mema7PM OVER
COMEDY FILM FEST,

THURSDAY 27 FEB A
SUNDAY 2 MAR © 7PM
UQ Students $7.90
Cone. $9.90; Full $11.90
www.overthefence.com.au

MON 3 MAR
3PM LAST WALTZ [G]
3.30 LORD OF THE
RINGS; TWO TOWERS [M]
SPM MAKING VENUS [MA]
6.40 8 WOMEN [MJ
7PM FREE MOVIE
8.40 CATCH ME IF... [M]
9.15 LAST WALTZ [G]

TUE 4 MAR
4.15 LAST WALTZ [G]
5PM MAKING VENUS [MA]
6.30 LAST WALTZ [G]
6.40 8 WOMEN [M]
8.30 LORD OF THE
RINGS; TWO TOWERS [M]
8.40 CATCH ME IF
YOU CAN (MJ

WEb 5 MAR

\ Featuring 14

4.15 LAST WALTZ [G]
5PM MAKING VENUS [MA]|
6.30 LAST WALTZ [G]
6.40 8 WOMEN [M]
8.30 LORD OF THE •
RINGS; TWO TOWERS [M]
8.40 CATCH ME IF «
VOU CAN [M]

wild, funny,
exciting,
Aussie
short films

Bookings: 3377-2229
• Denotes Final Screening
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Drivine School

VManual & Auto

West«m Siiburbs

ACCREUnEJJ TRAINEKS
STUDEPflT raSCOUNTS

Pli:3279 703«
GREGUHBAHN Mobile: 0417TO734?
\

1

Making Driving Easy

TOM! BOY HONDA
IS COMING
1
m rrtfwn";:

